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Abstract
Wake phenomena and its encounter with downstream bodies are of engineering importance as
it can affect aerodynamic loads. This can induce unfavourable—or even dangerous—conditions
to aircraft through a loss of lift, or stability and control. Such scenarios range from the local
interactions between an aircraft wing and its empennage, to wakes emanated from buildings
acting on a helicopter fuselage downstream. Therefore, wake physics must be evaluated to
predict any consequential aerodynamic effects. Furthermore, accurately modelling turbulent
wake regimes are challenging, as obtaining physically meaningful data requires high-fidelity
techniques. In this thesis, canonical cases under static and dynamic conditions focusing on wake
encounters are investigated computationally to address these concerns. This is achieved using
a Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) approach that will be validated with a static case before
expanding to include overset methods to induce dynamic grid motion on a tandem configuration.
Validation is performed by investigating the vortex shedding behaviour and wake character-
istics of a separated flow over a square beam bluff-body. Spectral analyses of surface-forces
reveal von Kármán street dynamics with frequency correlations in the freestream-parallel and
cross-stream directions. Metrics are verified against benchmark experimental data, where a con-
siderable aerodynamic impact is implied by both first- and second-moment wake statistics up to
a measured downstream distance of six characteristic lengths. The extent of numerical treatment
is further demonstrated through validation of its shear-stresses, an auto-correlation function of
point-probed velocities, while coherence is observed as peak frequencies correspond to surface
vortex shedding frequency. This case is then subsequently used as a wake generator for the
investigation of its aerodynamic impact downstream.
A NACA0012 wing-section is placed three characteristic lengths downstream for insights
on the aerodynamic effects of the bluff-body wake encounter. Time-averaged surface-forces
on the wing-section are evaluated against a wake-free condition of the airfoil for reference. The
wake encounter demonstrates a decrease in overall pressure distribution from wake-induced sep-
aration, with a strong correlation in lift response with the bluff-body vortex shedding dynam-
ics. Instantaneous contours reveal flow behaviour resembling those expected of heave dynamics
caused by the alternating vortex street. As oscillatory lift characteristics are induced, the work
proposes approximating this response with the Sear’s and Theodorsen’s functions represented
as a relative harmonic motion to the wake based on reduced frequency.
iii
ABSTRACT iv
Finally, expanding this framework to include overset grids accomplishes dynamic motion
for forced harmonic pitching on a tandem wing-tail configuration. This subjects the horizontal
stabilizer to a wake induced by pitch oscillations of its main wing located upstream. As this is a
single rigid system with a rotational centre on the wing chord, it is observed that the moment arm
translates to a coupled pitch-heave motion at the tail. In addition, a separated wake with charac-
teristic leading and trailing edge vortices (LEV/TEVs) is emanated from the wing at the higher
angles-of-attack in the harmonic pitch cycles. This leads to a direct correlation in wing-tail dy-
namics where the tail lift response can be distinguished into two components; the combination
of its pitch-heave directly contributed by the tail moment arm, and a gust component by periodi-
cally encountering the separated wing wake. The combination of these mechanisms synthesises
the tails response from both forced harmonic motion and wing wake interaction, and is shown
to be significant to the entire (wing-tail) system. This contributes to novel insights on wake in-
teractions, as the computational framework advances the understanding of tandem aerodynamic
relationships under dynamic conditions.
Keywords vortex shedding, wake dynamics, wake encounter, bluff-body, tandem flows, forced
harmonic motion, overset grid, OpenFOAM
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Chapter 1
Wakes & Vortex Shedding Dynamics
The region of turbulent and recirculating flow generated as a result of a solid body moving
through a fluid is known as its wake. Fluid flows in general can be catergorised as either free-
shear flows or boundary layer flows. Wakes are classified as free-shear flows. Their characteris-
tics can be described as the re-merger, or rearward extension of the boundary layer with a loss of
momentum in the fluid, characterized as a deficit in dynamic pressure. As a fluid encounters an
object, momentum is lost, resulting in a region of slower moving fluid surrounded by the faster
moving freestream. Transition to turbulence then occurs a short distance downstream (Figure
1.1a), where mixing with the freestream, a recovery in momentum and widening of the wake
can be observed. A typical visualisation of what is known as a von Kármán street is depicted in
Figure 1.1b. A von Kármán street is identified as a pattern of swirling vortices induced through
a process known as vortex shedding. This process is responsible for unsteady flow separation
where fluids circumvent objects, especially for bluff-bodies. These flows are oscillating, and
detach periodically from the surface of the geometry. This creates alternating low pressure vor-
tices on either side which develop and convect farther downstream where the structure of the
wake becomes less dependent of its source [1, 2]. The descriptors of wakes are its width, a
drop in dynamic pressure, and a downward deflection along the wake center from asymmetrical
geometry—such as a wing downwash [3].
Wake phenomena are also known to interact with secondary surfaces within the same flow
field. This is critical, as flows over obstacles can produce wakes that convect downstream to
become aerodynamically significant to other bodies in proximity. Fluctuating quantities from
shear layer instabilities and vortex shedding coupled with a region of reduced dynamic pressure
can alter aerodynamic behaviour, such as diminished surface forces from local Reynolds number
changes, and induced unsteadiness from fluctuating quantities.
An aerodynamic design that accounts for wake effects is the horizontal stabilizer of a con-
ventional fixed wing aircraft. The horizontal stabilizer is the dominant contributor to stability,
and therefore the assessment of its pitch authority against local airflow properties is crucial to
desirable flight characteristics. As the tail lies downstream of the wings, the interference of
1
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(a) Turbulent wake resulting from a flow over a sphere at Re = 15000.
(b) Kármán street behind a circular cylinder at Re = 140. Notice how the wake width grows as it
progresses downstream.
Figure 1.1: Flow visualisation of wakes by Van Dyke [4].
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airflow from the wing’s wake alters its performance. To account for change in dynamic pres-
sure, the resulting stabilizer effectiveness is often treated with an efficiency factor taken as a
dynamic pressure ratio relative to the freestream [5]. In addition, the downward deflection of
airflow from the wings as a result of lift also alters the stabilizers effective angle-of-attack. By
extension, wake effects translate ultimately to aircraft pitch characteristics. Accounting for these
effects are challenging, considering that the wake properties are dynamic as a function of attitude
and trim.
The implications of a local wing wake of an aircraft on its tail have led to fatal accidents [6].
An example of this is the Lockheed P-38 (Figure 1.2) where it was forced into a nose-down dive.
Recovery from this was difficult and pilots lost their lives. It was later discovered that the effects
of the wing wake (due to induced flow separation from near critical Mach numbers) resulted
in the loss of longitudinal control at the tail. It was determined that flow separation adversely
affected wing lift, which caused downwash angles to be reduced drastically. This translated
to a great increase in effective angle-of-attack at the tail, causing it to provide lift, inducing a
pitching down moment for the aircraft. This is reportedly the first aircraft to have encountered
this problem [7].
Figure 1.2: The Lockheed P-38, an aircraft that suffered from wing wake-tail interference in its
early designs. Image by Lockheed Martin.
Wing tip vortices and aircraft wakes farther downstream are also known to cause accidents
that have mandated separation distances between aircraft [8, 9]. This especially applies where
larger aircraft precedes smaller ones due to the relative size of the wake they produce. Loss of
lift together with control authority from the down-draft caused wing tip vortices and reduced
dynamic pressure are common flight symptoms [10]. Wake turbulence have been known to last
up to three minutes or longer, depending on the size and speed of the aircraft [11].
As aircraft begin to operate in proximity to urban or naval environments, it has been shown
that the wakes emanated by buildings and even ships can have a considerable effect on aircraft
operating in their proximity. This is known to affect helicopters and unmanned aerial vehicle
aerodynamics, which results in loss of control and unpredictablility for pilots [12–16]. To sim-
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ulate wake effects with pilot-in-the-loop tests, numerically modeled ship-wake data were used
in the simulation of helicopter-ship flight deck landings. It was highlighted that the aerody-
namic effects of the wake acting on the fuselage is key to simulating aircraft behavior at these
flight regimes [17]. Similar emphasis on the importance of capturing wake effects acting on
the fuselage is also made with studies on a rotor disk encountering a building represented as
a bluff-body [18]. Neglecting these wake features contributed to operational difficulty for pi-
lots, including tasks like hovering and approach for landing. Modelling the wake field around
urban structures is also needed in the design of autonomous control logic for unmanned aerial
vehicles, which were proven to impact their handling responses negatively should it be ne-
glected [15, 16, 19].
It is evident that wake effects are a significant engineering consideration, occurring locally
between surfaces like wings and tails [5, 7], to external interference, such as those from build-
ings [12], the handling qualities and flight simluation of rotorcraft encountering building or ships
wakes [17, 18], to the controls for unmanned aerial vehicles under the influence of wind condi-
tions induced by urban environments [16, 20, 21]. Bodies in tandem encountering a freestream
flow therefore serve as stream-wise aerodynamic obstructions that generate turbulent and un-
steady disturbances. This can affect aerodynamic and handling qualities of manoeuvring air-
craft, and predicting these effects are critical for operational safety at these flight envelopes.
As wakes are turbulent flows, they are inherently unsteady and irregular. This naturally
involves high levels of mixing and fluctuations in three dimensions across all length scales. Vis-
cous effects are also present, contributing to stresses in the flow. Such complexity requires high-
fidelity methods that accurately capture any physics of interest to predict induced behaviours.
Accurate capture of wakes and vortex shedding dynamics is therefore a precursor that forms the
foundation to modelling the physical loads as a result of these interactions.
1.1 The Study of Fluids & Their Capture
Classically, the foundation of fluid dynamics are studied through pure experimental observa-
tions and theoretical formulations. Experimental methods are namely in the form of flight
experiments, drop tests, shock tubes, and more commonly, water and wind tunnels, among
many more. These methods often require a model of the aerodynamic body in question, and
a suitable method is chosen along with the appropriate measurement apparatus and visualisation
technique for data collection [22]. Upon a deeper understanding of flow behaviour, this has
gradually evolved into theoretical fluid dynamics [23]. This branched the study of physics into
those concerning Newtonian fluids, and thus led to famous relations like the Euler’s equation
and viscous flow theories—like the Navier-Stokes equations [24]. As a result of these findings,
fluid dynamics has historically always been based on the two polars of experiment and theory.
The advent of computers and development of accurate numerical algorithms revolutionised
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how fluid dynamics problems are solved. Since its introduction, Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) have reduced wind tunnel usage by more than 50% between 1980 to 2010 [25]. CFD
presents some advantages over pure experiment. Unlike wind tunnels which require physical
hardware and infrastructure, CFD methods scale with the advancement of computing power and
decreasing costs [26]. In addition, experiments only allow data extraction where physically pos-
sible. This subjects the experimental objectives to the limitations of the apparatus available,
whereas CFD allows the sampling of any position in the flow field [27]. The ability to theo-
retically simulate and isolate specific phenomena for study also gives the user greater control
over physical processes. However, these methods are supposed to work in synergy, and are not
meant to replace each other. The need for validation and verification to ascertain and interpret
results relies on support from experiment and theory, as its accuracy is still subjected to the
understanding, implementation, and execution of numerical codes and algorithms [28].
1.1.1 Experimental Methods for Wake Capture
Experimental methods can be typically classified as visualisation or measurement methods.
For wake survey systems, pressure data is primarily measured through the use of pitot-static
tubes [29]. This collects static and total pressure information in the wake referencing freestream
values. Due to the momentum loss in the flow, the total pressure deficit can then be attributed
to the drag of the object upstream. The two typical measurement devices are known as the inte-
grated wake rake (Figure 1.3) and a traversing wake probe. Integrating wake rakes are sometimes
preferred because it eliminates the challenges that are introduced by the moving mechanisms on
traversing wake probes. For the integrating wake rake, the array of pitot tubes lead into a single
manifold which collects pressure data with a distribution as shown in Figure 1.4.
The integrated pitot array is a traditional example that is used to measure wake data, and its
width has to span beyond the entire wake. This obtains the dynamic pressure profile perpendic-
ular to the stream-wise flow direction behind an immersed object as seen in Figure 1.4. Based
on this pressure distribution, the profile drag of the body can be expressed as a function of this
dynamic pressure deficit [2]. The relationship between profile drag (d0) and wake pressures is
known as the Momentum Method [30, 31]:
d0 =
∫
∞
−∞
ρu(U∞−u)dz, (1.1)
where ρ , u, and U∞ are the reference density, stream-wise velocity, and freestream velocity
respectively. This can be expressed to relate wake pressure quantities to the profile drag of a
wing, which is accomplished by Betz [30] and the comparatively simpler Jones [31] method
with the zero-lift drag coefficient:
Cd0 =
2
c
∫ w √Hw− pw√
H∞− p∞
(
1−
√
Hw− p∞√
H∞− p∞
)
dy, (1.2)
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Figure 1.3: An integrating wake rake and its mounting [29].
where c is the characteristic chord, while H and p are the total and static pressures relative to
the wake and freestream, respectively. The limits of the wake width is usually defined where
the momentum recovers to 0.99u∞, as points of inflection in the measurements that can be seen
in Figure 1.4. This is analogous to that of boundary layer thicknesses [32, 33]. The momen-
tum method was validated experimentally using wakes at zero-lift for NACA 0012 and 0018
sections, and is shown to be accurate within 2% along 1.05 < x/c < 4.00 compared to direct
force measurements. The results obtained were also agreeable to theoretical estimations [34].
It was also highlighted that the results were more accurate when taken closer to the trail-
ing edge. Both the Jones and Betz Methods were agreeable to within 0.5% of each other at
1.05 < x/c < 4.00 [2, 33]. However, these methods are limited to zero-lift conditions due to
the introduction of induced drag at higher angles-of-attack, although this can be theoretically
accounted and corrected for [2].
While the wake momentum method has been demonstrated to be generally accurate, its
limitations lie in the hardware as pitot tubes present some challenges that need to be considered
[29]. Near the model, it is known for the probe to physically interfere with flow measurements,
and the quality of results are also subjected to the probe geometry and its suitability for that
particular flow regime [35]. This requires calibration against freestream flow conditions that
have to be conducted beforehand [36]. The turbulent nature of wakes coupled with the sensitive
nature of pitot tubes can introduce noise, which will require signal filtering that also has to be
further validated with other means [29,37]. However, if these limitations can be overcome, wake
survery methods can provide a level of accuracy that distinguishes itself from other experimental
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techniques [38]. It has been demonstrated that a drag resolution of a 1-count precision can
be obtained, and this can be useful for complementing the validation and verification of CFD
results [36].
Figure 1.4: A wake survey rake measures dynamic pressure with a series of manometers. Here,
the hump in the measurements represent the amount of drag, and is compared between
turbulent (left) and laminar (right) flow [39].
1.1.2 Computational Modelling for Wake Capture
The CFD process constitutes of several components. A computational representation of the
physical model has to first be developed. This geometry is then defined within a computational
domain (for external aerodynamic flows) that is analogous to the test section of a wind tunnel.
Numerical discretisation (Meshing) of the entire domain is done, assuming the flow conditions
to be simulated. This accompanying mathematical solution is referred to as the governing equa-
tions, where the numerical schemes and turbulence models are implemented to appropriately
simulate the flow in question. The numerical solution is then executed, and a computational rep-
resentation of the flow variables are obtained in the results. Post-processing is done to interpret
these results, where the choice of the above-mentioned practices are evaluated by validation and
verifying the relevant quantities of interest.
The individual sub-fields within CFD encompasses more specialised areas of research that
are continuously developing. Improved mesh generation methods and advancing turbulence
models are among the goals for better CFD techniques, especially for practical applications
[40]. As most flows significant to engineering are turbulent, high-fidelity models are required
to accurately simulate and predict the nature of these flows. Figure 1.5 illustrates the hierarchy
of turbulence modelling classes [41]. Current practices with Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) with one- or two-equation turbulence models are widespread [42]. However, there has
been an increasing emergence toward hybrid RANS/LES for separated flows. This approach
has been adopted while the demands of full-LES for entire aircraft geometries at flight Reynolds
numbers remain unachievable [43]. Some of the differences that distinguishes these modelling
techniques apart are discussed in greater detail in Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 1.5: Representation of the hierarchy of turbulence modelling techniques, showing the
trade-offs between computational costs and fidelity [41].
Computational analyses of wake characteristics and surface pressures for airfoils in ground
effect (Re = 4.6× 105) compares the performance of six different Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) turbulence models across several metrics, including wake profiles [32]. These
are evaluated and validated against experimental data captured with Doppler anemometry and
Particle Image Velocitmetry, amongst other techniques [44, 45]. The performance for wake
profile capture of the turbulence models were determined by their ability to predict key features
accurately, such as the maximum wake deficit (umin/U∞), position of the points of inflection in
the profile (y/c at umin, δtop,bottom), and wake thickness (δ99/c). The results demonstrated that
all of the tested turbulence models performed equally well at capturing the wake profile along
x/c = 1.2 at two ground clearance heights of h/c = 0.224 and 0.09. However, plotting of the
complete velocity profile of the wake shows that the accuracy of the models begin to deviate
from experimental data as the ride height narrows, likely attributed to larger flow gradients
encountered near the ground. The models agreed better with the experiments at higher ground
clearances. It is also noteworthy that as some models performed well in capturing the wake
profile, they are relatively accurate for other parameters, as in the case for the Realizable k-
ε model [46] (with enhanced wall treatment) which outperformed the k-ω SST model [47] in
predicting the wake profile, but are less suitable for surface pressure predictions. The Realizable
k-ε model predicted the velocity deficit (umin/U∞) accurate to 0.64%, and the vertical wake
displacement ((y/c)umin) of 4.22%. These results have shown that the Realizable k-ε and k-ω
SST are general models can be used to capture wake profiles and surface pressures for attached
flows. However, the k-ε is not recommended for boundary layers flows or those with adverse
pressure gradients [48].
Another 2D benchmark case advocated the use of the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model over k-ω
SST on near-wakes of the NACA 0012 [49]. Results solved with the CFL3D [50] and FUN3D
[51] solvers demonstrated that the SA model predicts wake profiles of U/U∞ and Reynolds
shear stress of (u′v′/U2∞) with agreeing trends up to 3.00x/c. However, it is worth highlighting
that RANS models are subjected to inherent early dissipative behaviour farther downstream.
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(a) Grid refinement region for a wing wake [54].
(b) Grid refinement for a flow over a bluff-body [55].
Figure 1.6: Examples of wake refinement regions defined by a grid block.
Regardless, the SA model used in the 2D benchmark case performed excellently for near-wake
capture. For sensitivity to far-field boundary distances, it was expressed that results for a distance
of 20c against 500c differed only by a negligible shift in lift coefficient, while the rest of the
results remains unchanged.
Providing sufficient grid refinement for a wake region is computationally expensive, espe-
cially for a sufficiently large enclosure for stalled wake and a wall normal spacing of y+ ≈ 1
(Figure 1.6a). Notably, a domain discretized with spatial resolution in the order of 1% the
reference chord is deemed adequate to capture relevant flow effects pertaining to the pressure
coefficient spectra in the wake which depicts a well defined inertial subrange [52, 53]. The total
amount of nodes in this mesh amounts to 51-million, of which 31-million are in the wake block.
Due to the high cell count, the span-wise extent of the block for the work is limited to 60% wing
semi-span. Other related work used a resolution of 3% the reference chord and demonstrated
good accuracy for time-averaged wake profiles that were conforming to PIV-obtained data [54].
It is important to note that the number of grid points scales with n3 [42]. Therefore, halving cell
edge lengths increases the number of grid points considerably by a factor of 8.
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(a) Validation of longitudinal coefficients obtained with URANS and DDES methods compared with
experiment at post-stall angle.
(b) Wake profiles at three downstream positions from the wing demonstrating good accuracy and
agreement between DDES results and PIV methods.
Figure 1.7: Longitudinal coefficients of lift, drag, and pitching moments, and velocity wake
profile along a PIV plane some distance downstream of the wing at low-speed stall
(M = 0.25,Re = 11.6×106) [52].
Overall, scale-resolving techniques are generally favoured for wake capture, especially for
farther downstream distances with those involving flow separation. While URANS demon-
strated lower accuracy as an under-prediction of the wake velocity deficit by up to 20%, it
achieved comparable accuracy to wind tunnel force balance data for aerodynamic coefficients.
Results for these longitudinal coefficients of lift, drag, and pitching moments, together with
wake velocity profiles are extracted in Figure 1.7. It is evident that the performance of RANS-
based techniques decreases with downstream distances on wake capture. Observations by Wald-
mann et al. for low-speed stall [52], concluded that DDES outperformed RANS methods when
evaluated against experimental data for wake capture, especially for flow separated regimes.
This is critical, as the assessment of aircraft stability will involve a tail-on geometry with a
horizontal stabilizer located farther downstream than the distance considered here.
1.1.3 Computational Strategies for Unsteady Flows
Numerical assumptions must assume similar conditions to model unsteady and turbulent wake
characteristics. The typical approach for unsteady flows involves a two-step process of refin-
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ing a grid through spatial sensitivity studies, followed by an independent time-step study on the
chosen grid(s). A Courant number of Co≤ 1 is attempted to capture large eddies, which estab-
lishes a relationship between time-step and local grid spacing [56,57]. It was also recommended
by Spalart [57] that the ratio between the local cell size and the time-step for the LES region
be ∆x0/∆t = umax, where umax is the local velocity which can be accelerated by up to 1.2u∞.
Also, ∆x0 needs to be at least five times smaller than that of the flow structure(s) to be resolved
by LES. A characteristic time-step size of at least 0.025 is also necessary to accurately predict
massively separated turbulent flows that are without boundary layer reattachment [58], and is
similarly reported by others [59, 60].
Cummings et al. [61] optimised this segregated approach where the spatial and temporal
scales are determined concurrently as these are correlated. This was demonstrated with a focus
on near-wakes and localised flows using a range of geometries such as a NACA 6512 airfoil,
a delta wing, and the F-16XL with different turbulence models [61]. This approach was also
demonstrated by Frink [62] and Thompson et al. [63]. Beginning with recommendations for
the boundary layer grid design for laminar and turbulent regimes, a newly formulated first-cell
height at the wall is proposed [61]:
∆Lam. = L
1.3016y+avg
Re0.75
, ∆Turb. = L
(13.1463y+avg)
0.875
Re0.90
, (1.3)
where L is the characteristic length of the flow. Equations 1.3 performed well for Reynolds
numbers between 1.00× 105 < Re < 4.44× 107 among the tested geometries. In contrast, the
conventional method of determining the first cell height assumes a flat plate to estimate wall
shear and friction velocity. The first cell height from the wall, y, is estimated with friction
velocity, Uτ and wall shear stress, τw, where [64]:
y =
y+µ
ρuτ
, uτ =
√
τw
ρ
, u+ =
u
uτ
, τw =
1
2
ρU2∞C f , (1.4)
with an initial assumption for the skin friction coefficient, C f , can be taken: [65]:
C f = [2log10(Re)−0.65]−2.3. (1.5)
where y+ is the dimensionless first cell height, µ is the reference dynamic viscosity, and u is
the wall-parallel velocity. However, velocity gradients arising from acceleration around surface
curvature increases the local y+ resulting in these flat plate assumptions to be invalid. To ensure
that the boundary layer resides within the near-wall grid, it is recommended for subsequent
layers to grow at a rate of < 1.25δ , with δ as the lower cell thickness, while 20 layers “should
be adequate for a boundary layer". As a practice, Cummings et al. [61] used grids that are refined
by a factor of
√
2. While both spatial and temporal scales are related, this heuristic strategy is
proposed to optimise the total effort required for a set of computations.
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Figure 1.8: Proposed time-step and grid study showing asymptotic nature of time-step and grid
combination with wave number as the result. [61].
Figure 1.8 shows the relationship between wave numbers (1/St) and time-steps (∆t), where
the Strouhal number, St = f L/U . The coloured curves show results obtained with three different
grids under multiple time-step sizes. It is argued that this approach of computing all combina-
tions grids and time-step sizes can be time-consuming. Based on this heuristic approach, Cum-
mings et al. [61] proposes that the results in Figure 1.8 are typical to that of unsteady cases, and
only six of the circled cases need to be run, with two cases needed for each grid refinement. Each
time-step is halved from the previous (i.e. ∆tn = ∆tn−1/2) and recommended starting ∆tc = 0.01,
inspired by the Nyquist sampling rate [66]. In this example, points 1–6 are asymptotic and 4–6
are taken to be grid and time-step independent. Therefore the grid and time-step correspond-
ing to point 4 is deemed most efficient and should be used. With this strategy, the effective
number of simulations required to establish a grid and time step independent case is reduced
significantly. Cummings et al. [61] concludes by emphasising that determining these conditions
are driven primarily by the flow physics of interest, and that grid and time-step studies must be
performed concurrently.
The above section(s) have discussed some methods for wake capture, with a focus on com-
putational modelling. Key perspectives were provided in areas including grid requirements for
wake capture, the limitations of turbulence modelling techniques, and strategies to approach the
solution of unsteady flows. While the premise of the current work will be based on computa-
tional methods, the undertaken methodology will require references for validation and verifi-
cation. This has led to the need for aerodynamic benchmark geometries for evaluation. One
example for wakes is the canonical bluff-body flow.
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Figure 1.9: Identification of vortical structures shed by a bluff-body, contoured with
stream-wise vorticity component [69].
1.2 Bluff-Body Wake Dynamics
As a myriad of possible geometry configurations can be responsible for a wake generator, the
square beam bluff-body (“square cylinder”) has been a long-standing benchmark geometry [67]
for the validation of CFD methods with experiments [68]. Although the geometry may be rela-
tively simple, complex flow phenomena can exist throughout flow regimes over the square beam
(Figure 1.9). At lower, near laminar speeds (Re ≈ 100), it has been observed that flow separa-
tion does not necessarily occur at the leading edges but remains attached on the surface of the
geometry for half its width [69, 70]. At these slower and transitional regimes, several modes
of flow invloving the transition from laminar flow to the alternating von Kármán street across
50 < Re < 160 can also be observed. This mode occurs through the shedding of shear-layer in-
stabilities over the leading edges and their transition to turbulence, where vortex shedding with
wake dynamics become prevalent [71, 72]. The evolution of time-averaged drag and Strouhal
number as the flow becomes transitional also behaves asymptotically at higher (Re > 1×104)
Reynolds numbers [69].
As highlighted in Section 1.1, numerical methods possess the flexibility for entire domains
to be investigated freely without interference from physical apparatus. This allows the investi-
gation of the wide range of flow phenomena the bluff-body presents, ranging from near-wall
flow developments to vortex shedding and wake dynamics [68]. In addition, it favours the
generation of highly orthogonal grids, preventing numerical diffusion [73]. However, as pre-
viously dicussed, general purpose RANS techniques based on the Boussinesq hypothesis for
eddy-viscosity dampens convection begin to exhibit non-physical dissipating behaviours even
for attached flow regimes. This is observed to occur as close as two characteristic lengths down-
stream [32, 49]. As bodies of interest can be located beyond this distance [17, 18], accurate
capture of wake physics at these distances may be unsuitable for RANS-based techniques. This
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inadequacy can be further exacerbated under massively separated conditions, despite good ac-
curacy for surface force integrals. However, large-scale full- and half-loop vortex structures
at transitional Reynolds numbers could still be distinguished in the wake of a finite (AR = 7)
cuboid [74]. Key quadrupole and dipole wake structures were qualitatively identified in this
transitional regime (652 < Re < 13041) with Reynolds Stress Models. In addition, findings on
the asymptotic behaviour in the drag coefficient at Reynolds number range also agree with other
studies [69].
At higher Reynolds numbers (Re > 1.0×104), the wake shed by a bluff body can be de-
scribed by several characteristic quantities. Benchmark conditions [55,68,75–79] at Re= 21400
showed that the time-averaged drag coefficient ranges approximately 2.1 to 2.4, with Strouhal
numbers ranging 0.12 to 1.4. This shedding frequency is correlated to the vortex shedding pair
that forms due to the roll-up of the shear-layer instabilities at the leading edges. A summary
of these results both obtained from numerical and experimental methods can be found in Table
1.1. Moving along to the wake centre, a region of lower pressure and recirculation zone exists
leeward of the geometry. As the momentum of the fluid recovers, a recirculation distance in the
order of x/D where the local velocity at a point along this wake centre can be found to stag-
nate. Past this, the width of the wake grows, and the time-averaged (first-moment statistics) of
wake centre velocity recovers towards the freestream. This process is illustrated in detail with
time-averaged statistics in Figure 1.10 along multiple downstream stations obtained with DNS
at Re = 400 [71]. Wake behaviour at such lower Reynolds exhibit similar characteristics. Close
to the geometry (x/D < 2), the wake is clearly defined and shows the approximate size of the
recirculation zone with the wake profile intersecting ux/U = 0. At these nearer stations, the
acceleration of the flow past freestream values are apparent from the shear-layer instabilities. It
is expected for fluctuating quantities to be larger in amplitude in these regions. Past this, the
wake width widens and gradually recovers to the freestream from x/D > 3 onwards.
More importantly, fluctuating quantities become increasingly dominant at within turbulent
wake regimes. They are aerodynamically responsible for buffeting loads, which are an important
consideration in engineering. Unsteady-RANS (URANS) methods become unsuitable as these
fluctuations can be lost through the process of Reynolds averaging and decomposition (φi =
Φi +φ
′
i ). Wake behaviour can therefore become numerically damped, which is attributed to an
excess of turbulent viscosity production [75]. LES techniques are among those that have been
increasingly used for resolving the turbulent flows [76, 77]. Mean moment statistics along the
wake centre have been captured using Scale Adaptive Simulations (SAS) [78], and one-equation
dynamic models provided good agreement in terms of the root-mean-square velocities [76],
evaluated against laser-Doppler measurements [68]. Near the walls, it is suggested that the
capture of near-wall features are key as shear layer (Kelvin-Helmholtz) instabilities at the points
of separation are propagated downstream into the von Kármán street [55]. However, turbulent
length scales approach the order of the boundary layer thickness near the wall and LES depends
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Figure 1.10: Time-averaged velocity profiles across the wake at multiple stream-wise stations
aft of a square beam geometry, demonstrating the recovery in wake velocity [71].
Table 1.1: Summary of key vortex shedding parameters from numerical and experimental
bluff-body benchmarks.
Case Type Re×103 AR CD St λ CD′ CL′
Numerical Cases
Boudreau et al. [75] URANS 21.4 7 2.11 0.133 0.97 0.14 1.56
DDES 21.4 7 2.41 0.126 1.07 0.17 1.47
Barone and Roy [80] DES 19.4 4 2.11 0.125 1.42 0.26 1.16
Fureby et al. [77] LES 21.4 8 2.1 0.131 1.25 0.17 1.30
Sohankar et al. [76] LES 22.0 4 2.09 0.128 1.07 0.27 1.40
Minguez et al. [55] LES 21.4 - 2.2 0.141 1.28 - -
Trias et al. [79] DNS 22.0 4 2.18 0.132 1.04 0.205 1.71
Experimental Cases
Lyn et al. [68] Laser-Dopp. 21.4 9.75 2.1 0.132 1.38 - -
Minguez et al. [55] Laser-Dopp. 21.4 20 2.1 0.130 - - -
Luo et al. [81] Water tunnel 34.0 9.2 2.21 0.13 - 0.18 1.21
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on the filter width, with a sub-grid scale spacing (φi = Φ̂i + φ SGSi ) that can be limited towards
DNS levels [79]. This can become unnecessarily computationally expensive in terms of wall
grid resolution, especially for practical purposes.
However, advancements in turbulence modelling towards hybrid methods have alleviated
some of these demands with a hybrid length scale definition where a RANS solution is con-
fined to the boundary layer region, with an LES-like activation farther from the walls [82].
Hybrid RANS-LES methods therefore provide a good compromise between RANS and LES
techniques [58, 83]. The evaluation of DDES capabilities determined that the accuracy of the
wake statistics increases with refinement of the subgrid-scale definition [80]. The grid sensitivity
study was performed on refinement sizes in the order of ∆y/D = [0.03,0.05,0.1] with agreeing
results compared to pre-existing experimental data [68] were performed on a finer (0.03∆y/D)
grid coupled with a modified Total Variation Diminishing scheme. However, the two coarser
∆y/D = [0.05,0.1] refinement grids produced similar results, with an approximate 0.1U/U∞
over-prediction in wake velocity recovery. A similar 0.05∆/D grid resolution in the wake was
also used with spatial (upwind-based) schemes that are second-order accurate, although with
comparatively slightly better results [75]. Both examples successfully employed the hybrid
method, by demonstrating reasonable accuracy in representing the time-averaged velocity re-
covery and its root-mean-square statistics for the wake centre.
1.3 Bluff-Body Wake Encounter Under Static Conditions
A series of canonical studies have been conducted to provide an insight on the effects of wake
encounter on downstream geometries. An experimental investigation of an airfoil with an up-
stream cylinder as a wake generator (Figure 1.11) demonstrates that these conditions are capable
of producing negative drag on the airfoil with a less distinct stall angle compared to wake-free
conditions [84]. The work also investigates the effects of cylinder size with cylinder-airfoil
separation distance. Findings were similarly reported in numerical studies, with stream-wise
separation distance as the primary control variable [85]. Two modes were classified regarding
the Kármán street behaviour. When the geometries are separated by two characteristic lengths
(L/d = 2), counter-rotating vortices shed by the upstream body connect with the airfoil leading
edge which slows the flow. As a result, the Kármán street is suppressed from this blockage
and attenuates fluctuation intensities. At greater separation distances (L/d ≥ 4), the instabilities
are allowed to roll-up and develop further, which impinge onto the airfoil leading edge instead.
However, the cylinder width used by Jiang et al. [85] as the wake generator is an order of magni-
tude smaller than the airfoil chord (d/c = 0.1) downstream. This affects the wake width relative
to the downstream body. As the wake behaviour is characterised by the upstream characteris-
tic length, a much narrower wake is emanated relative to the chord in the study done by Jiang
et al. [85] compared to what is used by Lefebvre and Jones [84], where the respective charac-
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Figure 1.11: An example of an experimental platform of a tandem flow configuration with a
cylinder as a wake generator [84].
teristic lengths of both geometries are similar. This leads to different wake characteristics and
fluctuation intensities, and contributes to a greater magnitude in the aerodynamic response by
the airfoil from the relatively larger sized wake generator. Additionally, Chirico et al. [18] used
a cuboid of comparable characteristic length as opposed to a cylinder for the upstream geometry.
This is arguably more suitable as a canonical shape representative of buildings—and by exten-
sion ships—as a generator for separated wakes. Ultimately, these work have illustrated that the
effects by the downstream geometry can be affected by a myriad of control variables, but in a
wake encounter, the geometry is engulfed by a region of reduced Reynolds number compared to
the freestream. This is in addition to it being subjected to wake dynamics and turbulence from
vortex shedding which further complicates analyses.
To evaluate the effects of wake interference on the downstream geometries, it is useful to
compare results relative to wake-free conditions. Based on this, data for aerodynamic bench-
marks like symmetrical airfoils provide a good reference. Evaluating symmetrical airfoil charac-
teristics at Low Reynolds Numbers (LRN, Re < 1×106) exhibit aerodynamic non-linearity for
lift and drag coefficients against angle-of-attack [86]. This is further supported by numerically
studying airfoil characteristics at Re= 1×104 and 1×105 [87], showing that the drag coefficient
at α = 0◦ begins to become asymptotic beyond Re≈ 4×105 for the NACA0012 [88]. However,
as these investigations were conducted numerically, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
models were reported to be less suitable at accurately predicting this LRN non-linearity, com-
pared to Large Eddy Simulation (LES) methods relative to experiment data [86]. In the near-wall
flow field, RANS predicts a separation point that is closer (aft) to the trailing edge than that ob-
tained with the LES models. Furthermore, the separation bubble that forms over the leading
edge for the LES and experimental results at higher angles-of-attack cannot be similarly cap-
tured with RANS [86]. At these critical conditions (Re = 2.3×104), the flow over the leading
edge undergoes a process of separation, transition, and finally reattachment on the upper surface
of the airfoil, resulting in the generation of a laminar separation bubble [89]. This agrees with
results based on Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of flow over a NACA0012 at low and
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moderate Reynolds numbers (Re = 5×104 and 1×106) at α = 5◦ and 15◦, respectively [90].
These highlight that the selection of the appropriate techniques is critical for accurately mod-
elling wake physics.
As the aerodynamic response of the geometry subjected to the wake is dependent on the
vortex shedding characteristics, a correlation in the behaviors between the bodies in tandem is
expected. Coherent vortical structures reveal frequency content with Strouhal numbers in the
order of 0.2 shed by canonical shapes such as cylinders [85, 91], and 0.13 for bluff-bodies [92].
Relative to the trailing geometry, this periodicity and coherence in the wake characterizes un-
steady loads which could be represented by the Sear’s function for gusts or Theodorsen’s func-
tion for coupled pitch and heave [93, 94]. These functions are dependent on reduced frequency
that is solely based on the dominant shedding frequency of the flow. However, modelling the
response of an airfoil subjected to turbulence requires spectral analyses to evaluate the effects
at each frequency in the wake spectra. The result of these empirical models is the attenuation
and phase-lag of lift relative to a quasi-steady result, although these models have limitations
where the approximated reponse deviates from measurements at higher angles-of-attack and
gust amplitudes [94, 95].
1.4 Wing Wake Dynamics & Flow Behaviour at Flow Sepa-
ration
Studies have also extended beyond the focus of bluff-bodies to compare vortex shedding be-
haviours with streamlined shapes. At flow separating attitudes without boundary layer reattach-
ment, the shedding characteristics for symmetrical airfoils can resemble those typical of bluff-
body wakes [96]. But as opposed to axisymmetric geometries, an airfoil emanates wakes that are
more complicated, with multi-frequency systems shed at the leading and trailing edges [97,98].
In addition, Strouhal numbers of streamlined bodies are more sensitive to changes in Reynolds
numbers at lower (≤10◦) angles-of-attack [98]. At post-stall (15◦ to 90◦), the Strouhal number
tends to remain constant beyond Rec > 2.5×104, which is similar in magnitude observed for
the square beam [69, 99]. The dominant frequencies in the wake spectra have Strouhal numbers
ranging from 0.12 to 0.22, which coincides with those observable from bluff-bodies. However
for streamlined bodies, a broader spectrum of frequencies can be observed within the wake spec-
tra due to the shear-layers emanated from the asymmetry relative to the flow direction caused by
the leading and trailing edges [99, 100].
Experimental investigations by Yarusevych and Boutilier [98] demonstrated that for lower
Reynolds numbers without boundary layer reattachment, vortex shedding characteristics for
three symmetrical airfoils resemble those typical of bluff-body wakes, but with a more sub-
stantial variation in Strouhal number with Reynolds number for bluff bodies. In this flow regime
(Rec ≈ 1×105, α = 10◦), the Strouhal numbers for the three airfoils are observed to be within
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0.2 ≤ St ≤ 0.25. The interpretation of these results are attempted in 2D (with the experimental
model spanning the wind-tunnel test section width) and any physical features in the third di-
mension, like a swept wing or wing tip may introduce unobservable flow features or effects on
shedding dynamics (See Appendix A).
The effects of a cantilever NACA 0012 wing root juncture and wing tip [99] show that they
were able to reduce vortex shedding frequency. This is evident from span-wise frequency mea-
surements, showing peak frequency towards its mid-span, furthest away from either the root
of tip ends of the wing. Regardless, notable results on the vortex shedding dynamics demon-
strate that the Strouhal number remains constant towards a sufficiently high Reynolds number
(Rec > 25000), measured at higher angles-of-attack from 15◦ to 90◦. Furthermore, the mea-
sured Strouhal numbers at these angles range from 0.12 to 0.22, which agree with findings on
shedding frequencies of 2D bluff bodies [101].
Huang and Lin [99] also classified the vortex shedding modes into four regions based on
Reynolds number and angle-of-attack, which was originally described by Lienhard [100]. It is
shown that these higher angles and Reynolds numbers (along with the present work) are likely
to fall within the fourth “supercritical" region of classification for shear-layer instability waves.
These modes are closely related to the boundary layer behaviour on the suction side surface of
the wing. In addition, these wake behaviours are more complex at higher angles-of-attack and
free stream velocities where a broader spectrum of frequencies are observed. This suggests a
greater degree of unsteadiness that increases with angle-of-attack and freestream velocity.
The above sections (Section 1.2 to 1.4) have highlighted several points so far. Firstly, flow
characteristics over bluff-bodies and their wakes are reproducible and is suitable for benchmarks.
This includes comprehensive data contributed by a multitude of experimental and computational
methods. The data available ranges from first- and second-moment statistics along the wake,
together with body-forces that can be used for validation. Secondly, it is observed that the effects
of flow separation over wings produces wakes that contain a broader spectra of frequencies
and amplitudes (second-moment statistics). In addition, some wake characteristics observed at
these higher angles are comparable to those shed from bluff-bodies. This implies that wakes
induced by flow separation can be less dependent of their source. Ultimately, it is evident the
effects of wakes are significant and has to be considered especially for tandem geometries. As
a result, these insights can be extended to the investigation of aerodynamic interactions for such
configurations. One example, as highlighted in the beginning of this chapter, is interaction that
occurs between the wing and tail.
1.5 Wake Interactions in Tandem Configurations (Wing-Tail)
The literature reviewed on aircraft wing-tail interactions so far has been unsatisfactory. Those
that have provided some insight on aircraft wing wakes were conducted under static conditions,
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Figure 1.12: The impact of glider wing wakes on horizontal stabilizers with respect to local
wing angle-of-attack and dynamic pressure loss [103].
and with little in-depth analyses on tail aerodynamics with regards to the wing wake [52,54,102].
While these reveal key information regarding their capture at stall, they do not provide adequate
insight on its relevance and interaction with the tail. Therefore, the following sections serve to
better understand these effects, beginning with the significance of the wing and tail and their
contribution to longitudinal stability. Emphasis will be placed on the impact the wing wake
on the overall configuration. Further efforts on computational aerodynamics for aircraft static
and dynamic stability will be reviewed to discuss findings and the considerations involved for
performing such investigations.
The drop in dynamic pressure and size of the wake’s width is related to drag and distance
behind the trailing edge [103]. This is significant especially if the wake impinges on another
body—like from the wing wake of an aircraft onto its own tail for a conventional fixed wing
configuration [104]. This interference can be detrimental to the tail’s aerodynamic effectiveness,
which is critical to its contribution to longitudinal stability, which is a primary flight attribute. At
attitudes apart from direct blanketing of the wake over the tail, the proximity of wing downwash
in relation to the tail can also induce a change in the effective tailplane angle-of-attack. The
effects of dynamic pressure reduction and wake deflection are illustrated in Figure 1.12 where
the position of the wake due to glide angle and lift coefficient is shown relative to horizontal
stabilizers and zero-lift freestream direction. This example shows that the loss in dynamic pres-
sure can be expected to drop by up to 9.6% in Figure 1.12 at the tail due to blanketing effects.
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Figure 1.13: Three different instances of wing wake patterns, based on wake width due to
angle-of-attack relative to the tail’s position [105].
Along with this, the position change in the wake from downwash angle relative to the tail is also
shown. This is significant, as the tail operates within the bounds of the wake and will encounter
it during longitudinal manoeuvres. These effects are noteworthy despite the benign flight en-
velopes gliders are designed to operate within. Therefore, these conditions must be accounted
for regarding general aircraft stability [5], and will be discussed in further detail in the coming
sub-sections.
This aerodynamic interaction occurs due to several geometric and aerodynamic factors. The
position of the Horizontal Tail-Plane (HTP) relative to the wing wake is also a determining factor
towards the magnitude of which it has on the tail. In typical stream-wise wing wake patterns
relative to tails [105], the physical height of the HTP on the empennage can alleviate some of the
effects that the wing wake has on it, but with some considerations. A high-tail design, known as
a T-tail, demonstrates both aerodynamic and structural benefits, such as a reduced tail footprint,
resulting in lower induced drag and weight on the tail. However, the stall margin is compromised
as the stabilizer can be engulfed by the wake at greater angles-of-attack, prohibiting the nose-
down moments required for stall recovery (Figure 1.13). This can force the aircraft into what is
known as a deep-stall condition.
Regardless of its position, the likelihood of the empennage interacting with the wing’s wake
increases as it widens downstream. Further widening occurs especially if the flow is separated
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at the source. Wakes of low-speed post-stall conditions have been studied (Re = 11.6× 106,
M = 0.25, α = 18◦) [52, 54] and it is demonstrated that at a flow separated (18◦) angles-of-
attack, the time-averaged stream-wise velocity profiles show a reduction of up to 60% in velocity
relative to the freestream (Figure 1.7) in addition to a large wake width at the empennage (Figure
1.14). It is highlighted that the wake largely passes over the HTP, but its vertical extent (width)
is still adequately large to suggest interactions with the HTP.
Based on wake positions depicted by Brynes et al. [105] in Figure 1.13, it is arguable that a
low-tail design under identical stalling conditions may avoid this predicament as the wake will
then be shed over the stabilizer instead. However, observations from low-speed stall [52] sug-
gests that the vertical extent of the wake could still be adequately large enough to interact with
even a low-tail design at stall. Contours of turbulent kinetic energy from the wing wake at rela-
tively low-speed stall illustrates its position relative to the horizontal stabilizer in Figure 1.14. In
addition, it is also highlighted that its influence even at lower, intermediate angles-of-attack may
be still be significant as the HTP would be further immersed in the wake. Based on these obser-
vations, the wing’s aerodynamic interaction with the HTP may be an unavoidable phenomenon
throughout longitudinal attitudes and can be regardless of its position on the empennage.
Figure 1.14: Contours of mean turbulent kinetic energy ratio and average velocity streamlines
at 28.8% semi-span. Note the position of the wake relative to the horizontal stabilizer [52].
1.5.1 Significance of a Wing & Tail on Aircraft Stability
The total contribution of longitudinal stability of an aircraft is described as the synthesis of the
aerodynamic forces and moments from physical components. These are primarily dominant
from the wings and tail assembly, with more secondary contributions arising from the fuselage,
nacelles, and propulsive system. For the contributions from a plain wing, its pitching moment
about its CG due to lift and drag is given by the sum of its aerodynamic components [5]:
Mw = Macw +(Lw cosαw +Dw sinαw)(h−hnw)c+(Lw sinαw−Dw cosαw)z. (1.6)
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where Mw and Macw is the moment about the wing and its aerodynamic centre, while Lw, Dw,
αw, and c, are the wing lift, drag, angle-of-attack, and mean chord, respectively. By assuming
small angles and terms, and reducing to coefficient form with 12ρV
2Sc, the equation reduces to:
Cmw =Cmacw +CLw(h−hnw), (1.7)
where:
CLw = αwCLαw , (1.8)
and the term (h−hnw) is known as the static margin with CLαw as the wing lift curve slope.
The lift contribution by the tail alone and the synthesis of aircraft lift is taken as contribution
from both the wing (with fuselage, denoted with CLwb) and tail:
CLt =
2Lt
ρV 2St
, (1.9)
and:
CL =CLwb +
St
S
CLt , (1.10)
with S as the respective reference surface area. The forces for the tail are analogous to that of
a wing and are analysed in a similar fashion. The key difference is that the tail is subjected to
interference by the wing wake where its effective angle-of-attack is altered by wing downwash
angles, ε . The moment contribution by the tail (denoted with a subscript t) is now given by:
Mt =−lt [Lt cos(αwb− ε)+Dt sin(αwb− ε)]
− zt [Dt cos(αwb− ε)+Lt sin(αwb− ε)]+Mact . (1.11)
To empirically account for the drop in dynamic pressure as a result of wake interference, an
efficiency factor defined by the ratio between the freestream and local tail dynamic pressures,
ηt = qt/q is used, but can be challenging to determine [5]. However, it is suggested to be
typically between 0.8 and 1.2 [106], but may decrease down to 0.5 for separated flows [105,107].
This must not be neglected, in addition to downwash angles, where are theoretically taken to be
small [5]. Therefore, the equation is reduced to show in coefficient form:
Cmt =
2Mt
ρV 2Sc
=− lt
c
St
S
CLt =−VHCLt , (1.12)
where VH represents the tail volume, which is relative to the aircraft CG with the tail moment
arm, lt . Empirically, it is more convenient to use this moment arm with respect to a fixed refer-
ence point like the aerodynamic centre, as the aircraft CG is a function of flight time. Therefore,
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the equation can be written as:
Cmt =−VHCLt +CLt
St
S
(h−hnwb), (1.13)
with:
VH =
lt
c
St
S
, (1.14)
where lt is the tail length taken with respect to the aircraft aerodynamic centre.
Based on the analyses, it is empirically convincing that the horizontal stabilizer’s contribu-
tion to aircraft pitching moments and longitudinal stability is significant. The terms described
in Equation 1.13 for the tail’s contribution are major physical parameters, as compared to those
described in Equation 1.7 for the wing’s contribution towards pitching moments. This also em-
phasises that the tail is the dominant stabilising factor. This is evident in design data [108] where
a tail-on/off condition chiefly determines the criterion for static stability (CMα < 0)—and is a
fundamental quality for flight.
1.5.2 Longitudinal Stability Characteristics
The static longitudinal stability of an aircraft based on the physical behaviour of the wing down-
wash (dε/dα) and relative tail location can be classified into three characteristics [105] shown
in Figure 1.15. These are based on signs of dε/dα and tail height where all of which are stat-
ically stable (CMα < 0) before stall and generally contain regions of attached flows. However,
their behaviour become distinct as pitch attitude increases, approaching stall regimes. This sec-
ond region is known as the unstable pitch break and continuing breakdown of flow. At certain
configurations (Figure 1.15c), a high and low tail (without an increase in tail volume ratio) es-
tablishes a nose-up moment representing an unstable flow after stall. Based on this behaviour,
the change in attitude follows a progressive breakdown of flow and is observable as a result of
its effects on pitch dynamics.
This correlation between breakdown of flow on pitch behaviour is also observed in the as-
sessment of stability characteristics for a Blended Wing-Body (BWB) approaching stall [109–
111]. This is shown in Figure 1.16 and highlights the progressive breakdown of flow on pitch
behaviour into three regions. This three-part feasibility study was conducted to assess the BWB
as a viable subsonic transport aircraft. Both computational [111] and experimental [110] studies
were simultaneously carried out to cross-validate findings. Their objective was to assess the sta-
bility and control characteristics of the aircraft by focusing first on its longitudinal static stability.
Although the results from both experimental and computational studies were inconclusive due
to large discrepancies between experiment and numerical methods for pitching moments (Figure
1.16a) [111], the results exhibited similar trends. These trends can be observed to agree with the
characteristics described by Byrnes et al. [105].
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With reference to Figure 1.16b, Region I depicts longitudinal stability with generally at-
tached flow. Region II shows a reversal of the pitch slope as an increase in CMα representing
what is called an unstable pitch break with a breakdown of flow. This is caused by wing stall that
results in a shift of aerodynamic centre [104]. This will be physically characterised as an abrupt
pitch up in the aircraft. And finally, as the curve approaches post stall, Region III is described
as stable flow and for this specific BWB case, can be described with a nose down slope, noting
that the absolute values of CM are not shown. Although this example uses a BWB geometry to
demonstrate these effects, the same can be observed for a conventional fixed wing configuration
as presented by Waldmann et al. [52] in Figure 1.7a for the NASA Common Research Model
(CRM) geometry.
1.5.3 Computational Considerations for Tail Lengths
It has been highlighted in earlier sections that wake characteristics are a function of its distance
from the source. As a result, the consequent effects of wake encounter are dependent on sepa-
ration distance (Section 1.3). Under the context of wing-tail dynamics, this separation distance
is the direct representation of an aircraft tail length. Considering this, an appropriate reference
length for the present study of wing wake effects on its tail must be determined.
According to Silverstein and Bullivant [112], an aircraft tail typically lies 0.75 wing semi-
spans downstream relative to physical wing and tail quarter chord points. For instance, the
Lockheed C-130H has its tail located at approximately 0.63 wing semi-spans back [108], which
corresponds to 3.18x/c, and the tail quarter-span leading edge of the NASA CRM lies 3.24x/c
aft of the wing with respect to local wing chord (10.181 m) at this aircraft butt-line station. Sum-
mary of these relative dimensions are summarised in Table 1.2. Based on these specifications,
it is evident that the ratio provided by Silverstein [112] agrees with existing aircraft, which is
found to be approximately 0.63 to 0.88 semi-spans downstream. However, this exact metric
can sometimes be complicated to determine as the tail length needs to be defined explicitly. In
contrast to Silverstein and Bullivant [112], who defines this as the distance between wing and
tail quarter-chord points, Etkin and Reid references it as the CG to aerodynamic centre. These
differences however, are assumed to be minor for the purpose of canonical studies.
It is important to consider the suitable turbulence modelling techniques as the use of RANS
methods may exhibit dissipative behaviours at these relatively larger downstream distances. This
dissipative behaviour is reported by Breuer et al. [113] where the modelling of effective eddy
viscosity can be significantly over-predicted, especially for separated flows. This was conducted
by comparing RANS, DES, and LES type modelling techniques for a flow over a flat plate at
high angles of incidence. Their observations agree with those from the square beam wake cases
(Section 1.2), as turbulent viscosity ratios (νt/ν) are modelled to be 40 times greater than in
DDES solutions. This inflation in effective viscosity (ν +νt) affects the transport of momentum,
which could be responsible for the increased rate at which the wake velocity recovers. This must
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(a) Type 1: Straight wing (dε/dα constant and < 1).
(b) Type 2: Swept wing with stable break at stall (dε/dα increases with α and (dε/dα)max approaches
1).
(c) Type 3: Swept wings with unstable break at stall (dε/dα increases with α and (dε/dα)max > 1).
Figure 1.15: Categories of pitch stiffness due to downwash angles and tail positions as a
function of dε/dα [105].
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(a) Pitching moments of a BWB [110].
(b) Three key regions for stability and control [104].
Figure 1.16: The three key regions for stability and control observable on BWB and
conventional configurations [111].
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Table 1.2: Summary of aircraft tail moment arms relative to wing semi-span
Aircraft lt (m) b (m) ltb/2 CMAC (m) lt/CMAC
Lockheed C130H 13.30 40.42 0.63 4.178 3.18
Fokker F-27 10.50 29.00 0.72 2.570 4.09
Airbus A320 25.63 60.30 0.88 4.194 6.11
UoG ATP/HS748* 11.00 30.63 0.71 2.786 3.95
* The ATP/HS 748 model is a 0.07-scale wing/fuselage combination here in
full scale.
be considered for the relatively greater distances for typical aircraft tail lengths. In addition,
a large tail length also requires the appropriate refinement region and resolution suitable for
capturing any wake physics of interest. This has been discussed in Section 1.1.2.
1.5.4 Dynamic Stability Under Forced Harmonic Oscillations
Computational methods for stability can be extended to provide an insight on pitch damping—a
combination of pitching moments due to pitch rate and angle-of-attack, which can be used as an
indicator of dynamic stability. With oscillation about a nominal angle-of-attack, the hysteresis of
pitching moments results in the computation of what quantifies as the pitch damping derivative.
The distinction between damped and undamped pitch is indicated as a clockwise or counter-
clockwise direction of the hysteresis loops, as a counter-clockwise pitch damping loop exhibits
a damped configuration, and vice versa. Apart from the direction of the results, the magnitude
of the pitching moments at nominal angle-of-attack also defines the magnitude of this derivative
[104].
An earlier published case for the assessment of dynamic pitch stability with forced pitching
of a BWB geometry (Re = 7× 105, ∆α = ±5◦, k = 0.07) [104] is extracted in Figure 1.17.
These sub-figures illustrate solutions obtained with the SA and k-ω SST model, including ad-
ditional results obtained with SA-DES in Figure 1.17d. The work highlighted challenges in
establishing the balance between spatial and temporal resolution. As an attempt to determine
the sensitivity of the URANS results to further grid refinements, an adapted and refinement
mesh based on vorticity from the DES solution was used. Although more accurate results were
obtained from this adapted and refined mesh for DES, the k-ω SST solution was re-attempted
on this refined mesh with insignificant difference in results. Noting that the DES results are
phase-averaged, the work reports that DES is better at reproducing the pitching moment hys-
teresis, although more time-steps for subsequent pitch cycles may be needed for averaging out
the higher frequency/angle-of-attack content at α = 24◦.
This example establishes the potential use of dynamic pitch simulations for assessing aircraft
stability. However, as a BWB geometry does possess an empennage assembly, its wing wake
characteristics are not a primary consideration. This is in contrast to a conventional wing-tail
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(a) α0 = 0◦ with URANS (b) α0 = 8◦ with URANS
(c) Pitch hystereses with static results (d) α0 = 24◦ with URANS and DDES
Figure 1.17: Results for pitch hysteresis about multiple nominal angles-of-attack with different
turbulence modelling techniques conducted on a blended wing-body at Re = 7×105 [104].)
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Figure 1.18: Convergence study by maintaining a constant product between the number of
time-steps per cycle and sub-iterations (3600) across three different frequencies using the SA
model (Re = 5.4×105,α0 = 24◦) [63].
configuration where the effects of wing downwash will be perceived by the tail. Therefore,
capture of the wake region and its interaction with the horizontal stabilizer must be an added
consideration. Regardless, the published results demonstrate typical lift and pitch hysteresis its
indication of a dynamically stable aircraft.
1.5.5 Computational Strategies for Dynamic Pitch Simulations
Computation of longitudinal characteristics with dynamic pitch of a generic subsonic transport
aircraft (Generic Transport Model) were conducted with URANS techniques (SA and k-ω SST)
at Re = 5.4× 105, about a nominal angle-of-attack and amplitude of α0 = 24◦ and ∆α = ±5◦,
respectively [63]. The work discusses a numerical strategy for quantifying numerical conver-
gence in forced pitching cases. It is recommended that the total number of solution iterations per
aircraft pitch cycle should be kept equal across cases. This is taken as the product of the num-
ber of time-steps per oscillation cycle and number of iterations per time-step. Results for three
different combinations based on 36000 total solution iterations are extracted and presented in
Figure 1.18, showing indiscernible differences in the results. In addition, a grid sensitivity study
was conducted across three refinements demonstrating grid independence for lift and pitching
moments, but details on the grid design and resolution, in particular the wake region, are am-
biguous.
Considering that these are RANS-based models, the performance of SA and k-ω SST is
commendable. The pitch damping hysteresis are effectively similar in overall size and shape
compared to time-averaged wind tunnel data, although there was no discussion regarding the
vertical phase shift in the results [63]. It is however reported that the choice of turbulence model
has a greater impact than grid refinement levels at post-stall angles-of-attack, which should
chosen first. At this angle (α0 = 24◦), the inaccuracies are consistent with observations on
the BWB case [104] where inadequacies in the RANS models are amplified with larger flow
separation.
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Figure 1.19: Correlation for sub-iterative convergence determined with pitching moment
coefficient across decreasing number of sub-iterations [62].
The numerical approach for forced dynamic pitching is discussed in further detail on a fly-
ing wing geometry [62] similar to conventional fixed-wing configurations. The work proposes
a strategy that begins by establishing well-converged reference solutions (by using more than
necessary sub-iterations) on a reasonably coarse mesh paired with a second-order temporal dis-
cretisation scheme. Convergence at each time-step is accomplished by observing the solution
residuals along with the pitching moment coefficient as seen in Figure 1.19. The plot com-
pares sub-iterative residuals against the pitching moment coefficient within a single time-step.
This is conducted across three different combinations of total iterations per pitch cycle and sub-
iterations per time-step while the total number of iterations is kept constant. Upon determining
the degree of numerical convergence, the solutions are then repeated with decreasing levels of
total solution iterations. This determines the threshold for an “efficiently converged solution"
illustrated in the pitch hysteresis in Figure 1.19. In this example, the results that deviate the most
from the experiment are between 28800 and 18720 total iterations. This indicates the threshold
for a balanced combination of solution settings.
It is reported that quantifying the degree of numerical convergence can be challenging due to
the many variables involved in a solution. Determining this might require user judgement to bal-
ance computational efficiency and numerical accuracy [62]. Nevertheless, it is recommended for
the overall approach to begin with the most non-linear and unsteady case such that the numerical
approach chosen can then be applicable to other, more benign cases.
Among the forced pitch oscillation cases that are reviewed, only one utilized DES which
proved to be advantageous for higher angles-of-attack [104]. By comparison, this revealed the
relatively poorer performance of URANS, especially when massive flow separation is involved.
Unfortunately, the reported computational approach that was undertaken is ambiguous. How-
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ever, Frink [62] comments that the proposed strategies are unlikely to be applicable for such tur-
bulence modelling techniques like DES. One potential reason is the requirement for sufficiently
refined temporal and spatial scales in addition to a physically meaningful total solution time
frame. This might require increasingly large wake refinement regions coupled with minuscule
time-steps, and could therefore cause the proposed approach to be computationally prohibitive.
A summary of the reviewed cases for forced pitching of aircraft-related geometries are listed
in Table 1.3. The reviewed literature for dynamic pitch simulations have not discussed the signif-
icant effects of any wing-tail interaction or wake block grid details, especially for conventional
aircraft geometry used by Thompson et al. [63]. This is a significant discussion point, as aero-
dynamic interactions will definitely be present as the tail passes through the wing take during
the pitching motion of the aircraft. This is in contrast to work by Waldmann et al. [52], Lutz
et al. [54], and Gansel et al. [114] where adequate treatment of the near-wake is conducted, al-
though for a static case at high angles-of-attack. This lack of attention on the tail’s aerodynamic
interactions with the wing wake is also highlighted by Gansel et al. [53] citing concerns for the
computational modelling of transport aircraft configurations dealing with turbulent fluctuations
in the wake with regards to the tail [115, 116].
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Table 1.3: Comparison of reviewed forced pitching oscillation cases, comparing flow parameters and case set-up
Case
Geometry
Flow
conditions
Re, M
Pitch
break α
Amplitudes &
Frequencies
Characteristic
time-step
Total iter.
/cycle
Reduced
freqs.
Turb.
models
Cells (million)
y+ at 0.5Cre f
Hall et al.
BWB [104]
7×105,
0.1
9◦ ∆α =±5◦
at 0◦, 8◦, 16◦
24◦, 32◦
- - 0.07 SA
k-ω SST
SA-DDES
0.7, 4.7, 4.9
Thompson et al.
GTM [63]
5.4×105,
0.077
10◦ ∆α =±5◦
at 24◦
f = 0.43Hz
0.12Hz
0.05Hz
∆tc = 0.02
1500 time-steps
36000 0.01483
0.00401
0.00167
SA
k-ω SST
6, 12, 24
y+ = 0.75
Frink
SACCON [62]
1.61×106,
0.0144
17.89◦ ∆α =±5◦
at 0◦, 10◦, 15◦,
20◦
f = 1Hz
2Hz
3Hz
∆tc = 0.006
to 0.290
36000 0.06
0.12
0.18
SA
k-ω SST
3, 6, 9, 12
y+ = 0.5
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Key information regarding aircraft stability in terms of its wing-tail effects have been re-
viewed. This was firstly based on general wake phenomena and its impact on downstream
aerodynamics. This concept has been extended to aircraft wing wake-tail dynamics where the
separation distance (i.e. tail length) is taken as the region for interest with regards to wing-tail
aerodynamic interactions. Important aspects are the significance of the tandem configuration to
aircraft stability, aircraft longitudinal static stability characteristics, and the current state of com-
putational studies for evaluating (dynamic) pitch through forced harmonic motion. The existing
work reveals some challenges and best practices for assessing aircraft dynamic stability while a
lack of focus in the aerodynamic phenomena in the downwash region is identified. Contrary to
what is recommended for wake capture, the turbulence modelling techniques employed in these
studies may arguably be unsuitable for wing wakes, which is a significant consideration for the
tail. By extension, this would affect the modelling tail effects and therefore any stability char-
acteristics. This presents the opportunity to provide insights on wake interactions, especially
under oscillating conditions. The present work therefore develops a computational framework
for unsteady wake capture and its effects on downstream aerodynamics.
1.6 Closing Statements
In summary, the literature review emphasises that the effects of wake phenomena on downstream
bodies are significant which cannot be neglected. Any relevant wake physics must be accurately
captured prior to the consequential effects of a wake encounter. An initial overview of the
concepts involving wake capture and the study of vortex shedding dynamics are given where
both streamlined and bluff-body geometries were generally considered first. This provided a
foundation to understand the expected wake physics and computational methodologies involved.
Such benchmark flows also allow data reproducibility, which is essential for validation and
verification of results. For computational approaches on wake capture and unsteady flows, the
literature review has revealed and recommended the following best practices and considerations:
1. The highly turbulent and unsteady nature of wakes, especially with flow separation, can be
challenging to model. Capturing these physics successfully are therefore heavily reliant
on the type of turbulence modelling technique, which favours scale-resolving techniques
such as DES for resolving the turbulent scales in the wake (See Section 1.1.2).
2. Canonical geometries are useful for benchmarking purposes. This ensures that the ob-
tained results are physically meaningful and reproducible. These geometries could subse-
quently be used as wake generators for studies after successful validation and verification,
which ascertains the computational results (See Section 1.2).
3. The resolution for highly unsteady and separated flows depends on spatial and temporal
scales that are physically coupled. This must be determined concurrently. This extends
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to the selection of the appropriate numerical schemes in addition to a suitable turbulence
modelling technique. An adequate solution is defined by its ability to capture the relevant
spatial and temporal scales of interest. This is driven by a sufficiently fine grid point
spacing, coupled with a suitable time-step size to satisfy the Courant number criterion
(See Section 1.1.3).
The conditions for wake encounters may not be necessarily static. This branched the liter-
ature review into more specialised cases involving computational methods for aircraft stability.
Therefore, aircraft static stability characteristics are subsequently reviewed, revealing some dis-
tinct behaviours in the pitching moment coefficients especially at higher angles-of-attack. These
behaviours were distinguished into different types that were governed by pre- and post-stall
regimes over the aircraft. Methods for static stability criteria subsequently evolved into those
for dynamic stability with recommended practices. However, upon deeper investigation, more
focus on the wing wake region bounded by the tail length was desired, especially for conven-
tional fixed wing configurations. As it is shown under static conditions that the tail is the chief
contributor to pitch stability, adequate numerical treatment must be given to the its local flow
field or physically meaningful data would be lost. This would lead to misrepresentation of tail
loads, and consequently its contribution to total aircraft stability. The main gaps in the literature
under this context can be summarised with the following:
1. Aircraft tail lengths are a direct analogy for separation distances in tandem flows (See
Section 1.5.3). As a result, this affects mesh sizes as an adequately large refinement area
is needed to capture the wake including the tail. This is also an added consideration of tur-
bulence modelling technique selection, which based on findings in the benchmark cases,
have shown that RANS-based models are unsuitable due to the formulation of Reynolds
stress and eddy-viscosity for convective acceleration (More details in Chapter 2).
2. The techniques presented for computational studies on dynamic pitch through forced har-
monic oscillations are mostly limited to RANS turbulence modelling (Section 1.5.5). This
is key, while in view of the point above, work on wake capture has demonstrated that
RANS-type modelling may not be suitable, especially if flow separation is present.
3. Flow separation needs to be considered, as confidence on computational methods for air-
craft stability and control well-within the flight envelope is high. To advance this bound-
ary more studies are needed to be conducted for regimes at the edge of flight envelopes,
which reinforces the idea of modelling for flow separation with higher-fidelity turbulence
modelling techniques (See Section 1.5.2).
In summary, the work will explore the effects of wake encounters and its influence on down-
stream aerodynamics. This will be accomplished first based on static conditions for simple wake
capture, followed by engaging a dynamic case for in-depth analyses with regards to wing-tail
interactions for dynamic stability.
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1.6.1 Overall Research Milestones: Aims & Objectives
To advance the understanding of wake encounters and its effects on downstream aerodynamics,
the scope of the work will be narrowed into two wake encounter regimes:
• Under Static conditions, where a canonical geometry is used as a wake generator located
upstream of a geometry of interest. This tandem flow configuration is analogous to aero-
dynamic obstructions, where vortex shedding dynamics of a body upstream interferes with
freestream conditions.
• Under Dynamic conditions, where a forced (harmonic) motion induces a wake encounter
between a wing-tail tandem configuration. This represents an environment analogous to
a pitching manoeuvre, where the wing wake is amplified with stall and flow separation
which is shed onto the horizontal stabilizer downstream.
The overarching strategy to fulfil these conditions will be the development of a three-part ap-
proach that forms the basis of validation, application, and extension of the numerical framework
for wake encounter on downstream aerodynamics. Ultimately, this framework addresses the
requirement for accurate modelling of wakes supplemented with high-fidelity turbulence mod-
elling techniques. Referencing the conditions above, this framework can be established through
the course of the following aims and objectives for this thesis.
1. A process to validate and verify the computational approach must be established. To
address this, a high-resolution wake capture will be conducted through an aerodynamic
benchmark. Results will consider the potential implications the captured wake has on a
downstream geometry of interest.
(a) In view of the library of benchmark data provided by Lyn et. al [68] and subsequent
works (See Table 1.1), the modelled wake definition should be supported by valida-
tion of vortex shedding parameters, including the first- and second-moment statistics
of the wake profile. This will be captured with a DES approach, where findings
will be evaluated with RANS-based models (More details on the selected turbulence
models in Chapter 2).
2. Upon successful validation of the bluff-body wake capture, its effects on a downstream
geometry will be investigated. To address this, the impact of the wake on a NACA wing-
section separated by a pre-determined distance downstream will be conducted. To better
understand the consequential effects of large amplitude wakes on downstream aerody-
namic effects [84], a validated wake-free condition will be used as control reference. The
resulting influence of the wake can then be quantified, and its unsteady response can be
better represented.
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(a) While wakes are unsteady, it can be expected for the resulting aerodynamic response
downstream to follow. This would result in an aerodynamic correlation between the
two geometries. As vortex shedding behaviour is oscillatory, the resulting response
may exhibit corresponding harmonic behaviour. This could be used as a basis for
approximation methods like the Sear’s and Theodorsen’s functions [94] to predict
downstream behaviour due to wake influence. Such approximations are unable to
account for the frequency content in the wake which can only be captured with com-
putational or experimental methods [85].
3. To achieve dynamic conditions, the techniques validated so far will be expanded to include
grid motion. To accomplish this, an overset grid method will be explored to generate mesh
movement, demonstrated on an isolated wing-tail tandem configuration. The analyses
will be conducted under forced harmonic pitch. This approach forms the basis of the
investigation of tail loads and its dynamic encounter with the wing wake.
(a) The key region of focus will be on tail aerodynamics as a result of wing wake inter-
action. As the system is oscillatory, it is expected for it to exhibit harmonic charac-
teristics. Focus will be on identifying key aerodynamic behaviour as a result of pitch
oscillations between the wing wake and tail. This addresses a gap in the literature
where aircraft wing wakes are investigated only under static conditions accomplished
by Waldmann et al. [52, 102], with those under dynamic conditions performed by
Thompson et al. [63], Frink [62], and outlined by Hall et al. [104], where more focus
on the wing wake region is desired (See Table 1.3).
The successful completion of the above aims and objectives constitutes the overall contribu-
tion of the research.
1.6.2 Original Research Contributions
A novel insight on the effects of wake encounters on downstream aerodynamics by studying
tandem flow configurations under a computational framework for both static and dynamic con-
ditions will be accomplished. Under static conditions, this is achieved with a high-fidelity DES
technique. The validity of the results supported with experimental and numerical data from
existing literature ensures that a resolution capable of capturing wake physics up to its second-
moment statistics (fluctuations) and turbulent characteristics is imposed.
• The vortex shedding and wake statistics collected expands the library of available bench-
mark data for such flows. The results also evaluate and develop the extent of numerical
treatment for turbulence through an auto-correlation function of wake velocity probe data.
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• By applying this model to study its effects on a downstream wing-section, results should
reveal that the response exhibited by this wing-section is indeed harmonic in nature, and
is correlated to the wake shed upstream. A proposition can then be made to predict this
unsteady response empirically as a function of its reduced frequency through the Sear’s
and Theodorsen’s functions.
For the dynamic case, the computational framework surrounding the DES turbulence model can
be expanded to include overset grid methods for mesh movement. This enables forced harmonic
motion to be introduced into the tandem system, providing insights onto wing wake-tail dy-
namics rarely discussed in the landscape of forced harmonic pitching simulations. The pitching
motion will induce high angle-of-attack dynamics for stall and flow separation, inducing wake
features that can only be captured through DES (or higher fidelity methods).
• Results should successfully capture the pitch hysteresis including stall dynamics for the
wings. This is identifiable through characteristic LEV/TEVs that are observed to interact
with the tail. Tail aerodynamics will then be shown to correlate to the wing wake-induced
local flow fields, which will be evident with instantaneous tail surface pressure distribu-
tions.
• Identifying the distinct features in the total response of the system can be attributed to
wing stall with its flow separated wake effects at the tail. The wake-tail effects will be
observed to occur after a phase lag due to its convection across the tail moment arm.
Breaking down of the results individually and evaluating it with the total response of the
system should reveal that wing wake-tail effects are evident in the total system.
• The wing and tail lift response can both be empirically approximated as a sinusoidal func-
tion excluding wake effects at the tail. This develops a postulate that tail loads inclusive of
wake effects can be predicted with an additional factor to account for the gust introduced
by the wing wake.
1.6.3 Outline of Thesis Chapters
This thesis constitutes a total of six chapters, with the literature review and methodology high-
lighting the various principles behind the research presented in the first two. The subsequent
three chapters present findings that address the objectives, while the final chapter concludes
with recommendations for future work.
1. Chapter 1 reviews the existing literature, providing an overview of wakes and their signif-
icance. This review focuses on wing wakes and their interaction with the horizontal stabi-
lizer located downstream, especially for those experiencing dynamic conditions. The ex-
isting work surveyed also highlights the relevant computational methodologies involved,
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such as solution strategies for modelling of unsteady flows, and the key turbulence mod-
elling considerations for RANS and DES, among other methods. This gives insights and
recommendations for the best practices to approach the discussed problems. The chapter
then concludes by highlighting the motivation and original contribution for the current
work with its aims and objectives.
2. Chapter 2 presents the underlying governing equations and their constitutional relations
for fluids. While wakes are the underlying flow phenomenon in question, the develop-
ment of the DDES turbulence modelling approach for its capture together with the various
numerical methods for the spatial and temporal schemes involved in the discretisation of
governing equations are highlighted. Some of the tools and resources responsible for im-
plementing and executing the chosen methods are also outlined here. This includes the
open-sourced solver, OpenFOAM, and other pre- and post-processing utilities for accom-
plishing the targeted aims and objectives.
3. Chapter 3 presents results that are based on the validation and verification processes out-
lined so far. The purpose of this chapter affirms that the use of the chosen tools and
resources for the wake capture are valid. This is conducted with a flow over a bluff-body
geometry, where surface-force integrals and the first and second moment statistics in the
wake are evaluated with other existing results from the literature surveyed. This ensures
that the wake data collected is physically meaningful and the methodology is suitable for
the context of research. It also contributes by expanding the available pool of computa-
tional results for benchmarking.
4. Chapter 4 expands on the validated bluff-body wake results to investigate its impact on
a downstream (NACA0012) wing-section. Results from this chapter advances the under-
standing of a wake encounter under static conditions, where the geometries are uncoupled
with no physical relation to each other. The results reveal massive flow separation as a
consequence of the highly unsteady wake encounter, where the response by the wing-
section depicts local flow fields and pressure contours akin to large heave dynamics. In
addition, an empirical approximation is proposed for the resulting harmonic response as
a function its reduced frequency. This explores the use of the Sear’s and Theodorsen’s
function for approximating the unsteady loads involved, by treating the wake encounter
as a harmonic gust or a relative pitch/heave by the wing-section.
5. Chapter 5 compounds the DDES turbulence modelling method that has been successfully
applied so far with an overset grid. The overset method enables dynamic grid motion,
which allows the physical motion of a forced harmonic pitch for a wing-tail tandem con-
figuration. In contrast to Chapter 4, the rotational motion of these bodies is now cou-
pled, with a centre about a point on the wing chord. The amplitude of dynamic mo-
tion is also designed to induce flow separation over the wings, which creates identifiable
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LEV/TEVs. Unsteady loads by the moving wing and tail is empirically approximated
with the Theodorsen’s function but with distinct features caused by flow separation and
wake interaction by the tail which are highlighted. The synthesis of force contribution by
this entire system also portrays these features, which can be correlated and attributed to
the individual components of wing stall and wake interaction at the tail.
6. Chapter 6 finally concludes the theme of the thesis and highlights key contributions. It also
recommends any potential future work, like the further application and expansion of the
numerical framework accomplished in Chapters 3 and 5 to the prediction of downstream
aerodynamic loads due to wake encounter.
Chapter 2
Computational Methodology & Approach
2.1 Introduction
The following chapter details the computational framework and approach taken that serves as a
foundation to the results in the coming chapters. These are the appropriate governing equations
and constitutional relationships for the medium of Newtonian fluids. As viscosity and turbu-
lent flow is a major theme for wakes, the characterisation of turbulence is discussed, which will
be used to introduce the formulations and principles behind RANS, LES, and finally the DES
turbulence modelling technique that is applied for wake capture. The discretisation of the gov-
erning equations through the Finite Volume Method (FVM) is then briefly described along with
the various numerical schemes and processes that are used to transform the partial differential
equations into a corresponding system of algebraic equations. Finally, an overview of the tools
and resources that are utilised to implement and execute the work is outlined.
2.2 Governing Equations & Relations for Newtonian Fluids
The governing equations of continuum mechanics can be written in the form of conservation
laws. For a fluid flow in three dimensions, this can be described by a system of five partial differ-
ential equations—one for conservation of mass, three for momentum, and one for energy. Based
on this, the numerical procedure adopted hereafter assumes that the flows are incompressible
and isothermal. Therefore, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in conservation form
are given by:
∂ui
∂xi
= 0, (2.1)
∂ui
∂ t
+u j
∂ui
∂x j
=− 1
ρ
∂ p
∂xi
+ν
∂ 2ui
∂x j∂x j
. (2.2)
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where the last term in Equation 2.2 contains the viscous stress tensor, which for a Newtonian
fluid, is proportional to the strain-rate tensor through:
τi j = 2µSi j, (2.3)
with the viscous strain-rate tensor,
Si j =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂x j
+
∂u j
∂xi
)
. (2.4)
As an incompressible assumption is taken, the scalar properties in the governing equations are
made kinematic with the MSL reference density of air at 1.225 kgm−3, and a dynamic viscosity
of 1.789×10−5 Pas. Therefore, flow conditions are based on Reynolds numbers that are veloc-
ity driven, determined by Lyn et al. [68] and Lefebvre and Jones [84] for the static cases, and
Thompson et al. [63] for the dynamic case, which describe the fluid flow conditions considered
in this thesis. This allows a direct evaluation of the solver performance and its results with
existing numerical and experimental cases in the literature.
2.2.1 Characterising Turbulence
Most fluid flows of engineering importance that occur above a certain Reynolds number are
turbulent. At higher Reynolds numbers, flows become dominant with inertial effects and the
viscosity of the flow can no longer maintain laminar behaviour. This leads to instabilities in the
flow, making it irregular and 3-dimensional as this transition from laminar to turbulence occurs.
Turbulence is described as a state of continuous instability, characterised by irregularity of the
properties in the flow, with an increase in diffusivity and energy dissipation. Turbulent flows are
always 3-dimensional and exhibit strong time dependence (fluctuations) regardless if the initial
and boundary conditions are constant [117].
Turbulent flow scales range from the smallest turbulent eddies to larger features with size in
order of magnitude as the geometry. The larger scales act on the smaller eddies through kinetic
energy where they are passed from the larger to smaller scales progressively. This is termed as
the energy cascade. The flows to be considered in this work are considered large, where inertial
forces dominate in the order of Re > 1×104. At the smallest scales, viscous effects begin to
dominate and the energy is dissipated. The local characteristic Reynolds numbers at this scale
are in the order of unity, such that the inertial and viscous forces are of equal strength [1].
The energy associated to this cascade that occurs through turbulent motion is therefore known
as turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the rate at which this energy is transferred is the rate of
dissipation, where:
ε =−dk
dt
. (2.5)
This rate is determined by the largest eddies and the range of characteristic length scales from the
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largest (lo) to the smallest (η) eddies depends on the Reynolds number (based on the turbulent
characteristics) of the flow:
η
lo
∼ Re−3/4T . (2.6)
In a similar fashion, the respective velocity and time scales also have Reynolds number depen-
dence as:
uη
uo
∼ Re−1/4T ,
τη
τo
∼ Re−1/2T . (2.7)
Based on these it is clear that the Reynolds number of the flow increases with the range of
scales existent in the flow and the smallest and largest scales differ in orders of magnitude apart.
The smallest spatial and temporal scales, which are known as the Kolmogorov micro-scales are
determined based on the rate of dissipation and kinematic viscosity, ν , where:
η = (ν3/ε)1/4, uη = (εν)1/4, τη = (ν/ε)1/2. (2.8)
Therefore the Kolmogorov micro-scales are in the order of:
Re =
ηuη
ν
= 1. (2.9)
In contrast, the largest scales are in the same order of magnitude as the characteristic length of
the flow, such as vortex shedding and boundary layer thickness. These hypotheses [118] claim
that the small scales are independent of the flow geometry and statistically isotropic whereas
anisotropic turbulence only exist for the larger length scales. This leads to distinct regions in the
energy cascade where the largest scales in the flow are therefore known as the energy containing
range and the isotropic turbulence range is known as the dissipative or viscous range. The
remainder of which, that lies in between these scales, is called the inertial sub-range. Scales in
the inertial sub-range can be defined by the rate of dissipation, ε alone.
As the time and length scales are generally represented by frequencies and wavelengths, this
entire energy spectrum can be represented by turbulent kinetic energy and wave numbers where:
k =
∫
∞
E(κ)dκ. (2.10)
where E(κ) is the energy spectral density taken as a Fourier analysis of the turbulent kinetic
energy, k. From here, the energy spectrum E(κ) can be taken as a relation to k, where:
E(κ) =CKε2/3κ−5/3. (2.11)
As such, the decay of the function E(κ) with respect to the wave number, κ can be defined by a
−5/3 slope which also can be used as a measure if the cascade is in equilibrium.
To solve for all flow length scales, the governing equations have to be numerically inte-
grated over the entire range of turbulent scales. This is known as a Direct Numerical Solution
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(DNS) [119]. To achieve this, grid and time-step sizes require prohibitive levels of computa-
tional resources as the smallest scales of motion for turbulent flows may be in the order of 0.1 to
0.01 mm with frequencies around 10 kHz. Such spatial and temporal resolution are unattainable
for engineering applications [1] and as such, a wide range of simulation techniques for turbu-
lent flows exist [120]. A brief overview of the RANS and DES (which is a hybrid RANS/LES
method) techniques used in this thesis will be described.
2.2.2 Reynolds-Averaging
A statistical and economical approach to the modelling of turbulent flows separates the local
value of a variable into its mean and fluctuation parts. This process is known as Reynolds de-
composition. Reynolds-Averaging the Navier-Stokes equations first takes the decomposition of
an instantaneous variable, such as a velocity signal, decomposed into its mean (Ui) and instanta-
neous fluctuating parts (ui′) as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This decomposition assumes the form:
ui =Ui +ui′. (2.12)
For statistically stationary turbulence, the mean flow does not change with time and therefore
the time-average is calculated from the instantaneous variable by:
ui = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ t+T
t
ui dt. (2.13)
Limiting the time-history, T , towards a sufficiently large instance compared to the period of
random fluctuations ensures that the statistical average is sufficiently sampled to be insensitive
to the total amount of time samples taken. A result of averaging the instantaneous component
decomposes it to the time-average of the mean flow, Ui and is equivalent to the mean where
Ui = 〈Ui〉, and the fluctuations therefore become zero, ui′ = 0. However, wakes are physically
unsteady where even the modelling of the mean flow in the system will have time dependence.
Applying this procedure on all the flow variables and substituted into the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations provides what is known as the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equation:
ρ
∂U i
∂ t
+ρ
∂ (U jU j +uiu j)
∂x j
=−∂P
∂xi
+
∂τi j
∂x j
. (2.14)
This process produces a remaining term on the right known as the Reynolds stress tensor as a
result of Reynolds-Averaging, compromising of three normal and six symmetrical shear stresses.
In order to close this systems of equations, a turbulence modelling technique is required, where
the Reynolds stress tensor is expressed in terms of the known quantities. This approach describes
a relationship between the Reynolds stress tensor and the mean velocity gradient, known as the
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Boussinesq approximation [121] for eddy-viscosity:
τi j =−ρui′u j′ = 2µtSi j−
2
3
ρkδi j, (2.15)
where δi j is the Kronecker delta function where:
δi j =
1, i = j0, i 6= j (2.16)
and the specific turbulent kinetic energy of the fluctuations is defined as:
k =
1
2
uiui. (2.17)
This leaves the turbulent viscosity for closure of the equations. There are many different for-
mulations to approach this problem of modelling eddy viscosity [49]. In the present work, two
existing eddy-viscosity models are considered, which have been thoroughly tested and are highly
regarded [49].
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Figure 2.1: Reynolds decomposition of a velocity signal from wake results in a later chapter
into its mean and instantaneous parts.
The Spalart-Allmaras One Equation Model
Many popular approaches exist for evaluating the eddy viscosity term, νt , with some of the most
popular being the k-ε two-equation models and its variants [46,122–124], the k-ω two-equation
model [125, 126] and its variants such as the SST [47] which is blend of the two. However,
the most popular turbulence modelling equation developed for aerodynamic applications is the
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Table 2.1: Default model coefficients for the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.
σνt Cb1 Cb2 Cw1 Cw2 Cw3 Cυ1 Cs
2/3 0.1355 0.622 Cb1k2 +
1+Cb2
σνt
0.3 2 7.1 0.3
one-equation Spalart Allmaras (SA) turbulence modelling equation [127]. It is a popular choice
for benchmarking, including drag prediction [128], and solver validation [49].
The SA model is also an eddy-viscosity-based turbulence model but solves for a single equa-
tion for a working variable ν̃ , which is related to the turbulent eddy-viscosity through:
νt = ν̃ fυ1, (2.18)
with the function fυ1 given by:
fυ1 =
X3
X3 +C3
υ1
. (2.19)
The transport equation is given by :
∂ ν̃
∂ t
+
∂ (ν̃u j)
∂x j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Convection
= cb1ν̃ S̃︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production
−cw1 fw
(
ν̃
d
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Destruction
+
1
σ
∂
∂xk
[
(ν + ν̃)
ν̃
∂xk
]
+
cb2
σ
∂ ν̃
∂xk
∂ ν̃
∂xk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion
, (2.20)
implemented without the ft2 trip term [129], with the default model coefficients as given in
Table 2.1. The turbulent eddy-viscosity is then calculated using the transport equation, and the
Boussinesq approximation is then used to determine the Reynolds stresses to provide closure to
the Navier-Stokes equations.
Although RANS methods may be an economical present-day approach to modelling of tur-
bulent flows, the process of Reynolds-Averaging yields the non-linear Reynolds stress tensor that
arises due to convective acceleration from the governing equations. This effect on the behaviour
on the mean flow acts as a viscous-like stress term, which is a non-physical representation of
convective acceleration.
The k-ω SST Model
The two-equation k-ω SST model is used to predict the transport of turbulent kinetic energy and
specific dissipation rate. The motivation behind the development of this model was driven by
the need for accurate prediction of flows with strong adverse pressure gradients and separation.
It is based on a zonal formulation that ensures a proper selection of k-ω and k-ε zones without
user interaction [130]. This introduces an additional computation where the distance from the
wall is required in the function. This allows the model to blend between the standard k-ω and
k-ε models [46, 48].
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Table 2.2: Default model coefficients for the k-ω SST turbulence model.
β ∗ α1 β1 σk1 σω1 α2 β2 σk2 σω2
0.09 5/9 3/40 0.85 0.5 0.44 0.0828 1 0.856
In contrast to the SA one-equation model, the additional transport equation in this two-
equation model obtains turbulence intensity, which addresses the turbulent kinetic energy term
in the Boussinesq hypothesis (Equation 2.15). The transport equations for turbulence kinetic
energy and specific dissipation rate are given by:
∂k
∂ t
+u j
∂k
∂x j
= Pk−β ∗kω +
∂
x j
[
(ν +σkνt)
∂k
∂x j
]
, (2.21)
∂ω
∂ t
+u j
∂ω
∂x j
= αS2−βω2 + ∂
∂x j
[
(ν +σωνt)
∂ω
∂x j
]
+2(1−F1)σω2
1
ω
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
, (2.22)
where F1 is the blending function that distinguishes the definition between the boundary layer
and the freestream. This is defined by:
F1 = tanh
{{
min
[
max
( √
k
β ∗ωy
,
500ν
y2ω
)
,
4ρσω2k
CDkωy2
]}4}
, (2.23)
where:
CDkω = max
(
2ρσω2
1
ω
∂k
∂xi
∂ω
∂xi
,10−10
)
, (2.24)
with y as the distance to the nearest wall boundary condition. Based on this, F1 = 0 away
from the surface which provides the k-ε model and F1 = 1 within the boundary layer. The above
formulation is now related to back to close for eddy-viscosity through:
νt =
a1k
max(a1ω,SF2)
, (2.25)
where:
F2 = tanh
[[
max
(
2
√
k
β ∗ωy
,
500ν
y2ω
)]2]
, (2.26)
and S here is the invariant measure of strain rate and F2 is the second blending function. In the
current usage, all model constants and further sub-functions are taken as recommended by the
source [130]. Table 2.2 summarises the constants used for the present formulation.
2.2.3 Large Eddy Simulations
The second approach (DES, Section 2.2.4) is a hybrid method that is partly based on RANS
and LES, where a spatial filter is used. Larger scale structures are resolved on a given mesh
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defined by the sub-grid scales, where features in order smaller than the sub-grid is modelled.
The rationale behind this principle lies in the fact that the small scales of turbulence are more
homogeneous and isotropic and therefore easier to model. As the mesh gets finer, the number of
scales that require modelling becomes smaller, thus approaching Direct Numerical Simulation.
Examples of LES-based approaches can be found in Deardorfi [131], Givi [132], and Moin and
Kim [133]. For LES, the flow variables are split into two parts, analogous to RANS methods.
But instead of decomposition of the flow variable into a mean and fluctuating part, LES applies
a spatial filtering (denoted with a circumflex) distinguishing a resolvable and subgrid-scale (sgs)
component.
ui = ûi +uisgs. (2.27)
These two components of the subgrid-scale decomposition are separated through filtering tech-
niques. This is applied through the maximum cell dimensions of the given grid known as the
filter width where:
∆ = max(∆x,∆y,∆z). (2.28)
The filtering function takes the form of a convolution integral:
ui(x) =
∫
G(x− x′)u(x′)dx′, (2.29)
where G is the filter function, which for a computational grid takes the form of a box filter where:
G(x) =
1/∆, |x| ≤ ∆/20, Otherwise. (2.30)
Based on this, the Navier-Stokes equations can be obtained for the filtered component of the
flow, taking the form:
∂ ρ̂ ûi
∂ t
+
∂ ρ̂ ûiu j
∂x j
=−∂ P̂
∂xi
+
∂τi j
∂x j
. (2.31)
In a similar fashion to Reynolds-Averaging, non-linear convective terms are present, and the
difference between the filtered product and product of two filtered variables is the subgrid-scale
stress tensor, τsgsi j :
ûiu j = ûiû j + τ
sgs
i j . (2.32)
These subgrid-scale stresses describe the resolved and subgrid scale turbulent interactions [134]
and as such can be decomposed into its anisotropic and isotropic parts:
τ
sgs
i j = a
sgs
i j +
2
3
krδi j, (2.33)
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where the residual turbulent kinetic energy is given by:
kr =
1
2
τ
sgs
i j . (2.34)
As such the filtered Navier-Stokes equations now assume the form:
∂ ρ̂ ûi
∂ t
+
∂ ρ̂ ûiû j
∂x j
=−∂ P̂
∂xi
+
∂
∂x j
(τi j + τ
sgs
i j ). (2.35)
Analogous to RANS formulations, the Smagorinsky method is the simplest and most widely
used approach for subgrid scale modelling. Here, an anisotropic stress tensor is introduced with
an eddy viscosity associated to this relationship, called the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity, µsgs
where:
asgsi j =−2µsgsŜi j, (2.36)
and the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity is taken as a scalar quantity where:
µ
sgs = ρ̂(CS∆)2
√
Ŝi jŜi j, (2.37)
with CS as the Smagorinsky constant taken as 0.18. Finally with these, the relation for the
subgrid-scale stress tensor can be defined:
τ
sgs
i j = 2µ
sgsŜi j−
2
3
ρ̂krδi j. (2.38)
This formulation therefore suggests that the energy contained in the subgrid-scales is a much
smaller proportion if the total flow energy than the RANS turbulent energy, meaning that only
the smallest, isotropic scales need to be modelled [119]. However, the limitations of LES exist
towards the near-wall regions. Approaching the wall, turbulent length scales decrease to that
of the same order of the boundary layer thickness. To prevent non-physical modelling at such
small length scales close to the walls, computational requirements for grid refinement in these
regions have to be inflated to prohibitive (DNS) levels.
2.2.4 Detached Eddy Simulation
While the LES formulation is proposed as a means to overcome the prohibitive costs of DNS, the
challenge of turbulent length scales being in the order of the boundary layer thickness near the
walls still exists. To alleviate these requirements, a hybrid RANS/LES approach was developed
by Spalart et al. [57,82,83]. This approach compromises by having RANS modelling techniques
applied at the boundary layer region with LES for larger eddies in the remainder of the domain.
The DES formulation lies conceptually between the relationship of the production and de-
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struction terms in the SA model (Equation 2.20). Their balancing give the relationship,
ν̃ ∝ S̃d2, (2.39)
with d as the distance to the wall. Comparing this with Equation 2.37 for the Smagorinsky eddy-
viscosity shows that a similar proportionality exists between the two terms, with the exception
of a grid spacing, ∆. This is such that,
ν
sgs
∝ Ŝ∆2. (2.40)
It is suggested that if d is replaced with ∆ in the wall destruction term (Equation 2.39 and 2.20),
the SA model will now exhibit Smagorinsky LES model-like behaviour. This hybrid formulation
allows a RANS-like behaviour and a Smagorinsky-like LES model that switches depending on
the proportions between the distance to the wall and local grid spacing. Therefore, this new
hybrid length scale is replaced by,
d̃ ≡min(d,CDES∆). (2.41)
However, the definition of the hybrid length scale used here is based on a further develoepd
variant known as the Delayed-DES (DDES) model which provides an adjustment to the defini-
tion of the hybrid length scale that . This improved variant narrows the region of uncertainty
between RANS and LES modes and has been demonstrated to perform more accurately for
massively separated flows [83]. The hybrid distance is therefore:
d̃ ≡ d− fd max(0,d−CDES∆), (2.42)
with:
fd ≡ 1− tanh([8rd]3), rd ≡
νt +ν√
Ui jUi jk2d2
, (2.43)
as fd = 0 yields RANS and LES modes for the hybrid length scale, with the constant CDES = 0.65
calibrated for homogeneous turbulence [135]. The quantity rd is a marker of the wall region
equal to 1 in a log layer and 0 in a free shear flow. Based on this formulation, the model is now
restricted to RANS near to the walls where D < ∆, and has a subgrid-scale model for d > ∆.
This is useful for wake capture as it allows LES levels of resolution in these regions, while
maintaining a reasonable compromise on wall grid requirements. Nevertheless, the grid should
still be adequately refined in wake regions such that the majority of the flow length scales are
resolved.
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2.3 Numerical Solver: The OpenFOAM CFD Toolkit
OpenFOAM (Open-source Field Operation and Manipulation) is a free and open-sourced C++
toolkit of customisable numerical solvers, with pre- and post-processing utilities for solving
computational fluid dynamics problems [136, 137]. It is shipped with approximately 250 (and
growing) pre-built applications that fall into two categories: solvers, that are each designed to
solve a specific problem in fluid (or continuum) mechanics; and utilities, that are designed to
perform tasks that involve data manipulation [138]. The structural layout of OpenFOAM is
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
There are several advtangaes to OpenFOAM over other CFD software, and is increasingly
gaining popularity in various communities [139, 140]. It is free, governed under the GNU Gen-
eral Public Licence [141], and is independent of the number of users, jobs, and processing
cores. It uses a partial differential equation-friendly syntax and is highly customisable through
plain text input files [142]. Built-in utilities for mesh conversion are also available that convert
and generate meshes from popular third-party meshing tools such as ANSYS (.msh), I-DEAS
(.ans), Star-CD (STAR-CD/PROSTAR), GAMBIT (.neu), and CFX (.geo) extensions.
Figure 2.2: Overview of the OpenFOAM structure [138].
Parallel processing utilities are also supported by public domain OpenMPI [143] of the stan-
dard Message Passing Interface [144] by default. This allows the case decomposition, recon-
struction, and redistribution to perform parallel computations. This is known to scale well up to
approximately 1000 CPU cores for both simple tutorial and complex industrial cases, with suit-
able hardware [145]. The resulting data output can be post-processed with other complementary
open-sourced software scientific data visualisation software (Paraview, Mayavi), or even con-
verted to be compatible with proprietary kits such as ANSYS EnSight and Tecplot. Raw data
output are in the form of .dat and .csv extensions.
OpenFOAM uses the FVM that is a co-located methodology on an unstructured polyhedral
grid with arbitrary grid elements. The primitive variables are cell-centred at the control volume
centroids. A variety of available interpolation, discretisation, and matrix solution schemes can
be selected at runtime and those that are used will be briefly covered in the coming sections.
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2.3.1 Finite Volume Method
The FVM is developed by applying the integral form of the Navier-Stokes equations to a control
volume in the computational domain. The transport of variable control volumes are governed
by the standard form of the transport equation. For a general scalar property, φ , this is:
∂ρφ
∂ t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Temporal derivative
+ ∇ · (ρUφ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Convection term
−∇ · (ρΓφ ∇φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion term
= Sφ (φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Source term
. (2.44)
This equation is second-order due to the second derivative in the diffusion term. Discretisation
of the transport equation is treated individually, by applying the FVM on this equation for the
control volume, VP around the its point, P, (Figure 2.3) gives the integral form of the transport
equation:
∫ t+∆t
t
[
∂
∂ t
∫
VP
ρφ dV +
∫
VP
∇ · (ρUφ)dV −
∫
VP
∇ · (ρΓφ ∇φ)dV
]
dt
=
∫ t+∆t
t
(∫
VP
Sφ (φ)dV
)
dt. (2.45)
The coming sections will briefly highlight the key points in the discretisation approach for the
terms in the above equation. Refer to Versteeg [1], Patankar [146], Hirsch [147], and Jasak [148],
for more complete and detailed derivations and analyses.
2.3.2 Discretisation Schemes
This section discusses the spatial numerical schemes that are used for the solutions in the coming
chapters. The discretisation of spatial terms is based on the Gauss’ theorem with it in second-
order accurate discretised form:
(∇ ·a)VP = ∑
f
S ·a f . (2.46)
Here, the subscript f implies that the general vector property, a, is in the middle of the face with
S as the outward pointing face area vector, and VP is the cell volume. This has to account for
owner-neighbour cell relationship summed over the faces which therefore gives:
∑
f
S ·a f = ∑
owner
S ·a f − ∑
neighbour
S ·a f . (2.47)
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Figure 2.3: A control volume, illustrated by Jasak [148].
Figure 2.4: Face interpolation, illustrated by Jasak [148].
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Spatial Schemes
The discretisation of the convection term is done by (using Eqn 2.46):∫
VP
∇ · (ρUφ)dV = ∑
f
S · (ρUφ) f ,
= ∑
f
S · (ρU) f φ f ,
= ∑
f
Fφ f ,
(2.48)
where F = S · (ρU) f , which is the mass flux through the particular face. A Blended Central-
Upwind differencing scheme is used for the convection terms in the solutions. This preserves
boundedness and accuracy, that is result of a linear combination between the two schemes [149].
Central Differencing assumes a linear variation of φ between P and N in Figure 2.4. The face
values here are calculated based on:
φ f = fxφP +(1− fx)φN , (2.49)
where fx is the interpolation factor taken as the ratio of distance between f N and PN:
fx =
f N
PN
, (2.50)
and has been demonstrated to be second-order accurate on non-uniform meshes [150], but may
exhibit non-physical oscillations in convection-dominated problems affecting its boundedness
[146,147]. On the other hand, the Upwind Differencing (UD) scheme determines the face value
based on the flow direction:
φ f =
φ f = φP, F ≥ 0φ f = φN , F < 0. (2.51)
With this scheme, boundedness is guaranteed at the expense of accuracy, and therefore UD
should not be used exclusively as it can distort the solution beyond acceptable levels of accuracy.
In an attempt to preserve both boundedness and accuracy, the Blended Differencing (BD)
scheme is used. This is linear combination of CD (2.49) and UD (Equation 2.51), where the
face value is now calculated by:
φ f = (1− γ)(φ f )UD + γ(φ f )CD, (2.52)
where the blending factor, γ , 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. A blending factor of 0.75 is used, which as a result of
Equation 2.52 gives CD a 75% weight for face values.
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Similarly for diffusion, it can be discretised such that:∫
VP
∇ · (ρΓφ ∇φ)dV = ∑
f
S · (ρΓφ ∇φ) f ,
= ∑
f
(ρΓφ ) f S · (∇φ) f .
(2.53)
where Γφ is the diffusivity. Because of non-orthogonality in practical meshes, i.e. the face area
vector is not parallel to the vector connecting cell centres, the discretisation of the diffusion
terms uses an orthogonal correction approach outlined by Jasak [148].
Temporal Scheme
Using Equations 2.48 and 2.53, the integral form of the scalar transport (Equation 2.45) can be
written in its semi-discretised form [148]:
∫ t+∆t
t
[(
∂ρφ
∂ t
)
P
VP +∑
f
Fφ f −∑
f
(ρΓφ ) f S · (∇φ) f
]
dt
=
∫ t+∆t
t
(SuVP +SpVPφP)dt.
(2.54)
where Su and Sp are the constant and linear parts of the source term, respectively. The RHS of
this equation is the result of the discretisation of the source terms in the transport equation, which
is not covered here. The time-marching solutions use what is known as Backward Differencing
and is second-order accurate. To achieve this, the Taylor series expansion of φ with respect to
time around φ(t +∆t) = φ n gives:
φ(t) = φ o = φ n− ∂φ
∂ t
∆t +
1
2
∂ 2φ
∂ t2
∆t2 +O(∆t3). (2.55)
Knowing this, the temporal derivative in Equation 2.54 can be expressed as:
∂φ
∂ t
=
φ n−φ o
∆t
+
1
2
∂ 2φ
∂ t2
∆t +O(∆t2). (2.56)
To maintain second-order accuracy, Backward Differencing considers three time levels. For the
second old time level:
φ(t−∆t) = φ oo = φ n−2∂φ
∂ t
∆t +2
∂ 2φ
∂ t2
∆t2 +O(∆t3). (2.57)
To eliminate the truncation error, the second-order accurate approximation of the temporal
derivative for Backward Differencing can be made by combining Equations 2.55 and 2.57 to
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give:
∂φ
∂ t
=
3
2φ
n−2φ o + 12φ oo
∆t
. (2.58)
This can be substituted into Equation 2.54 together with the other spatial schemes presented
above to complete the discretised form of the transport equation. This produces a system of
algebraic equations that will be solved for iteratively.
2.3.3 FVM on Moving (Overset) Meshes
This section will briefly introduce moving mesh (overset) implementation for OpenFOAM [151]
that is used in Chapter 5 for conducting forced harmonic motion. The overset method is based on
multiple grids that are superimposed over each other. In order to achieve this dynamic motion,
a suitable technique that allows mesh movement has to be employed. For such a case, the
FVM can be extended to moving meshes. The definition of conservation laws will involve
a moving volume, represented by a mesh velocity, us accounting for the Space Conservation
Law [152]. This is based on the integral form of the governing equation (Equation 2.45) for a
moving volume, V , bounded by a closed surface, S. The FVM is then modified to include cell
volume and mesh motion fluxes:
∂
∂ t
∫
V
ρφ ∂V +
∮
S
ρn · (u−us)φ∂S−
∮
S
ρΓφ n ·∇φ ∂S =
∫
V
sφ ∂V, (2.59)
where n is the unit normal vector, us is the boundary surface velocity, and sφ as the volumetric
source, with the Space Conservation Law defined by [152]:
∂
∂ t
∫
V
dV −
∮
S
n ·us ∂S = 0. (2.60)
To achieve connectivity between all the grids, the governing partial differential equations
on both the background mesh and the overset mesh have to be computed [153]. Within the
background domain, the elements that are bounded by the walls of the sub-meshes have to
be marked as “holes” to be removed from the computational domain. The boundaries of the
overset domain are then responsible for interpolating the transport variables to the background
mesh [154]. At each time-step, all cells in the domain are designated as either as a calculated, an
interpolation fringe, or an empty type of cell as shown in Figure 2.5 for an example of a three-
part overset mesh. This process occurs over a few key steps. Firstly, the empty cells are located
in the background grid. These cells are identified and removed from the solution at each time-
step. A disadvantage to overset methods is its increase in computation time primarily due to this
step of the solution process [155]. Subsequently, cells adjacent to these empty cells are allocated
as fringe cells where their boundaries are used for solution interpolation. In addition, cells at
the boundary of the sub-meshes are also allocated as fringes. These cells are responsible for
interpolating to the background grid. Thirdly, neighbouring cells between the grids are identified
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and coupled as interpolation partners, which are also known as donor cells. After these cell
types are allocated and identified, the solution interpolation occurs. The quality of the overset
simulation is directly impacted by these key steps, which are depending on the interpolation
scheme in addition to the quality of the grids [156].
Figure 2.5: Different types of cells in a three-component overset mesh (One background mesh
with two rotors geometries). Blue: calculated, white: interpolated, red: empty [157].
Overset Interpolation Scheme
Fringe interpolation uses the Inverse Distance scheme, where the weighted average is based on
the distance between the interpolation and donor cell centres. The general form of the interpo-
lation function for obtaining an interpolated value φ̃ at a given point x is defined with:
φ̃(x) =
∑
N
i=1 wiφ(xi)
∑
N
i=1 wi
, (2.61)
where the weight corresponding to the i-th donor cell,
wi =
1
|x− xi|P
, (2.62)
with xi as the known point to distance to x. This is summed up over N, which is the total number
of points used in the interpolation with P as the power parameter constant [158]. As the weight
in Equation 2.62 is inversely proportional to the distance between the interpolated points, the
discrete time-step size affects the arbitrary distance between cells at each time-step. Thus, the
mesh motion introduces an additional simulation control parameter known as a mesh Courant
number. Analogous to the flow Courant number, this defines the motion of the sub-zone meshes
relative to each other. This criteria ensures that an adequately refined time-step size satisfies
the desired temporal resolution with regards to mesh movement to support interpolation at the
fringes. This has to be considered in addition to the flow field on the static grid. Ideally, the
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ratio between the mesh and flow Courant numbers should be maintained at unity throughout the
range of motion conducted in the simulation.
2.3.4 Discretisation Procedure for Navier-Stokes
This section briefly describes the discretisation procedure for the Navier-Stokes equations in its
incompressible form (Equations 2.1 and 2.2). Two challenges arise from the equations, which
are the non-linearity of the momentum equation (Equation 2.2) and the pressure-velocity cou-
pling.
Derivation of the Pressure Equation
For the pressure equation, a semi-discretised form of the momentum equation is used [159]:
aPUp = H(U)−∇p. (2.63)
This is obtained from the integral form of the momentum equation [159], where aP and H(U)
are the diagonal and the off-diagonal coefficient matrices, respectively. H(U) consists of the
matrix coefficients for all neighbours that are multiplied by the corresponding velocities and a
transient term as shown below. For external flows such as in the coming cases, there are no
additional source terms, giving:
H(U) =−∑
N
aNUN +
Uo
∆t
, (2.64)
where aN is the matrix coefficient corresponding to the neighbour N.
The continuity equation (Equation 2.1) in its discretised form is:
∇·= ∑
f
S ·U f = 0. (2.65)
Rearranging Equation 2.63 in terms of U gives;
UP =
H(U)
aP
− 1
aP
∇p. (2.66)
This is known as the explicit velocity correction. Velocities on the cell faces are expressed at the
interpolate of the above to give:
U f =
(
H(U)
aP
)
f
−
(
1
aP
)
f
(∇p) f . (2.67)
Substituting this into the discretised form of the continuity equation (Equation 2.65) gives the
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pressure equation:
∇ ·
(
1
aP
∇p
)
= ∇ ·
(
H(U)
aP
)
= ∑
f
S ·
(
H(U)
aP
)
f
.
(2.68)
Finally, the discretised form of the incompressible Navier-Stokes system is:
aPUP = H(U)−∑
f
S(p) f , (2.69)
∑
f
S ·
[(
1
aP
)
f
(∇p) f
]
= ∑
f
S ·
(
H(U)
aP
)
f
. (2.70)
Where the face flux F is obtained by rearranging Equation 2.70:
F = S ·U f = S ·
[(
H(U)
aP
)
f
−
(
1
aP
)
f
(∇p) f
]
. (2.71)
When the condition imposed by Equation 2.68 is satisfied, the face fluxes are guaranteed to be
conservative [148].
2.3.5 Pressure-Velocity Coupling
The discretised forms of the Navier-Stokes equations (Equation 2.69 and 2.70) show a linear
inter-dependence between velocity and pressure. A segregated approach is taken for this cou-
pling by solving the system of equations in sequence. These are namely the PISO [160] and
SIMPLE [146] methods for modelling of unsteady and steady-state flows, respectively.
The SIMPLE Algorithm
The SIMPLE algorithm is primarily used for solving towards a steady-state solution. However,
in the coming chapters, it is primarily used for the solution initialisation of the internal fields
before beginning transient cases. It is often observed that this reduces total computation time
by allowing a theoretical flow development period with a steady-state solution of the internal
fields. With SIMPLE, the approximation of the velocity field is obtained by solving the momen-
tum equation. The pressure gradient term is calculated using the pressure distribution from the
previous iteration or an initial guess, which in most cases is initiated with a uniform field. The
solutions are under-relaxed in an implicit manner using an under-relaxation factor. The original
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system of equations for every control volume in the system is given by [148]:
aPφ nP +∑
N
aNφ nN = RP. (2.72)
where RP is the right hand side of the algebraic equation. Because of the lack of the temporal
derivative in steady-state calculations, the diagonal dominance needs to be numerically enhanced
through under-relaxation on both LHS and RHS of the equation:
aPφ nP +
1−α
α
aPφ nP +∑
N
aNφ nN = RP +
1−α
α
aPφ oP. (2.73)
Here, 0 < α ≤ 1 is the under-relaxation factor. The recommended values are αp = 0.2 for pres-
sure and αU = 0.8 for momentum, respectively [149]. The pressure equation is then formulated
and solved to obtain the new pressure distribution. With this pressure, a new set of conservative
fluxes are gotten with Equation 2.71.
pnew = pold +αp(pp− pold). (2.74)
The approach to using the SIMPLE algorithm [146] for steady-state, incompressible and
turbulent flows is summarised by Jasak [148] as follows:
1. Set all field values to some initial guess.
2. Assemble and solve the under-relaxed momentum predictor equation.
3. Solve the pressure equation and calculate the conservative fluxes. Update the pressure field
with an appropriate under-relaxation. Perform the explicit velocity correction (Equation
2.66).
4. Solve the other equations in the system using the available fluxes, pressure and velocity
fields. In order to improve convergence, under-relax the other equations in an implicit
manner, as shown in Equation 2.73.
The PISO Algorithm
The PISO algorithm is used for computing time-marching solutions, which is essentially for all
the results in the present work. This pressure-velocity treatment for transient flow calclations
has been originally proposed by Issa [160]. Again, with reference to the discretised form of the
incompressible Naver-Stokes equations (Equation 2.69 and 2.70), the momentum equation is
solved first (Equation 2.70) by using the pressure field from the previous (or initial) time-step.
This is known as the momentum predictor, which gives an approximation of the new velocity
field. This prediction of new velocities assembles the H(U) operator that formulates a new pres-
sure equation, which gives the pressure solution for an updated pressure field. Equation 2.71
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dictates the conservative fluxes that will be consistent with this new pressure field, which can
then be used to correct the velocity field. This step is achieved explicitly using Equation 2.66
for velocity correction. This internal loop between the implicit momentum predictor with pres-
sure solutions for explicit velocity corrections repeat until the pre-determined solution tolerance
setting is reached. Best practices recommend three to four orders of magnitude decrease in the
residuals in the primitive variables [161].
A summary provided by Jasak [148] of the solution procedure for transient simulations using
the PISO algorithm [160] for incompressible and turbulent flows is as follows:
1. Setting initial conditions for all field values.
2. Start the calculation of the new time-step values.
3. Assemble and solve the momentum predictor equation with the available face fluxes.
4. Go through the PISO loop until the tolerance for pressure-velocity system is reached. At
this stage, pressure and velocity fields for the current time-step are obtained, as well as the
new set of conservative fluxes.
5. Using the conservative fluxes, solve all other equations in the system. If the flow is turbu-
lent, calculate the effective viscosity from the turbulence variables.
6. If the final time is not reached, return to step 2.
2.4 Strategies for Solution Discretisation & Convergence
All of the solutions detailed in this thesis will employ structured grids. This provides higher
orthogonality and nodal edge control through refinement along block edges and node grad-
ing towards key flow regions. Structured grids are also preferable as it allows for grid points
to be aligned with the dominant flow direction that results in less numerical diffusion from
Upwind-based schemes compared to unstructured grids [1]. The finer edge control also allows
better near-wall grid design for capturing boundary layers. The grid design prioritises non-
orthogonality, skewness, and aspect ratio. For detailed mesh reports on the respective grids in
the current work, see Appendix B.
Examining grid convergence determines the ordered discretisation error of the simulation
[161]. This involves conducting the simulation on successively finer grids. The approach to
grid convergence studies is based on Richardson’s extrapolate [162]. As the grid is refined, dis-
cretisation errors should asymptotically approach zero. A minimum of three grids of increasing
refinement ratios are recommended for determining the index of convergence across these grids.
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The order of convergence, p, based on the set of grids is determined by:
p = ln
(
f3− f2
f2− f1
)
/ ln(r), (2.75)
where fn is the simulation quantity of interest, which are the force coefficients in most cases
seen in the coming chapters. The effective refinement ratio is determined with:
re =
(
N1
N2
) 1
D
, (2.76)
where N is the number of points between grids and D is the spatial dimension. This is based
on the total number of grid points instead of grid spacing (r = h2/h1) as the edge spacing may
be kept inconsistent across grids to satisfy the desired resolution. For example in the case of
Chapter 4, refinements of ∆wake = [0.1,0.07,0.05]d is used. The Richardson’s extrapolate is
then used to define the pth-order of the grid:
fh=0 ∼= f1 +
f1− f2
rp−1 . (2.77)
The selection of a suitable time-step size is one of the most important factors in unsteady
calculations. This directly affects temporal resolution in terms of the finest available sampling
rate, where too large of time-step results in loss of higher frequency flow details, whereas un-
necessarily small time-step increases the computational resources needed for the solution. To
achieve a balance, the sensitivity of the simulation output has to be studied with respect to time-
step size. This often requires some preliminary studies to establish the best practices suitable
for the simulation objectives to resolve for appropriate scales of the problem. In this case, a di-
mensionless time-step and frequency is used to as a guideline for relating time-step sizes to the
flow and geometry characteristics. This is achieved through the Strouhal number and convective
time:
St =
f l
u∞
, tc =
u∞t
l
, (2.78)
where f is the frequency of the system, l is the characteristic length, and t is the solution time.
Relative to the spatial grid, the strategy for approaching the inter-dependence between space
and time for the numerical domain is as previously discussed in Section 1.1.3. This is governed
by the ratio between spatial and temporal coordinates known as the Courant number. For a
1-Dimensional case in the x-direction, this is defined as,
Co =
u∆t
∆x
, (2.79)
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which can be extended for n-dimensions as:
Co = ∆t
(
n
∑
i=1
uxi
∆xi
)
≤Comax. (2.80)
This condition ensures that the transport of any variable over the duration of a single time-step
must be at least within the spatial distance of discrete points in the grid. This mandates that the
information from a given cell can propagate to only its immediate neighbours.
2.5 Resources
A summary of the resources used for the work are as follows:
• Workstation:
– Duo Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 Processors (2× 18 cores) at 2.1 GHz (without Intel
Turbo boost) and 256GB of RAM. The processor has a maximum theoretical peak
performance of approximately 700 GFLOPS [163]. The cases presented in this the-
sis are run exclusively off the CPU, but it is worth highlighting that OpenFOAM
demonstrates a potential speed-up with GPU processing and parallelisation [164].
– The system operates on Ubuntu (v16.04 LTS and v18.04 LTS).
• Pre-Processing:
– ANSYS ICEM CFD [165] is used for the generation of the respective meshes. The
grids are exported as a .msh (ASCII) extension and then converted into the Open-
FOAM polyMesh format using the fluent3DMeshToFoam utility.
– SALOME [166], FreeCAD [167], and SolidWorks [168] are used primarily for ge-
ometry preparation, in particular the NASA CRM for the work seen in Appendix A.
OpenVSP [169] is used for the geometries in the primary chapters.
• Processing:
– OpenFOAM v6.0 and v1906 [170, 171]
• Post-processing:
– ParaView v5.4 [172] for illustrations and data visualisation.
– Python 3.6 with numerous libraries including Matplotlib, NumPy, SciPy, and pandas
[173–177] for data manipulation and plotting.
Chapter 3
Bluff-Body Vortex Shedding and Wake
Dynamics
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1 (Section 1.6.1), a process for validation and verification must be
achieved to ascertain results from the chosen methodology. To accomplish this, this chapter
focuses on the applied numerical methodologies for a canonical study of a wake generator rep-
resented with a flow encountering a square beam bluff-body. Vortex shedding dynamics and
wake physics are simulated using the OpenFOAM CFD C++ toolkit, where the solvers validity
and accuracy of the wake simulated is evaluated against pre-existing experimental benchmark
data. The extent of wake capture is first validated at the source, where the suitability of the near-
wall grid design is assessed to ensure adequate boundary layer and wall surface treatment. This
translates to the time-averaged and fluctuating first- and second-moment statistics of lift and
drag surface-force coefficients. The frequency spectra of these forces also detail characteristics
between their shedding behaviours. Moving downstream, the wake centre and cross-stream pro-
files are measured up to 6D in the stream-wise direction, where coherent vortex structures are
identified as part of the von Kármán street. The formation of these structures are emanated from
the leading edges as shear-layer instabilities which roll-up and stretch into these larger, coherent
vortex structures.
The work further distinguishes itself by establishing the extent of turbulent wake treatment
with both DES and RANS methods where the former agrees well to published results performed
with LES and DNS methods [55, 76, 79]. Here, the expected inherent dissipating characteristics
of the RANS solutions also become evident, and are demonstrated through eddy viscosity ratios
in the wake. The robustness of the solution is further examined with an auto-correlation (time-
lag) function of velocity probe data, revealing the extent of captured turbulent statistics through
the definition of an integral time scale. Insight to the fluctuating quantities are also further given
with spectral analyses and validation of turbulent shear stresses due to wake fluctuations. Given
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these, a recommended practice for capturing bluff-body wakes can be made which will form the
foundation of modelling subsequent simulations with wake encounters.
3.2 Simulation Methodology for Wake Capture
The wall mounted Square Beam of characteristic length, D, with infinite span is placed adjacent
to the horizontal oncoming flow. The side boundaries of the domain spans 7D (AR = 7) across,
with the inlet and outlet spaced 40D apart. The top and bottom boundaries are spaced at 14D
with the geometry located at the centroid of this domain. These are based on a Cartesian coor-
dinate system where the positive x direction is aligned with the flow, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
For validation, this geometry is identical to most of the numerical and experimental literature
listed in Table 3.4.
x
y
z
40D
7D
14D
Static pressure 
outlet
Uniform 
velocity inlet
Figure 3.1: The square beam simulation domain.
3.2.1 Summary of Numerical Settings
Flow conditions are at Re = 2.14×104, with reference to standard sea-level conditions, assum-
ing fully turbulent, incompressible, isothermal conditions of the Navier-Stokes equations (See
Section 2.2). The equations are discretised with schemes that are nominally second-order accu-
rate. Spatially, the divergence terms are discretised with a blended central-upwind differencing
scheme (CD-UD) [178] with a blending coefficient weighted at 0.75. Time discretisation is
achieved with a second-order implicit, backward-differencing scheme [179]. For more details
on the discretisation schemes, see Section 2.3.1).
A segregated approach is taken for pressure-velocity coupling with the time-marching so-
lution achieved with the PISO (Pressure-Implicit with Splitting Operators) algorithm [160]. A
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constant time-step selection that is adequately fine ensures that the algorithm is conditionally
stable with diagonal dominance. This is based on the maximum Courant number in the domain,
by referencing the smallest cell sizes with highest relative local velocities due to the shear layer
instabilities that are located over the leading edges of the geometry. Under these conditions, the
wake Co≈ 0.2, and translates to ∆tc = 6.25×10−3 which satisfies the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
condition [56].
For time-averaging, the solution time-history is limited towards a sufficiently large instance
relative to fluctuations to ensure that the statistical average (mean) is sufficiently sampled to
be insensitive to the amount of time samples taken. After allowing a flow development phase
of approximately 50 characteristic lengths, a subsequent sample size of 250 is sampled for the
URANS case. Due to the turbulent extent of the DDES solution, this sample size is further
increased to 950. Table 3.2 summarises and compares the case parameters alongside existing
studies that were previously discussed in Section 1.2.
Turbulence Modelling
A total of three turbulence modelling techniques are used in this chapter. The first is the Spalart-
Allmaras one-equation turbulence model solves for a single transport quantity. The variant used
here excludes the ft2 trip term, calibrated with the model coefficients that are as recommended
by the source [127, 129]. Being a one-equation model, it neglects turbulent kinetic energy in
the Boussinesq hypothesis for Reynolds stresses. Because of this its performance can therefore
be impeded especially for the modelling of massively separated flows or those with adverse
pressure gradients as seen in this case.
The second RANS model that is considered is the k-ω SST model that based on two-
equations for the transport of turbulent kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate. It is also
highly regarded [49] which offers a blend between the standard k-ω and k-ε models [46,48]. The
additional equation obtains turbulence intensity, which in contrast to the one-equation model,
addresses turbulent kinetic energy in the Boussinesq hypothesis. All model constants and sub-
functions are taken as given by the source [48] (See Section 2.2.2).
The DES formulation is built upon the SA model that is based on the correlation of its
production (cb1ν̃ S̃) and destruction (cw1 fw(ν̃/d)) terms in its transport equation [83]. Balancing
these terms gives a relationship that scales the eddy-viscosity with the local deformation rate
and distance to the wall. This is analogous to the Smagorinsky model where it scales with its
sub-grid scale eddy-viscosity and grid spacing instead. With this, the distance to the wall in
the original SA model can be replaced with a hybrid length scale that yields between RANS
and LES modes. This hybrid formulation allows a RANS-like behaviour and a Smagorinsky-
like LES model that switches depending on the proportions between the distance to the wall
and local grid spacing. The sub-variant used here is the Delayed-DES (DDES) model which
provides an adjustment to the definition of the hybrid length scale that narrows the region of
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uncertainty between RANS and LES modes. This improved variant has been demonstrated to
perform more accurately for massively separated flows [83].
3.2.2 Grid Description
A structured grid is used as it supports upwind-based schemes with grid points that are domi-
nantly aligned to the general flow direction, reducing numerical diffusion [180]. An O-H-grid
topology composed of 15 hexagonal blocks discretizes the fluid domain for the geometry as il-
lustrated in Figure 3.2. The O-grid surrounds the beam at a distance of 0.3D from the surface
for the boundary layer grid, where the first cell height resides within the viscous sub-layer at
y+ < 1. This first cell stretches at a cell growth rate of 1.1 over 25 layers. The ∆x,z cell widths
are also maintained at 0.05D, which transfers along parallel block edges for cell isotropy in the
wake block located downstream. The highest aspect ratio among cells which are at the wall are
in the order of 100. Downstream, a single block is used for wake refinement, and extends up to
7D in the stream-wise direction from the geometry origin at its centroid. The grid then expands
to the far field regions of the domain boundaries. With this grid design, the entire computational
domain comprises of approximately 4.1×106 elements. In terms of quality, the grid has a max-
imum non-orthogonality of 47◦, which occurs along the four leading and trailing edges of the
geometry. Because of the high orthogonality among all other cells, mostly in the volume of the
wake block, the overall non-orthogonality quality of the grid is strong which averages to 7◦.
Table 3.1: Summary of grid statistics.
Topology Blocks y+ Layers Growth, δ ∆wake
Hex, Structured, O-H 15 < 1 25 1.10 0.05D
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(a) Computational domain with wake refinement block
(b) Wall grid design, y+ < 1
Figure 3.2: A structured O-H-grid topology with a block (H-grid) downstream used for cell
refinement in the wake region.
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Table 3.2: Case comparisons of similar Reynolds numbers for wake block grid cell size, characteristic time step, Courant number, and
time-history sample size with the current bluff-body case.
Cases Sim. Type Re×103 ∆wake,D ∆tc×10−3 Co T
Current case URANS (DDES) 21.4 0.05 6.25 (3.125) 0.2 250 (950)
Boudreau et al. [75] URANS (DDES) 21.4 0.05 10 0.2 209.5 (1507.5)
Barone and Roy [80] DES 19.4 0.095-0.032 3.2 - 250.8
Sohankar et al. [76] LES 22.0 0.1-0.16 12.5 - -
Fureby et al. [77] LES 21.4 - - 0.5 -
Trias et al. [79] DNS 22.0 - 0.97 & 1.71 - 605
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3.2.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions
The solution domain is velocity-driven, with a freestream inlet and a static pressure outlet. No-
slip boundary conditions are imposed on the walls with all remaining far field boundaries taken
to be of zero flux and normal components. Computation of turbulent viscosity, νt , is constrained
with a turbulent viscosity ratio of νt∞/ν∞ = 0.01. The turbulent viscosity for the inlet is de-
termined using kinematic viscosity, ν = µ/ρ . For the SA model, the modified eddy-viscosity
term, ν̃ , where ν̃∞ = 5ν∞ for fully turbulent flows, and at the walls, νtwall = νwall = 0 is used.
The k-ω SST model introduces two additional terms, which are the turbulent kinetic energy, k,
and specific dissipation, ω . The inlet values reference the freestream based on turbulent inten-
sity where kinlet = 3/2(U∞I)2, taking I = 0.01, and specific dissipation, νt = k/ω . To impose
no-slip conditions at the walls, the turbulent kinetic energy, kwall = 0.
The grid is initially calibrated for grid independence with the SA model assuming steady
flow conditions. The internal fields from this steady solution is then subsequently used for the
initialisation of the time-marching transient calculations. The URANS solution is used for the
initialisation of the DDES case where a development time of 50 convective time-steps is used for
the solution to adjust to the updated turbulence model. These numerical solutions are achieved
through pisoFoam solver in the OpenFOAM library [136, 181].
Table 3.3: Summary of boundary conditions for the computational domain.
Boundary Type Velocity Kinematic pressure
Inlet Inflow ui =U∞ ∂ p/∂n = 0
Outlet Outflow ∂ui/∂n = 0 p = 0
Far fields - ∂ui/∂n = ui · n̂ = 0 ∂ p/∂n = p · n̂ = 0
Walls No-slip ui = 0 ∂ p/∂n = 0
3.3 Turbulent Wake Capture Shed by a Bluff Body
3.3.1 Evaluation of Boundary Layer Grid
The near-wall grid is assessed independently as an extract of the top surface grid settings de-
scribed in Table 3.1 under identical flow conditions. A fully developed boundary layer over this
distance is achieved with a cyclic inlet-outlet interface where evaluation with the Law of the
Wall is valid [64]. The dimensionless velocity is obtained as:
y+ =
yuτ
ν
, u+ =
u
uτ
, (3.1)
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where:
uτ =
√
τw
ρ
, τw = µ
(
∂u
∂y
)
y=0
, (3.2)
with uτ and τw as the friction velocity and wall shear stress, respectively.
Discrete points in Figure 3.3 represent cell-centred values. Based on this boundary layer
grid design, six cell centres reside well within the viscous sub-layer at y+ < 5 [182]. The
same grid is run with the k-ω SST model and compares well against the SA results, and other
numerical studies [127] with comparable flow conditions (Re = 1.0×104). The cyclic flow
conditions for the present grid assumes attached flow but the formation of a separation zone
over the leading edges of the geometry would induce much lower local velocities over the upper
and lower surfaces of the square beam. This is expected to result in a y+ < 1 for the full case due
to boundary layer recirculation with lower local velocities. This result demonstrates adequate
grid design for capturing boundary layer effects.
Figure 3.3: Evaluation of wall grid design with Law of the Wall in the present case (k-ω SST
and SA) with data from Spalart et al. [127].
Although a desired boundary layer grid density is achieved, the performance of DDES is
inherently subjected to its RANS-LES transition behaviour especially with the “Modelled-Stress
Depletion" of free shear layers near the wall [83]. The local shear-layer instabilities shed from
the leading edge of the geometry (Figure 3.4) falls within this region and category of flows,
but should only be further investigated through shear-layer studies, like a flow over a forward-
facing step [183]. This reproduces flow phenomena comparable to those shed over the square
beam leading edge. However, it is noteworthy that the depiction of Kelvin-Helmholtz structures
by Minguez et al. [55] in Figure 3.4b demonstrates comparable leading edge flow patterns to
those in the present case. This includes leading edge separation bubbles (Figure 3.4a) created
by the Kelvin-Helmholtz shear-layer instabilities that are continuously shed over the leading
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edge. Throughout this process, the boundary layer periodically reattaches onto the surface of
the square beam, which are then convected past the characteristic length of the geometry which
rolls up into vortices behind the geometry. Farther downstream features past this are detailed as
part of wake validation and is discussed in the following sections.
(a) Streamlines of Kelvin-Helmholtz structures over the leading edge from the present study.
(b) Streamlines of Kelvin-Helmholtz structures over the leading edge by Minguez et al. [55].
Figure 3.4: Visualisaton of Kelvin-Helmholtz (shear-layer) instability structures over the
leading edge of the square cylinder for the present case and that depicted by Minguez et al. [55].
3.3.2 Vortex Shedding Dynamics and Surface Integral Statistics
Vortex shedding dynamics is made apparent through instantaneous contours of the von Kármán
street as illustrated for the three cases in Figure 3.5. Coherent 3-dimensional flow structures
are identified with iso-surfaces of wake vortices identified with the λ2-criterion [184] contoured
with instantaneous velocity. Based on the contours, the DDES solution is capable of captur-
ing and identifying a greater resolution of smaller-scale vortex structures in comparison to the
URANS cases. The shear-layers emanated from the leading edges are convected downstream
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(a) SA
(b) k-ω SST
(c) DDES
Figure 3.5: Instantaneous vortical structures identified with λ2-criterion iso-surfaces (cut-off
value = 50) contoured with freestream-normalised velocity magnitude (U/U∞).
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that eventually roll-up and stretch into a larger coherent span-wise vortex structures trailing the
geometry. This is observable for all cases but the DDES solution distinguishes itself with much
greater flow details.
The drag coefficient frequency oscillates at approximately twice that of lift based on Dis-
crete Fourier Transform with the analyses as shown in Figure 3.6. These are at 4.37 and 8.91 Hz
for the SA results (Figure 3.6a) and overall observations for all three cases agree with the von
Kármán street dynamics as these parallel and perpendicular forces persist in cross-flow direc-
tions [64]. This relationship is easily distinguishable for the SA and k-ω SST cases in their
frequency domains (Figures 3.6a and 3.6b) but not as apparent for the DDES case, which is only
revealed in its power spectra (Figure 3.6c). Both peak dominant frequencies for the URANS
cases agree at approximately 4.3 Hz, whereas results from the DDES are relatively higher by
approximately 2 %. Using this frequency, a period of 0.225 s for the DDES case can be ob-
tained and reveals a resolution of 1126 time-steps per wave period, which satisfies the Nyquist
sampling criteria [66]. Despite the significant similarities between the models in the frequency
domain, their differences become apparent in the (log-log) power spectra, which shows that the
hybrid solution can capture more information compared against the eddy-viscosity solutions.
The results for dominant frequencies in Figure 3.6 corresponds to a Strouhal number of
0.140 and 0.142 for the SA and DDES solutions, respectively. This amounts to a difference of
1.43 % between the two techniques, but is over-predicted by 7.58 % with respect to the experi-
mental data [68]. Table 3.4 summarises these surface-integral statistics against other comparable
benchmarks of the same square beam geometry. Metrics are mainly based on the time-averaged
lift and drag coefficients alongside root-mean-square statistics of their respective signals. The
obtained drag coefficient has a good agreement with the benchmarks, accurate to a 100-count
precision.
Comparing the general flow field around the square beam shows relevant similarities to that
of Minguez et al. [55] as marked in the Figure 3.7. This includes boundary layer recirculation
zones (points (a) and (b)) and two counter-rotating vortices in the wake that forms a recirculation
length, where the velocity along this centre stagnates at a distance away from the leeward side
of the geometry. The major separation zones (point (a)) along the top and bottom surface of
the geometry are comparable, along with smaller bubbles located above the trailing edge (point
(b)). However, there are some minor dissimilarities between the two cases near the leading edge,
which brings the discussion back to the possibility of inherent DES behaviour in the RANS-LES
transition region and the shedding of shear-layer instabilities (Section 3.3.1). As for the wake,
its mean recirculation length is captured with a 5% error relative to the experiment [68] and 3%
to LES results (Figure 3.7b) by taking the closest stagnation point along the time-averaged wake
centre. This difference also accounts for the precision of the discrete measurement to the closest
cell-centre. In comparison, the present results under-predict this length by less than 5 % relative
to the experiment and other numerical work in Table 3.4.
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(a) SA
(b) k-ω SST
(c) DDES
Figure 3.6: Time-history of force coefficients from all three solutions in the frequency and
log-log power spectra (St = f D/U) domains.
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(a) Streamlines of time-averaged velocity (U/U∞) from the present case.
(b) Mean streamlines and mean stream-wise velocity (u/U∞) by Minguez et al. [55].
Figure 3.7: Time-averaged flow visualisation of the flow field around the bluff-body. The mean
recirculation zone downstream can be clearly identified in both cases.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of key vortex shedding parameters for the bluff-body benchmark case,
including results from the present case.
Case Type Re×103 AR CD St λ CD′ CL′
Numerical Case
Present studies SA-noft2 21.4 7 2.15 0.140 0.93 0.15 1.39
with OpenFOAM k-ω SST 21.4 7 2.26 0.138 0.93 0.16 1.44
DDES 21.4 7 2.19 0.142 1.31 0.12 0.95
DDES-2 21.4 7 2.22 0.142 - 0.08 0.99
Numerical Cases
Boudreau et al. [75] URANS 21.4 7 2.11 0.133 0.97 0.14 1.56
DDES 21.4 7 2.41 0.126 1.07 0.17 1.47
Barone and Roy [80] DES 19.4 4 2.11 0.125 1.42 0.26 1.16
Fureby et al. [77] LES 21.4 8 2.1 0.131 1.25 0.17 1.30
Sohankar et al. [76] LES 22.0 4 2.09 0.128 1.07 0.27 1.40
Minguez et al. [55] LES 21.4 - 2.2 0.141 1.28 - -
Trias et al. [79] DNS 22.0 4 2.18 0.132 1.04 0.205 1.71
Experimental Cases
Lyn et al. [68] Laser-Dopp. 21.4 9.75 2.1 0.132 1.38 - -
Minguez et al. [55] Laser-Dopp. 21.4 20 2.1 0.130 - - -
Luo et al. [81] Water tunnel 34.0 9.2 2.21 0.13 - 0.18 1.21
To investigate the difference in Strouhal numbers, it was reported that a two-component
Laser-Doppler Velocimetry along the wake is used for monitoring velocity fluctuations [68].
Identical locations along this centre (x/D = [1,2,3,6]) are similarly probed for their point ver-
tical velocity component and the dominant frequencies at these locations coincides with lift at
approximately 4.44 Hz. Further investigation for sensitivity with regards to time discretisation
by halving the time-step size (DDES-2 in Table 3.4) also reveals no appreciable difference in
the Strouhal number. Other work (Table 3.4) also lists numerical cases that are corrected for
blockage effects. This correction factor is applied to confined (ducted) spaces and non-slip far
field boundary conditions [76, 80]. However, blockage corrections should not apply consider-
ing the far field boundary conditions for the present case as this does not lead to an increase in
dynamic pressure across the domain. Despite the over-prediction in Strouhal number relative
to the experimental cases, the key results obtained are consistent with other numerical cases for
time-averaged drag prediction, Strouhal number, and mean recirculation length [55, 77, 79].
3.3.3 First- and Second-Moment Wake Statistics
The DDES solution provides a significantly greater amount of flow details by comparing the in-
stantaneous velocity magnitude and span-wise vorticity component contours in Figures 3.8 and
3.9. The results from both the SA and k-ω SST solutions appear to convey the same degree of
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(a) URANS (SA)
(b) DDES
(c) DNS flow visualisation by Trias et al. [79].
Figure 3.8: Instantaneous freestream-normalised velocity (U/U∞) contours at a comparable
vortex shedding phase.
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(a) URANS (SA)
(b) DDES
Figure 3.9: Instantaneous span-wise vorticity (ωz) contours at a comparable vortex shedding
phase.
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(a) URANS (SA)
(b) DDES
Figure 3.10: Time-averaged freestream-normalised velocity contours (U/U∞).
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information in the instantaneous contours and therefore only that from the SA solution is pre-
sented. Finer flow details are easily observable through the velocity contours (Figure 3.8) and
the amount of mixing downstream, convected from the upper and lower shear-layers over the
leading edges of the bluff-body is evident in Figure 3.9b. This vortex roll-up for the URANS
and DDES cases correlate well with depictions by Trias et al. [79] in Figure 3.8c. In this DNS
solution, both span- and stream-wise vortices are reported, which are also observable in the
present DDES results using vorticity contours (Figure 3.9b). For the URANS solution, the sig-
nificant loss of information through the process of Reynolds decomposition reduces the entire
turbulence spectrum such that only the mean flow statistics remain is therefore very apparent
(Figures 3.8a and 3.9a). Furthermore, time-averaging the velocity fields—which also appear
identical for the two URANS models—also reveal a larger, diffused wake (Figure 3.10). How-
ever, the vertical extent of the shear layer emanated from the leading edges are similar between
both the URANS and DDES solutions, which extends to a width of approximately 2y/D. The
time-averaged velocity fields also reveal an earlier recovery in the SA solution (Figure 3.10a) by
almost 0.3U/U∞.
The accuracy for the first-moments of the wake capture is evaluated in terms of its wake
velocity recovery along the centre, and wake profiles evaluated across 4 downstream stations.
The normalised time-averaged stream-wise velocity profile is presented in Figure 3.11 and eval-
uated against experimental data [68] up to x/D = 6. The URANS models over-predict this
velocity profile, characterised as an early recovery. On the other hand, the DDES model pro-
vides excellent accuracy although marginally over-predicting beyond x/D = 3. The second-
moment statistics of velocity fluctuation is evaluated along this same centre. Figure 3.12 illus-
trates the freestream-normalised root-mean-square of stream-wise, RMS(u′)/U∞, and transversal
RMS(v′)/U∞ velocities, up to the same downstream distance of x/D = 6.
The results obtained from the URANS models generally under-predict fluctuations. How-
ever, the horizontal location of the fluctuation peak is predicted with reasonable accuracy, posi-
tioned at x/D ≈ 1.5. Thereafter, the fluctuations depict severely damped results in the RMS of
the velocity farther downstream, that plateau along u′/U∞ ≈ 0.03 at distances beyond x/D = 4
especially for the SA case. This is non-physical compared to the experimental results [68], and
that observed from the DDES case. In contrast, DDES only models the turbulence spectrum par-
tially, which are filtered based on the smallest grid scales. Investigating the total effective viscos-
ity (ν +νt) of the instantaneous field reveals a significant over-prediction in turbulent viscosity
ratio, by approximately 50 times of that for the URANS cases compared to DDES which showed
only a time-averaged maximum of νt/ν = 8 compared to 200 shown in Figure 3.13. The same
order of magnitude in this over-prediction of total effective viscosities is also reported [75]. In
contrast to the experimental data, the DDES results predicts the fluctuation peak slightly farther
downstream. This disagrees with that reported by [79], where the peak is depicted to be farther
upstream instead. The fluctuations are slightly over-predicted in the near wake (x/D = 2) while
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Present (SA)
Present (k-ω SST)
Present (DDES)
Lyn et al. (1995) 
Figure 3.11: Comparison of first-moment (time-averaged) statistics of u-velocity component
with experimental data [68].
it is expected for results to fall short due to damping from sub-grid scale viscosity. This ob-
servation is also highlighted by other numerical work listed in Table 3.4. Regardless, excellent
agreement is obtained farther downstream, especially within 3 < x/D < 6 which predicts the
range of rms(u′)/U∞ ≈ 0.3 against the experimental data [68]. The transversal fluctuations (Fig-
ure 3.12b) yield similar results among the numerical cases within the x/D < 3 range, but begin
to deviate past this distance as the URANS results begin to over-predict relative to the experi-
mental data while the DDES solution maintains some degree of accuracy (rms(u′)/U∞ ≈ 0.1)
for the remainder of the results.
Velocity deficit profiles for the normalised stream-wise velocity component are illustrated in
Figure 3.14 for x/D = [1,2,3,6]. DDES results show excellent agreement with the experimental
data at x/D, especially for the limits of the wake width at approximately u/U∞. However, results
for comparison at the farther downstream stations are unreported. Nevertheless, the wake centre
velocities in Figure 3.11 correspond to those along the wake centre in Figure 3.14, and therefore
confidence for the accuracy in the maximum wake momentum deficit is high. As expected for
the URANS results, the wake velocity profiles model early wake recovery farther downstream
and prove to be inadequate at capturing even the first-moment statistics along this location.
The results obtained so far has demonstrated good correlation in terms of the wake descrip-
tors and also quantitately for vortex shedding parameters against the cited sources. Key vortex
structures were also identified, illustrating different orders of fidelty across the two tested turbu-
lence modelling methods. These have good accuracy and are comparable even to that of LES
and DNS methods [76, 79] among others, despite being conducted on an identical grid with the
RANS models.
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Present (SA)
Present (k-ω SST)
Present (DDES)
Lyn et al. (1995) 
(a) u-component fluctuation.
Present (SA)
Present (k-ω SST)
Present (DDES)
Lyn et al. (1995) 
(b) v-component fluctuation.
Figure 3.12: Comparison of second-moment (root-mean-square) statistics of u and v velocity
component fluctuations with experimental data [68].
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(a) URANS (SA)
(b) DDES
Figure 3.13: A significant inflation in the time-averaged turbulent viscosity ratios (νt/ν)
between the URANS and DDES solutions. Note the difference in scale.
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Figure 3.14: Time-averaged wake velocity profiles across subsequent downstream stations for
the present studies with experiment data by Lyn et al. [68].
3.3.4 Wake Stresses, Auto-correlation, and Power Spectra
Figure 3.15 illustrates the captured turbulent normal and shear stresses compared against the
experimental data at x/D [68]. This is based on the product of time-averaged fluctuating com-
ponents across the wake subtracted from the mean of their product where u′iu
′
j = uiu j− ui · u j.
The normal stress depicted in Figure 3.15a peaks at approximately 0.4u′u′/U∞2 due to the shear-
layers being shed before rolling-up and diminishing towards the wake centre into the recircula-
tion zone. Here, the transverse v′v′ normal stress begin to dominate, peaking at approximately
0.25v′v′/U∞2. This exchange due to the roll-up of the shear-layer instabilities is captured through
the u′v′ shear-stresses that correspond well to the experimental data [68]. As the shear-layers
roll-up and develop slightly farther downstream at x/D = 2 (Figure 3.15b), v′v′ begins to dom-
inate in the wake, reflective of the trend that is observed in the second-moment statistics along
the wake centre (Figure 3.12b). These stresses that exist in the cross-stream directions exceed
(> 0.6v′v′/U∞2) even that of what was previously observed in the stream-wise direction at x/D.
In terms of shear-stress at this location, the result depicts that it grows in width but sustains its
intensity at approximately −0.15u′v′/U∞2. While experimental data for the stresses is unavail-
able at the subsequent downstream (x/D = [2,3,6]) distances, insights on the extent of turbulent
wake treatment is assessed using power spectra and correlation techniques.
It has been demonstrated that correlation functions are a useful tool for the statistical analyses
of turbulent flows, demonstrated in the case of a similar benchmark DNS simulation [79]. This
is characterised as the auto-correlation function of velocity time-history with a wake probe.
Examining the two locations in Figure 3.17 with spatial two-point (one-time) correlation where
R(x) = U(x)U(x+∆x) reveals that they are strongly correlated at |R(x)| ≈ 0.75 among their
vertical velocity components. The same strong correlations (approx. 0.7) are also observed
with the lift (and moment) coefficients, that is evident in the peak Strouhal number in the wake
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Figure 3.15: Wake normal and shear wake profile stresses compared with experimental
data [68].
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Figure 3.16: Auto-correlation coefficient of wake point probe velocity as a function of lag time.
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(a) x/D = 2
(b) x/D = 6
Figure 3.17: Log-log distribution of velocity power spectral densities probed at two different
stations along wake centre.
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power spectra which coincides with the surface force Strouhal number (Figures 3.6). An auto-
correlation as a function of lag time is illustrated in Figure 3.16 for the four probed locations as
well. This is achieved through the individual velocity signals as a correlation with themselves.
This normalised auto-correlation coefficient is obtained with:
R(τ) =
U(t)U(t + τ)
U(t)2
, (3.3)
with τ as the lag time. The result of this function begins at unity (R(0) = 1) for all probed loca-
tions and decays with increasing time lag where R(τ)< 1 for all τ > 0, which converges to zero
for locations up to x/D= 2. Successive peaks can also be observed as the shedding cycles repeat,
typical for a periodic signal that is characteristic of vortex shedding cycles. Adequate resolution
at these locations allows for the clear definition of an integral length scale of turbulence. Despite
good accuracy for the time-averaged moment statistics, the integral scale for probed locations at
x/D = [3,6] are not as clearly defined, although close (< 0.2R(τ)). At these farther downstream
distances, the results in Figure 3.11 show an over-prediction (approx. 0.05u/U∞) that deviates
beyond 4x/D that is attributed to turbulence decay and dissipation. As the grid remains isotropic
throughout the wake refinement region up to 6x/D, it is expected for the subgrid-scale viscosi-
ties to dominate as the length scales dissipate downstream. Velocities are subsequently probed
at locations corresponding to those in Figure 3.14. Turbulent wake spectra at x/D = [2,6] pre-
sented in Figure 3.17 shows frequency peaks coinciding with the Strouhal number of the flow
indicates wake coherence throughout these distances, demonstrating inhomogeneity expected
for vortex shedding. The sum of values in the power spectra is checked by validating it against
the variance of the velocity signal equal to 1.55U2∞ for x/D = 2.
3.4 Chapter Closure
Statistical and instantaneous results of vortex shedding and wake capture for a massively sepa-
rated flow generated by a bluff-body are provided with URANS and DDES methods obtained on
identical grids. The solutions presented are nominally second-order accurate using an implicit
constant backward time-stepping scheme coupled with a blended upwind-central differencing
spatial discretisation scheme. Shedding dynamics, including the Strouhal number, statistics
of lift and drag coefficients, along with time-averaged moment statistics of the wake profiles
and stresses are among the results presented. Although the Strouhal number is slightly over-
predicted compared to experimental values, the effects of blockage and the application of correc-
tion factors need to be considered when imposing the appropriate far-field boundary conditions
as this will influence the resulting shedding frequencies. Additionally, this dominant frequency
was insensitive to time-discretisation studies with half a time-step size. Key vortex structures
were also identified among the models tested, and the von Kármán street was identified of vary-
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ing resolution based on the turbulence model used. The amount of detail in the flow were also
reflected in the respective force coefficient spectra, which showed good correlation with existing
sources for the dominant wake shedding frequencies.
For wake capture, the errors for URANS are attributed to inherent damping, evident as as
inflation in total effective viscosity that affects even the mean flow. The DDES results in com-
parison, demonstrate excellent accuracy that is even comparable to that of LES [55, 76] and
DNS [79] methods for wake recovery and RMS statistics up to the measured distance of x/D= 6
compared against experimental data [68]. This supersedes RANS in terms of accuracy on the
given (RANS-calibrated) grid resolution (∆ = 0.05D), and the significant improvement in accu-
racy is achieved with just a marginal trade-off in computational effort that is still much lower
than that required of LES. Other benchmarks [75, 80] used comparable spatial resolution for
wake definition but the extent of turbulent treatment is expanded and assessed in this work. The
analyses illustrated the definition of an integral time scale utilising an auto-correlation function
along downstream points in the wake. This is clearly defined up to a distance of x/D = 2 under
the given grid design, where the resulting signal indicates periodicity and coherence that is also
evident in its power spectra. Although this definition is slightly diminished farther downstream,
the time-averaged and fluctuating (root-mean-square) statistics along the wake centre which are
of practical importance are captured accurately, and this is further supported through validation
of turbulent wake stresses.
Chapter 4
Wing-Section in Bluff-Body Wake
Interference
4.1 Introduction
To study the aerodynamic effects of wake interaction, a square beam bluff-body is chosen as the
wake generator to be placed ahead of a NACA0012 wing-section. This configuration is a canon-
ical example that is representative of an aerodynamic body encountering the wake emanated by
a bluff-body, like a building or ship wake. The current study expands on this by focusing on the
aerodynamic response of the airfoil and its surrounding flow field. As aerodynamic behavior
differs in- and out-of-wake interference, this difference can be quantified by referencing con-
ventional wake-free conditions. This serves as a baseline reference for the results obtained. The
accuracy of the wake capture has been validated previously [185], and the data is developed fur-
ther here to provide an insight on its downstream wake interactions on an airfoil. The resulting
wake-induced response of the airfoil will be approximated using the Sear’s and Theodorsen’s
functions, where the wake shed by the bluff-body is treated as a harmonic gust field, and the
relative sinusoidal behaviour of the von Kármán vortex street is treated relatively as a harmonic
pitch/heave motion with respect to the airfoil. The result therefore presents the bluff-body wake
as a mechanism for inducing unsteady loads, and subsequently allows the approximation of the
aerodynamic response by its wake encounter.
4.2 Simulation Details for the Reference NACA0012 & Beam-
Airfoil Configurations
The bluff-body geometry is based on the ERCOFTAC UFR2-02 “square cylinder” case as il-
lustrated in Figure 4.1 [67]. This is a benchmark case where a square beam is placed adjacent
to an oncoming flow that spans the entire width of the test domain, effectively of infinite span
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achieved with slip conditions on both ends of the domain walls. The bluff-body used as a wake
generator in this work and is modelled after this benchmark case, and was validated as part of
prior work to this study. Here, the same geometry is used, with its span limited to 4c instead of
7c as pictured in Figure 4.1.
x
y
z
40D
14D
NACA 0012 
airfoil section
Square beam
(wake generator)
4D
Uniform 
velocity inlet
Static pressure 
outlet
Figure 4.1: The ERCOFTAC “square cylinder” benchmark case [67] that is adopted as a wake
generator for a NACA0012 wing-section located downstream.
4.2.1 Summary of Numerical Settings
Flow conditions are set at Red = 2.14×104 for all cases, with reference to standard sea-level
conditions, assuming fully turbulent, incompressible, isothermal conditions of the Navier-Stokes
equations (See Section 2.2). These conditions are based on the validated wake data established
in Chapter 3. The equations in the general form are discretised with schemes that are nom-
inally second-order accurate. Spatially, the divergence terms are discretised with a blended
Central-Upwind differencing scheme where the blending coefficient, γ , weighted at 0.75. Time
discretisation is achieved with a second-order implicit, Backward-Differencing scheme [179].
For more details on the discretisation schemes, see Section 2.3.1).
A segregated approach is taken where the pressure-velocity coupling for the time-marching
solution is achieved with the PISO (Pressure-Implicit with Splitting Operators) algorithm [160].
A constant time-step selection that is adequately fine ensures that the algorithm is conditionally
stable with diagonal dominance. This is based on the maximum Courant number in the domain,
by referencing the smallest cell sizes with highest relative local velocities due to the shear layer
instabilities that are located over the leading edges of the bluff-body, and at the trailing edge of
the NACA0012 [56].
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Figure 4.2: Structured grid topology for the wake-free baseline case.
Turbulence Modelling and Solution Statistics
Closure for the governing equations for turbulence are modelled with DDES based on the SA
one-equation turbulence model.
As the solutions are unsteady, the solution time-history is limited towards a sufficiently large
instance relative to fluctuations to ensure that the statistical average (mean) is sufficiently sam-
pled to be insensitive to the amount of time samples taken. This is after allowing a flow devel-
opment period of 15-30 characteristic time-lengths for time-averaged results.
Apart from the bluff-body, a wake-free condition of a standalone NACA0012 airfoil is used
as a baseline reference for comparison to study its effects under the influence of a bluff-body
wake. The surface-force coefficients are the quantities of interest for validation. In addition, the
accuracy of its wake profile will be tested with the momentum method to validate the capture of
its wake against its zero-lift profile drag [2]. The simulations are conducted in the body frame of
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(b) Local grid around the Beam-Airfoil configuration
Figure 4.3: Structured grid topology for beam-airfoil computations.
reference (Figure 4.2a), with the freestream angle of incidence determining the angle-of-attack
with the airfoil, which is conducted at α = 0◦ (Figure 4.2b).
To study the effects of the airfoil with wake interference, the NACA0012 is placed aft of the
bluff-body at L/d = 3, where the origin is at the bluff-body center, with the separation distance
measured to the airfoil leading edge (Figure 4.3a). The square beam bluff-body adjacent to
the freestream serves as a wake generator in tandem to the NACA0012 airfoil trailing behind
at α = 0◦ relative to this freestream direction (Figure 4.3b). Both geometries share identical
characteristic lengths where d = c.
In terms of the exact geometries for the NACA0012, it should be noted that the trailing edge
for the airfoil used for the Beam-Airfoil case features a cropped trailing edge cusp by 0.75% its
reference chord. However, the shortened chord due to the crop has been extended to its intended
absolute length to compensate. This modification is made to assist in the generation and overall
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grid quality at the trailing edge of the airfoil for the structured H-grid topology used for the
Beam-Airfoil case. The wake-free case however, does not feature this cropped cusp because of
the C-grid topology that is used.
4.2.2 Boundary Conditions and Grid Calibration
The solution domains are velocity-driven, with a freestream velocity inlet coupled with a refer-
ence static pressure outlet. No-slip boundary conditions are imposed on the walls of the bluff-
body and airfoil, with all remaining boundaries taken to be smooth as slip-walls of zero flux and
normal components (symmetry). Grid convergence for the wake-free case is done, and is based
on the approach outlined in Section 2.4.
The internal fields of the DDES solution are initialized after calibration with the Spalart-
Allmaras Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) one-equation turbulence model. These are
conducted under steady flow assumptions with this grid convergence approach. In previous work
for bluff-body wake capture, it was validated that a wake refinement resolution of ∆wake = 0.05d
is adequately fine to capture both the first- and second-moment statistics along the wake center
(time-averaged velocity and root-mean-square of the fluctuations) up to a distance of x/d = 6.
Based on this experience, the same grid requirements are imposed for the current Beam-Airfoil
case, especially in the wake region bounded by the two geometries in tandem where ∆wake ≈
0.03d. Table 4.1 summarizes the case statistics for the following work.
Table 4.1: Case summary (Re=21,400).
Case Method α (◦) d/c L/d y+avg ∆wake (d) ∆tc tc
NACA0012 DDES 0 – – 0.56 – 3.125×10−3 156.25
Beam-Airfoil DDES 0 1.0 3.0 – 0.03 3.125×10−4 187.5
4.3 The Reference NACA0012 Case
Assessment of the near-wall grid resolution is based on the dimensionless wall distribution over
the chord of the airfoil, illustrated in Figure 4.4. The resulting grid resolution shows a distribu-
tion of y+ < 1 over a majority of the chord and Figure 4.5 illustrates the chord-wise pressure
coefficient distribution. At α = 0◦, the symmetrical flow condition poses an identical distribu-
tion over both its upper and lower surface with a suction peak approaching Cp = −0.5 around
0.1x/c. At this attitude, the flow is still relatively attached, with an adverse pressure gradient
over its remaining chord aft of the suction peak. These results agree well with other numerical
benchmark data [186, 187] that are extracted and also presented in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: y+ distribution of over the NACA0012 at 0 degree angle-of-attack.
(Present) 
Figure 4.5: Evaluation of pressure coefficient distribution over the NACA0012 at zero degree
angle-of-attack (present study: Re = 2.1×104) against pre-existing data [186, 187].
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Figure 4.6: Wake velocity deficit for the wake-free NACA0012 at α = 0◦ measured
downstream at x/c = 2. Limits for integration are bounded at 99.9% of the freestream velocity.
4.3.1 NACA0012 Near-Wake Validation with the Momentum Method
Wake characteristics can be described as the re-merger, or rearward extension of the boundary
layer with a loss of momentum in the fluid, characterized as a deficit in dynamic pressure due to
profile drag. As the fluid encounters an object, momentum is lost, resulting in a region of slower
moving fluid surrounded by the faster moving freestream. Transition to turbulence then occurs
a short distance downstream, where mixing with the freestream, a recovery in momentum and
widening of the wake can be observed [27].
The zero-lift wake shed by the airfoil is then validated using the Jones wake momentum
method [2] where the deficit in dynamic pressure across the wake profile is taken due to its
profile drag. This velocity deficit across the wake profile characterizes the airfoil profile drag
defined by:
Cd0 =
2
c
∫ w √Hw− pw√
H∞− p∞
(
1−
√
Hw− p∞√
H∞− p∞
)
dy, (4.1)
where the limits of integration are bounded within the velocity deficit curve as in Figure 4.6.
Results for the respective pressures and velocities are obtained along x/d = 2 and numerically
integrated to obtain the total momentum deficit based on Equation 4.1. The result obtained
at x/c = 2 is plotted in Figure 4.6. Values on this profile are based on cell-centres and are
numerically integrated with the Simpson’s rule where,
∫ b
a
f (x)dx≈ ∆x
3
(yo +4y1 +2y2 +4y3 +2y4 + · · ·+2yn−2 +4yn−1 + yn). (4.2)
The resulting area under the curve amounts to a Cd0 = 0.0255, with a difference of 8.3% com-
pared to the measured surface drag integral over the airfoil at 0.0278. These results are evaluated
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against experimental data [188,189], and as shown in Figure 4.7, where the non-linearity of drag
coefficients against Reynolds numbers is presented. Here, the obtained drag coefficient taken as
a surface-integral compares well with the data [188, 189], while the result from the momentum
method slightly under-predicts this. This validates the results obtained for the NACA0012 un-
der conventional wake-free conditions and will also serve as a baseline reference for comparison
with the main case under the effects of a wake encounter.
20000 40000 60000 80000 100000
Re
0.020
0.025
0.030
0.035
C
d
Surface int.
Wake int., 2x/c
Laitone, 1997
Ohtake et al., 1970
Figure 4.7: Drag coefficient of the NACA0012 measured as a surface integral and with the
wake momentum method at 2x/c (present study in red), compared with pre-existing
experimental data against Reynolds number [188, 189]. Obtained data are at Re = 21400.
4.4 Bluff-Body Wake Definition and Validation
Before evaluating the effects of the airfoil in wake interference, the validity of the bluff-body
wake was evaluated [185]. Its vortex shedding dynamics and wake profile were validated against
pre-existing experimental data [68]. These DDES results (Figure 4.8) in comparison to those
from selected URANS models like the SA and k-ω SST models (URANS results not repro-
duced here) demonstrate excellent accuracy that is comparable even to that of LES [76] against
experiments on the given grid resolution (∆wake = 0.05d). Measurements for the wakes first- and
second-moment statistics along its centre (Figure 4.9) are obtained up to 6 downstream char-
acteristic lengths, where results are shown to agree excellently with experimental benchmark
data [68]. The spectral content in the wake also reveals coherence in the shedding dynamics, ev-
ident with a peak frequency of the Fast Fourier Transform and Power Spectral Density of lift and
drag time-histories (Figure 3.6). Based on this, the von Kármán wake emanated from the bluff-
body can be characterized as a periodic gust experienced by a body located downstream. This
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will consequently affect the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil that will be located downstream
as part of this study.
Figure 4.8: Bluff-body wake visualised with λ2-criterion iso-surfaces (cut-off value = 50)
contoured by instantaneous freestream-normalised velocity magnitude (U/U∞).
4.5 The Bluff-Body and NACA0012 Tandem Configuration
Results for the tandem configuration (Figures 4.10 and 4.11) are analysed with both time-
averaged and instantaneous fields, detailing the salient flow features as a result of the vortex
shedding from the bluff-body and onto the airfoil. The turbulent nature of the flow as illustrated
is depicted with iso-surfaces contoured with velocity magnitude where the vortical structures are
identified with the λ2-criterion. These features are as expected of a von Kármán street emanated
from the bluff-body, however, due to the presence of the airfoil, the formation of the vortex roll-
up emanated from the shear-layer instabilities shed from the leading edges of the bluff-body are
interrupted, which subsequently alters the aerodynamic behavior of the airfoil. The following
sections detail these results.
4.5.1 Vortex Shedding and Time-Averaged Results
The respective time-histories of the force coefficients for both geometries are illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.12. As the airfoil follows the bluff-body in its wake, respective force coefficient time-
histories indicate that the signals exhibit an aerodynamic correlation. Their similarities high-
light the aerodynamic influence the wake has on the airfoil, which can be similarly inferred with
downstream load oscillations that are attributed to wake fluctuations [102]. Further analyses of
these force coefficient time-histories for both geometries (Figure 4.12) demonstrates a strong
statistical dependence between them as a result of vortex shedding. At this given separation
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Figure 4.9: Validation of bluff-body wake centre velocity from the present study up to x/d = 6
against the ERCOFTAC benchmark by Lyn et al. [68].
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Figure 4.10: Iso-surfaces of λ2-criterion (cut-off value = 50) contoured by instantaneous
velocity (U/U∞).
Figure 4.11: Instantaneous contours of span-wise vorticity (ωz) magnitude.
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Figure 4.12: Force coefficient history of the tandem configuration for lift, drag, and (pitching)
moment coefficients across 50 convective time-steps.
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Figure 4.13: y+ distribution over the NACA0012 in-wake.
distance, the lift coefficients of both the bluff-body and airfoil are strongly correlated with a
pairwise correlation coefficient of 0.90, whereas their moments share this similarity but are in-
versely correlated at -0.75. However, the drag coefficients for the tandem pair do not exhibit any
strong correlation at only -0.11.
To ensure that adequate treatment is provided at the walls of the airfoil for capturing surface-
forces, the extent of the near-wall grid resolution on the airfoil with wake interaction is illus-
trated in Figure 4.13. The resulting overall y+ distribution around the airfoil is seen to be y+ < 1
across the entire chord. Under these conditions, the resulting time-averaged surface-force in-
tegral of lift with wake interaction is effectively zero, while the airfoil located at this distance
(L/d = 3) in the wake responds with negative drag at −0.0221. This behaviour is similarly re-
ported by Lefebvre and Jones [84]. Furthermore, due to the highly turbulent content in the wake,
the resulting aerodynamic effects acting on the airfoil are revealed in their respective frequency
spectra illustrated with the Fourier series and Power Spectral Density in Figure 4.14. In these
results, a distinct frequency of 4Hz for lift and approximately 8Hz for drag is clearly indicated.
This relationship between the frequencies for the freestream-parallel and cross-stream direc-
tions are approximately double, and is typical of von Kármán dynamics [185]. This dominant
shedding frequency is also reflected in the wake bounded by the two geometries at the probed
L/d = 2 location (Figure 4.15). Notably, a slight reduction in the dominant shedding frequency
(from 4.44Hz to 4Hz) is noted between the airfoil and benchmark validation cases. This dif-
ference could be attributed to changes in circulation of the flow field from the presence of the
airfoil, acting as detached splitter plate despite the separation distance [190]. This is known
to affect circulation, depending on configuration and the airfoils relative length and strength of
secondary vortices. Similarly, time-averaged velocity contours illustrated in Figure 4.16 reveal a
blanketing of the NACA0012 in a region of lower velocity and dynamic pressure (from constant
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Figure 4.14: Frequency and power spectra of lift and drag coefficients for the NACA0012 from
wake interference.
density) surrounding the airfoil. In terms of the time-averaged forces, the tandem configuration
has a negligible impact on the bluff-body when compared to those obtained in the past work
for its drag coefficient and Strouhal number. As such, apart from the apparent reduction in lift
frequency, further upstream effects the airfoil has on the bluff-body are neglected.
Due to the blanketing of the wake shed by the bluff-body, it is expected for the NACA0012
to exhibit pressure coefficient characteristics comparable to that of the reference wake-free case
but with a diminished pressure profile as a consequence of the lower dynamic pressure in the
bluff-body wake. However, the time-averaged result reveals separated flow over the airfoil as it
is engulfed by the wake. In terms of pressure, this is defined as a suction over both upper and
lower surfaces denoted by a negative Cp across its entire chord. The pressure distribution (Cp)
is used to quantify the effects of the wake on the airfoil surface. At an effective zero degree
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Figure 4.15: Power spectral density of wake velocity magnitude at L/d = 2.
Figure 4.16: Time-averaged freestream-normalised velocity magnitude (U/U∞) results at
L = 3d.
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angle-of-attack, this pressure distribution can be used to obtain its lift bounded by these profiles
across the upper and lower surfaces, where,
Cl =
1
xT E − xLE
∫ xT E
xLE
(
Cplower(x)−Cpupper(x)
)
dx. (4.3)
Here, xT E − xLE is the chord length, with Cp as the pressure coefficient over the upper and
lower surfaces of the airfoil section. The chord-wise distribution of time-averaged pressure
coefficient over the NACA0012 is shown in Figure 4.17. For these statistics, the time sample
size is taken to be adequately large to ensure that the result does not differ significantly in
the span-wise direction, and the symmetry between the upper and lower surfaces cannot be
obtained without significantly increasing the time-history of the solution. The result compares
the pressure coefficient distribution for both in- and out-of-wake effects acting on the airfoil.
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Figure 4.17: Pressure coefficient distribution over the NACA0012 with both in- and
out-of-wake interference as reference.
4.5.2 Breakdown of Instantaneous Flow Features
As the resulting flow is unsteady, instantaneous results will provide valuable information on
flow behavior, especially regarding the transient interactions between the wake and airfoil.
Freestream-normalized instantaneous velocity contours are shown in Figure 4.18 with their re-
spective pressure coefficient counterparts in Figure 4.19. The time-steps have been selected to
best portray the dominant flow features as the wake emanates from the bluff-body and inter-
acts with the NACA0012. The instantaneous results reveal the interaction of vortex shedding
pairs emanated from the leading edges of the bluff-body as shear-layers that subsequently roll
up into vortices. This affects the flow characteristics around the NACA0012 located x/d = 3
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downstream, which creates its own LEV/TEV pairs. These vortices shed throughout the tandem
bluff-body and airfoil system can be easily distinguishable through the low pressure coefficient
cores in Figure 4.19.
The instantaneous time-series begins at tc = 35.00 (Figure 4.18a) to allow the flow to de-
velop, and shows the formation of a vortex roll-up that has detached from the upper leading
edge of the bluff-body geometry. Simultaneously, the velocity contours around the NACA0012
exhibits a significant downwash forming both LEV/TEV from the airfoil (Figure 4.20c).
Subsequently at tc = 36.56, as the vortices shed from the bluff-body convect downstream,
this region of higher velocity induces a lower pressure region above the airfoil (Figures 4.18b
and 4.19b). At this instant, an early formation of a leading edge (separation) vortex is evident
over the airfoil leading edge.
At tc = 38.44, as the flow convects past the upper surface of the airfoil exiting the frame,
the LEV detaches from the airfoil leading edge with another at its trailing edge clearly visible
in Figure 4.19c. This exhibits contours that can be expected from that of heaving or plunging
motions, and is similarly mirrored to the beginning time-step (Figure 4.18a and 4.18c). At this
instance (4.19c), up to seven low pressure vortex cores are distinguishable, where five vortices
are shed originating from the bluff-body shear-layer instabilities (three at bluff-body shear-layer,
two between the geometries), and a LEV/TEV pair shed from the airfoil.
Approximately half the shedding cycle is completed at tc = 40.00, as the flow is now ef-
fectively a mirrored instance of that captured in tc = 36.56, where a low pressure region exists
above (now under) the airfoil. However, the formation of the airfoil LEV is not visible here.
The remaining instances (tc = 42.50 and 44.06) complete the flow cycle, alternating between
low and high pressure regions above and below the airfoil again.
Transient effects on the airfoil can be better appreciated through the instantaneous profiles
of pressure coefficient (Figure 4.21) at the same selected convective time-steps. Overall, the
instantaneous pressure on the airfoil resides on the suction side (Cp < 0), agreeing with the
time-averaged results based on the in-wake results (Figure 4.17).
At tc = 35.00 (Figure 4.21a), a region of positive Cp exists between 0.2 < x/c < 0.6 indicat-
ing a downwash which agrees with the corresponding velocity and pressure contours shown in
Figures 4.18 and 4.19. On the lower surface, the relatively flat Cp distribution indicates an effect
of massive separation without reattachment throughout the entire chord. The same observations
can conversely be made when shedding cycles alternate at the bluff-body upper and lower sur-
faces at tc = 38.44 and tc = 42.50 (Figures 4.21c and 4.21e). These three instances indicate a
suction of approximately Cp = −1.5 over the respective surfaces, which is significantly higher
than the suction peak in the reference wake-free case at approximately Cp = −0.5, despite the
airfoil being located at the wake center.
The remaining time instances at tc = 36.56, 40.00, and 44.06 exhibit the transition effects
between shedding cycles. At tc = 36.56 (Figure 4.21b), The initial formation of a leading edge
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(a) Downwash at the airfoil (b) High velocity above airfoil from vortex roll-up
(c) Upwash at the airfoil (d) High velocity under the airfoil
(e) Downwash at the airfoil (f) Flow cycle repeats
Figure 4.18: Consecutive freestream-normalised velocity contours (U/U∞) at a separation
distance of L/d = 3 demonstrating wake interference inducing massive flow separation over
the NACA0012.
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(a) Airfoil TEV clearly visible (b) Low pressure above airfoil with LEV formation
(c) Bluff-body instabilities with LEV and TEVs (d) Low pressure region under the airfoil
(e) Several LEVs and TEVs visible again (f) Flow cycle repeats
Figure 4.19: Consecutive pressure coefficient contours (Cp) at a separation distance of L/d = 3.
Low pressure vortex core regions (in blue) are clearly distinguishable.
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(a) Velocity magnitude (U/U∞)
(b) Pressure coefficient (Cp)
(c) Span-wise vorticity (ωz)
Figure 4.20: Instantaneous contours around the NACA0012 at L/d = 3, at a characteristic time
of 35.00.
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separation vortex is denoted with a corresponding spike in Cp just forward of 0.1x/c, up to a peak
of almost Cp =−3.0, and transitions with some reattachment for the remainder of the chord. The
general Cp profile at this instant exhibits similarities to that of an airfoil at high angle-of-attack
[90], whereas this effect here is wake-induced. This formation of the leading edge separation
vortex (visible in Figure 4.19b) corresponds with its own higher pressure peak (positive Cp) as a
stagnation point on the lower surface just aft of the leading edge at approximately x/c= 0.1. The
remaining two time instances (Figures 4.21d and 4.21f) feature a relatively reduced bounded
areas defined by their Cp curves. At these time-steps, the overall lift is reduced by way of
Equation 4.3 as the airfoil is obscured from the freestream by the bluff-body.
4.5.3 Wake Interference as a Harmonic Relative Motion
The results around the trailing airfoil so far are based on flow field contours and surface pressure
coefficients that exhibit behaviors expected from oscillatory heave dynamics. As the data reveals
sinusoidal characteristics with a distinct frequency in the spectra presented in Figure 4.14, the
characteristic frequency from the raw signal is used to obtain an attenuated sinusoidal response
reconstructed with this dominant frequency ( f = 4.00Hz, k = 0.402) and the standard deviation
of the signal (σ = 1.13). An extract of the loads on the airfoil in terms of its lift coefficient is
plotted in Figure 4.22 across 50 convective time-steps.
The aerodynamic response related to an unsteady sinusoidal gust field can be approximated
with the Sear’s function [94]. This provides an alternative assessment of the wake-induced
unsteady aerodynamic loads at the airfoil. In addition to verifying the response from the wake
encounter, applying the function reveals its potential to approximate the airfoils response due
to wake encounter. In this function, an airfoil moving through a sinusoidal gust field with a
vertical velocity expressed as a function of time can be defined by wg = wg0e jωt . Here, the
gust amplitude, wg0 is taken as the time-average vertical velocity component that corresponds
to the gust direction along the wake center at the chosen separation distance (x/d = 3) that was
previously validated (Figure 4.9). The lift response acting at the quarter-chord point of an airfoil
can then be described as a function of reduced frequency k, where,
L =
1
2
ρU∞ca1wg0e jωtφ(k), (4.4)
with a1 as the airfoil lift curve slope, and φ(k) is the Sear’s function with its magnitude estimated
with [191]:
|φ(k)|2 = d + k
d +(πd +1)k+2πk2
. (4.5)
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Figure 4.21: Instantaneous pressure distributions over the NACA0012 with wake encounter.
Reference to time-averaged results for both in- and out-of-wake interference are also illustrated.
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Figure 4.22: Lift coefficient time-history of the NACA0012 in-wake (raw data) with its
attenuated counterpart.
The constant d = 0.1811 and the phase of φ(k) is approximated as a piecewise function with:
∠φ(k) =
−48.095k2 +87.297k4−61.471k3 +21.917k2−3.664k, k ≤ 0.61,0.982k−0.597, k > 0.61. (4.6)
Similar to the Sear’s function, the Theodorsen’s function C(k) = F(k)+ jG(k) is also based
on reduced frequency where the approximate expression for C(k) can be obtained with [94]:
C(k) =

1− 0.165
1− 0.045
k
j
− 0.355
1− 0.30
k
j
, k ≤ 0.5,
1− 0.165
1− 0.041
k
j
− 0.355
1− 0.32
k
j
, k > 0.5.
(4.7)
with the lift response:
L = πρb2
[
z̈+U∞θ̇ −baθ̈
]
+2πρU∞bC(k)
[
ż+U∞θ +b(12 −a)θ̇
]
, (4.8)
where z = z0eiωt and θ = θ0eiωt for oscillatory heave and pitch displacements, respectively. Due
to the nature of the velocity contours and pressure coefficient distribution acting on the airfoil, a
heave-only assumption is taken for the relative motion, reducing the lift response to
L = πρb2z̈+2πρU∞bC(k)ż. (4.9)
The resulting reduced frequency for the airfoil under wake effects is represented on the corre-
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sponding Sear’s and Theodorsen’s function complex planes in Figure 4.23. The approximations
of φ(k) and C(k) based on Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) are φ(k) = 0.42+0.08 j and C(k) = 0.62−0.18 j,
respectively. Subsequently, the resulting lift coefficients are obtained through the Eqs. (4.4) and
(4.9) to provide the response of the airfoil given in Figure 4.24.
From these results, the chord-normalized wavelength of the sinusoidal gust is then obtained
to be 7.81λg/c based on a gust assumption. For the airfoil taken as a relative heave motion, it
is discovered that a chord-normalized heave amplitude of 3.6z0/c approximates the attenuated
lift signal well. Both functions here have shown to be good estimates of the airfoil’s response
under the influence of the bluff-body wake with respect to the attenuated lift signal, noting that
it is based on the standard deviation. Under the conditions of the study, the proposed approach
could be useful as an initial insight to the potential aerodynamic loads the downstream geometry
experiences from wake encounter. Represented as a relative harmonic motion with the Sear’s
or Theodorsen’s functions, this approach can be utilized as an empirical approximation prior to
in-depth analyses for a wake encounter.
4.6 Chapter Closure
A high-fidelity simulation framework evaluating the effects of a wake encounter on a symmetri-
cal airfoil is conducted at Re = 2.14×104. This is based on a canonical example of a bluff-body
and NACA0012 airfoil in tandem separated by 3d. The bluff-body acts as a wake generator,
comparable to an aerodynamic obstacle such as a building to an aircraft in its wake. The nu-
merical solution is based on a Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation technique, performed on
a structured grid using the OpenFOAM solver with discretisation schemes that are nominally
second-order accurate. As validity of the response by the airfoil is dependent on the accuracy of
wake capture, the vortex shedding characteristics and wake profile of the bluff-body have been
verified based on a experimental benchmark case. In addition, the evaluations for the airfoil
under wake effects are performed with reference to a baseline (wake-free) case that is further
verified at zero degree angle-of-attack.
At this separation distance, the respective geometries exhibit a strong positive correlation in
lift and moment behaviour. While weakly correlated for drag coefficient, the wake induces a
negative-drag effect on the airfoil. Time-averaging also reveals flow separation occurring over
the entire chord, denoted by a negative pressure coefficient acting away (suction) from its sur-
face. Combined with this, the unsteadiness of the wake field induces the shedding of airfoil
LEV/TEV with pressure distribution resembling heave motion or large-amplitude gust. As it is
revealed that as the resultant lifting behavior by the airfoil is oscillatory, an attempt at approxi-
mating this response is performed using the Sear’s and Theodorsen’s functions. Although both
functions are dependent on reduced frequency, the airfoil’s response can be approximated with
the Sear’s function by using the wake information at the given separation distance as the gust
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Figure 4.23: Reduced frequency of the NACA0012 in wake encounter with respect to the
complex plane representation of the Sear’s and Theodorsen’s functions.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of lift response due to wake data modeled as a gust encounter (Sear’s
function), and as a heave (Theodorsen’s function) in comparison to the attenuated and actual
lift time-histories.
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field. On the other hand, the Theodorsen’s function approximates this airfoil lift response with
a chord-normalized heave amplitude that is obtained heuristically under the given conditions
of this study. This suggests that the effects of a wake encounter can be reduced to the relative
effects of heave oscillation and gust loads at the airfoil.
However, the resulting response can be attenuated based on these simplifications, as the ef-
fects of the entire frequency content in the turbulent flow field should ultimately be considered.
Furthermore, these conclusions are limited to the respective longitudinal directions as any span-
wise effects are neglected. An infinite span was used for the geometries as part of the work
focused on validating the wake results. Although this can be extended to geometries of finite
aspect ratios (e.g. cuboids), such analyses would complicate the validation of wake dynamics,
and is therefore unconsidered in the present work. Additionally, the sensitivity of the results
could be further tested to include separation distance and Reynolds number as control variables.
This is particularly useful for testing the approximations made by the unsteady response func-
tions under the proposed simulation framework. While it would be expected for some results to
differ, the underlying mechanisms for a wake encounter that are demonstrated here should still
be relevant.
In view of the above, the results highlight the impact of a bluff-body wake encounter on the
aerodynamics of a downstream geometry modelled as an airfoil. The resultant behaviour in-
duced by the wake is oscillatory, exhibiting characteristics similarly expected to those of forced
harmonic pitch and heave motions. The work subsequently proposes an approach to approxi-
mate this behaviour, which can be convenient for preliminary assessment prior to in-depth anal-
yses for aircraft operating at such regimes. This can be especially useful at flight envelopes in
proximity to obstacles such as buildings or ships that emanate wakes considerable to aircraft
aerodynamics.
Chapter 5
Wing-Tail Under Forced Harmonic Pitch
5.1 Introduction
While the stability of an aircraft is driven by its tail [5], the adverse effects of the wing wake
become more apparent and dominant at higher angles-of-attack. At these attitudes, the size
of the wake width grows as the flow separates over the wing, resulting in a region of reduced
dynamic pressure. This wake width then develops into what is larger than the characteristic
length of the wing, which can blanket the tail [52], reducing its effectiveness and pitch authority.
Although these effects can be generally avoided with different tail heights and configurations, it
has been found that the effects of the wing wake are generally present and experienced by the
tail throughout an aircraft flight regime [102].
So far, the effects of a wake encounter using the present computational framework have been
demonstrated exclusively under static conditions (Chapter 4). This led to a better understanding
of wake physics and its aerodynamic impact on a wing-section downstream. However, wake
encounter regimes can often be compounded with dynamic conditions, with the motion of the
bodies in tandem. Aircraft wing-tail aerodynamics are taken as an example of this. Furthermore,
wake characteristics develop dynamically as the attitude of the geometries change, resulting in
complicated and challenging physics to predict. The transition between attached and separated
flow emanates unsteadiness in wake characteristics which will impact the downstream aerody-
namics differently. As mentioned in Chapter 1 (Section 1.6.1), a gap exists in the literature where
aircraft wing wakes are investigated mostly under static conditions [52, 102], while those under
dynamic conditions require more focus on the wing wake region [62,63]. This chapter therefore
aims to advance the understanding of wake interactions occurring under forced harmonic mo-
tion, inducing dynamics that cannot be accomplished by exclusively investigating static cases
that have already been established in the literature.
To achieve this, the geometry in this chapter focuses on a wing-tail configuration in tandem
experiencing dynamic pitch. The motion of the bodies are relative to a single rotation centre,
representative of an aircraft undergoing pitch oscillations. This reveals any dormant interactions
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between wing wake-tail dynamics. The harmonics of the problem also enables dynamic flow
phenomena to be studied where an oscillating wing wake transitioning between attached and
separated flow from pitch is expected. The wake is expected to interact with a tail geometry
downstream which experiences a coupled pitch/heave motion as a result of its tail moment arm.
The resulting aerodynamics at the tail due to the wake is a function of several components
in a dynamic system. Namely, its physical motion relative to the rotational centre with its tail
length, the freestream flow conditions affecting wing wake properties, together with the reduced
frequency of the harmonic system. These ultimately affect the timing and position of the tail
relative to the wake throughout the pitch motion. The interaction between the wing and tail is
therefore complicated, and revealing the underlying tail aerodynamics as a result this will be
challenging. Considering the many variables involved, these conditions of study will have to be
pre-determined. An isolated geometry that only considers the wing and tail will be used, taking
that the wing is the major contributor to aerodynamic interference at the tail. Focus will be on
capturing tail aerodynamics as a consequence of the described pitch oscillations. Along with the
insight provided on wing wake-tail interference, a recommendation for using the Theodorsen’s
function to simplify and predict tail loads will be made.
5.2 Simulation Methodology for Dynamic Pitching
The flow conditions are set at Rec = 2.14×104 relative to the wing chord, referencing stan-
dard sea-level conditions, assuming fully turbulent, incompressible, isothermal conditions of
the Navier-Stokes equations. These flow conditions are identical to what is used in the pre-
vious chapters for consistency, following the validation of flow separated wakes conducted
in Chapter 3. While these freestream conditions may not be representative of flight condi-
tions [102], it translates to a reduced frequency that is comparable to the dynamic cases in the
literature [62, 63]. For turbulence modelling, the previous chapters have also demonstrated that
the DDES hybrid RANS/LES modelling method is highly suitable for capturing wake behaviour
and is therefore used here again. Likewise from the previous two chapters, the variant used is
based on the SA formulation [83]. The DES method is also suitable in this context as flow
separation is expected to be induced during the pitch cycle. While viscous wake effects will be
dominant, a suitable turbulence modelling method—such as DES, will be needed to capture the
relevant wake physics.
To achieve dynamic grid motion, the overset method is used to translate the respective sub-
grids for the wing and tail geometries in time. The pitch oscillations for angular displacement,
∆α(t), are described using simple harmonic motion, where,
∆α(t) = α cos(ωt−φ), (5.1)
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with the output with respect to convective time illustrated in Figure 5.1. The complete mesh
motion for the total simulation time is then provided as a look-up table, which allows up to
6-DOF to be described at each time-step for the complete harmonic motion of the overset grids.
In the present case only pitch is considered. Prior to the motion, an initial angle-of-attack is set
to α = 5◦ in the meshing stage, and a time of φ = 6.25tc is given for the flow to develop, with
uniform initial conditions. Velocity and pressure contours for this developed flow after 6.25tc is
shown in Figure 5.2. Following this instant, forced harmonic pitching begins at a frequency of
1Hz resulting in a reduced frequency of 0.1 and is allowed to undergo a total of three cycles.
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Figure 5.1: Three-cycle forced harmonic pitching motion induced to the wing-tail
configuration of 5◦ in addition to its nominal angle-of-attack, at 1Hz. A flow development time
of 6.25tc is allowed before mesh motion occurs.
Due to the large gradients induced from the mesh motion, a wider range of flow Courant
numbers are expected compared to static conditions as seen in tc≤ 6.25. The PIMPLE algorithm
is used [192], coupled with a Co-based adjustable time-stepping method that is limited to a
Comax < 4. This is calibrated for computational efficiency accounting for the minute cells along
the trailing edges of the wing and tail boundary layer grids. In spite of this, the average Co≤ 1
throughout the solution domain. The strategy proposed by Frink [62] and Thompson et al. [63]
suggests tracking the number of solution iterations per harmonic cycle to establish numerical
convergence is only valid for constant time-stepping solutions. As an adaptive time-stepping
technique is used here, the strategy outlined in Section 1.5.5 by them cannot be applied on the
present case. Adopting such an approach would be computationally inefficient from the large
range of cell sizes present in the domain, and a too large of a time-step size would cause temporal
resolution to decrease to unacceptable levels. To overcome this, the first pitch cycle is closely
monitored and the numerical tolerances are calibrated to allow an adequate amount of iterations
for convergence across this initial phase. This results in a total number of iterations that ensures
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numerical convergence, with a slight trade off in computational efficiency.
(a) Freestream-normalised velocity magnitude (U/U∞)
(b) Pressure coefficient contours (Cp)
Figure 5.2: The initial flow condition after a flow development time of 6.25tc with a nominal
angle-of-attack of 5◦.
5.2.1 Overset Grid Methodology for Forced Harmonic Motion
The wing-tail geometry consists of two NACA0012 rectangular wing-sections in tandem. To
represent a conventional wing-tail configuration, the chord of the NACA0012 tail located down-
stream at the rear is reduced to 70% of the front (main) wing chord (Ctail = 0.7Cwing), with a
separation distance of x/CMAC = 4.28. This separation distance is based on typical tail lengths
suggested by Silverstein and Bullivant [112] and an average of those aircraft tail lengths and
mean aerodynamic chords surveyed in Table 1.2 (Section 1.5.3). There is no vertical displace-
ment of the tail relative to the wing chord line, and both wing and tail are at 0◦ incidence to the
freestream when level.
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(a) Domain overview
(b) Close-up view of the wing-tail configuration
Figure 5.3: Overset grid overview of the wing-tail configuration onto a background grid with
localised grading concentrated towards the wake region. Centre of rotation occurs about
0.25CMAC.
The individual overset grids for the wing and tail are superimposed over a background grid
that defines the overall computational domain, making this a 3-part mesh (Figure 5.3). Cell
clusters that provide the wing wake refinement region is accomplished with the background
mesh as illustrated in Figure 5.3a. The local cells in this refinement region are set to ∆wake ≈
0.05CMAC. This domain is adjacent to the oncoming freestream, but the relative position of
the tandem configuration is rotated at a α0 = +5◦ pitch up clearly seen in Figure 5.3b. The
forced harmonic motion then amounts to a nominal angle-of-attack of α = 5◦ with a ∆α(t) =
±5◦ pitch amplitude about the wing quarter chord point. This results in the wing undergoing
pitch oscillations about 0.25CMAC exclusively, while the tail experiences a coupled pitch-heave
motion due to its moment arm. This condition is designed to be relatable to pre-existing cases,
summarised in Table 5.1.
For the overset grid, the definition of different cell zones have to be defined to allow the con-
tinuous transport of variables through the domain. The distinction in these zones is illustrated in
Figure 5.4 and 5.5, highlighting the different allocated cell types. These are regions containing
empty/blocked cells that represent the geometries (red), the interpolation fringes (green), and the
background mesh (blue). The wing and tail sub-mesh zones bounded by their respective inter-
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polation fringes are sized at a radius of 1.5C from their respective mid-chords. The interpolation
fringes do not overlap with this sizing and separation distance for the two sub-meshes. The sta-
tus of these cells types (empty, background, interpolation fringe) ensures domain connectivity
and their coupling [193].
A visualisation of the wing and tail sub-zone meshes relative to the background mesh is
depicted in Figure 5.5. Here, the wing and tail sub-zone grids are overlaid on to the background
mesh highlighted with different cell types. The background grid is designed to account for
approximately four to six empty cells (red) along the thickness of the geometries, with the
interpolation fringe (green) for the walls. This ensures that an appropriate background grid
definition is given for the geometries, especially for the tail (Figure 5.5b), where the largest
movements are expected.
Based on the initial flow development time, the boundary layer grid of both geometries result
in a dimensionless first cell height of y+ = 1. For this described grid design, the total grid points
in the domain amount to approximately 650k cells for all elements in this 3-part mesh. This is
kept economical while uncompromising on the solution integrity in terms of wake refinement
(∆wake ≈ 0.05CMAC) as mesh motion can be computationally expensive. This is in contrast to the
literature, where entire the aircraft geometries including the fuselage and nacelles are discretised
resulting in higher total cell counts.
Similar problem scales are also observed in other work as summarised in Table 5.1, which
includes settings for the present case. As highlighted in the literature review, only one of these
considers the use of a DDES for dynamic pitch. However, the case by Hall et al. [104] is
performed on a BWB geometry which lacks an empennage assembly and is therefore slightly
beyond the scope of focus in this work, which emphasises on tail aerodynamics. Most of the
simulation parameters are comparable although Mach number is likely to have been determined
by wind tunnel test specifications for the other cases. The present results are based only on
the DDES turbulence modelling technique coupled with an adaptive time-step based on the
instantaneous Courant number during solution run-time. This is in contrast to what is used by
Frink [62] and Thompson et al. [63] for reasons discussed in Section 1.5.5. The use of DDES
also complements these other two work as it is required for capturing meaningful wake physics
that cannot be achieved by RANS that are beyond the scope of their work.
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(a) Wing tail sub-zones with outer interpolation fringes
(b) Wing tail grid with wall fringes
Figure 5.4: Overset grid of the wing-tail configuration with the background mesh (blue)
highlighting the boundaries of overset cell types (red: empty cells, green: interpolation fringe,
blue: background mesh).
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(a) Wing boundary layer grid
(b) Tail boundary layer grid
Figure 5.5: Both wing and tail boundary layer grids superimposed over the background grid
illustrating the contrast in different cell zone sizes (red: empty cells, green: interpolation
fringe, blue: background mesh). Note the number of cells that define each region.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of reviewed forced pitching oscillation cases, including the present case, comparing flow parameters and case set-up.
Case
Geometry
Flow
conditions
Re, M
Pitch
break α
Amplitudes &
Frequencies
Characteristic
time-step
Total iter.
/cycle
Reduced
freqs.
Turb.
models
Cells (million)
y+ at 0.5Cre f
Present case:
Tandem
NACA0012
2.1×104,
0.01
- ∆α =±5◦
at 5◦
f = 1Hz
Adaptive
Co-based
- 0.1 SA-DDES 0.65
y+ = 1
Hall et al.
BWB [104]
7×105,
0.1
9◦ ∆α =±5◦
at 0◦, 8◦, 16◦
24◦, 32◦
- - 0.07 SA
k-ω SST
SA-DDES
0.7, 4.7, 4.9
Thompson et al.
GTM [63]
5.4×105,
0.077
10◦ ∆α =±5◦
at 24◦
f = 0.43Hz
0.12Hz
0.05Hz
∆tc = 0.02
1500 time-steps
36000 0.01483
0.00401
0.00167
SA
k-ω SST
6, 12, 24
y+ = 0.75
Frink
SACCON [62]
1.61×106,
0.0144
17.89◦ ∆α =±5◦
at 0◦, 10◦, 15◦,
20◦
f = 1Hz
2Hz
3Hz
∆tc = 0.006
to 0.290
36000 0.06
0.12
0.18
SA
k-ω SST
3, 6, 9, 12
y+ = 0.5
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5.3 Wing-Tail Behaviour in Forced Harmonic Pitch
The following analyses presents results for the flow over the wing-tail geometry in forced har-
monic pitch oscillation. This is conducted at the described motion of α(t) = 5± 5◦ at k = 0.1
that is comparable to the other cases listed in Table 5.1 with the exception of the Reynolds
number while still within an incompressible regime. The general observation in the resulting
solution shows that as the tandem configuration oscillates, the tail pitches and heaves in and
out of the wing wake. This induces a periodic interaction that is evident in the force coefficient
time-histories. With the wing as the wake generator, the results can be analysed as two separate
parts, by focusing firstly on the wing in harmonic pitch motion that is independently assessed
from the tail downstream. This approach is adopted from Etkin and Reid [5] where the aircraft
behaviour lies in the synthesis of individual aerodynamic components. The conditions of forced
pitching also induces flow separation as the wing stalls at the higher, peak angles-of-attack. This
sheds a flow separated wake that will convect downstream to interact with the tail.
Subsequently, the results focus on the tail relative to the wing wake, where the primary
contribution lies in advancing the understanding of the tail interaction with its wing wake under
these conditions. Key flow features such as its interaction with the wing LEV/TEVs are captured,
and presented relative to tail surface pressure distribution as a result of this interaction. As
the tail exhibits sinusoidal lift characteristics resulting from heave due to the moment arm, the
Theodorsen’s function is proposed as a suitable approximation method. However, this neglects
the underlying response due to wake encounter, which is observed as distinct variances that
deviate along the harmonic response.
Finally, distinct features in the total response of the system can be attributed to the wing
stall and wake interference with the tail that was previously analysed separately. The total con-
tribution by the system can therefore be described as the synthesis of both wing and wake-tail
dynamics. This is revealed in the lifting response of the tandem configuration while undergoes
this forced pitching manoeuvre.
5.3.1 Wing Behaviour in Dynamic Pitch
The characteristic waveform of the force coefficients by the wing undergoing the harmonic pitch
cycle are illustrated in Figure 5.6. The results are shown across 100 convective time-steps,
demonstrating its longitudinal forces and pitching moment response. The section of the solution
that is allowed to develop at the initial tc≤ 6.25 is reflected in the output, and plateaus to a quasi-
steady state before the pitch oscillations begin. This initial phase begins with a pitch up where
the effective angle-of-attack gradually increases up to a peak of α(t) = 10◦. This characteristic
spike in lift coefficient is periodic and can be attributed to the hysteresis of the problem, as
dCL/dα decreases toward the maximum angle-of-attack. A stall indicated with a sharp drop in
lift follows the decrease in pitch back down to its nominal value and then its trough at α(t) = 0◦.
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Figure 5.6: Wing-only force coefficient time-history resulting from forced harmonic pitching
about 0.25CMAC at α = 5±5◦.
This is observed to occur for total three pitch cycles.
The hysteresis in the lifting response by the wing is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Here, the
initialisation portion of the solution becomes more apparent and the stall behaviour relative
to angle-of-attack is better represented. The lift curve is clearly defined up to the maximum
α(t) = 10◦ before the flow separates with a corresponding sharp decline in lift. It is apparent that
the wing undergoes a complete stall as indicated by its loss in lift coefficient at approximately
α(t) < 9◦ on the downstroke (point b). Throughout this phase, large oscillations in the lift
coefficient occur before it begins to settle at approximately 6◦ (point c). The reattachment of
the flow can be better visualised in terms of its flow field, which are depicted in Figures 5.8.
These are taken across 46.88 ≤ tc ≤ 50.00 with contours of velocity magnitude and pressure
coefficient, showing the upper surface flow separation that occurs in this phase. The shedding of
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b) Wing stall
c) Flow reattachment
a) Pitch up
Figure 5.7: Hysteresis of wing lift coefficient against angle-of-attack undergoing forced pitch
oscillations (three cycles) about 0.25CMAC at α = 5±5◦, k = 0.1.
the wing LEV/TEV are captured clearly, identified with low-pressure vortex cores that emanate
from the leading and trailing edges of the wing.
Two of the corresponding convective time-steps (tc = [46.88,48.44], at α(t) = [9.75,9.04]◦)
in Figures 5.9 show a negative Cp across the entire upper surface of the wing. This is charac-
teristic of a complete wing stall, with the effects of the LEV convecting over the upper surface
of the wing captured with a suction peak in negative Cp at approximately x/c = 0.75 (Figure
5.9a). This same effect is repeated at tc = 48.44 (Figure 5.9b) as the LEV detaches from the
top surface of the wing. However, the LEV and TEV in this instant nearly coalesce toward the
trailing edge as depicted in Figure 5.8d. The influence of this larger low pressure vortex core is
evident in Figure 5.9b as a large suction magnitude of up Cp =−3 can be seen.
As the wing undergoes this harmonic pitch oscillation, its response due to this motion can
be approximated with the Theodorsen’s function [94] for the estimation of unsteady loads. The
results obtained in this section can therefore be partially verified knowing the harmonic pitch
characteristics of this predetermined wing motion. Figure 5.10 shows the Theodorsens’s ap-
proximation in comparison with the wing lift response as a result of forced harmonic pitch os-
cillation. Note that the sinusoidal function has been corrected to account for flow development
time and nominal lift coefficient at (α0 = 5◦). The result and the empirical approximation com-
pares well, where both amplitude and phase correspond to the computational results, especially
during the pitch-up phases (positive dCL/dα). However, this is with the exception that the func-
tion is unable to capture the stall characteristics of the wing. This limitation in the Theodorsen’s
function agrees with what is reported by Cordes et al. [93] and Amiralaei et al. [194], where
it is only limited to moderate angles-of-attack without flow separation. It is worth mentioning
that the application of the function here is in contrast to what is demonstrated in Chapter 4, as
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(a) Velocity magnitude, tc = 46.88, α(t) = 9.75◦ (b) Pressure coefficient, tc = 46.88, α(t) = 9.75◦
(c) Velocity magnitude, tc = 48.44, α(t) = 9.04◦ (d) Pressure coefficient, tc = 48.44, α(t) = 9.04◦
(e) Velocity magnitude, tc = 50.00, α(t) = 7.93◦ (f) Pressure coefficient, tc = 50.00, α(t) = 7.93◦
Figure 5.8: Freestream-normalised velocity contours (U/U∞) and its corresponding pressure
coefficient (Cp) around the wing at tc = [46.88,48.44,50.00].
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(a) tc = 46.88, α(t) = 9.75◦
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Figure 5.9: Instantaneous pressure coefficient across the wing at tc = [46.88,48.44].
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the wing lift response to the Theodorsen’s approximation [94] for
symmetric airfoils undergoing harmonic pitch.
a difference in the accuracy between the two modes of application can be seen. Here, the flow
is attached especially during the pitch-up phases, whereas what was observed in Chapter 4 pro-
vided a flow condition that is massively separated resembling heave dynamics, resulting in flow
separation throughout the regime. In comparison, the wing in the present case experiences at-
tached flow throughout its pitch up motion. This further supports the claims made by Amiralaei
et al. [194], where the effectiveness of the Theodorsen’s function yields reasonable results when
the effects of viscosity are minimal.
Apart from the wing response, the additional key feature for verification is in its wake.
While the wing undergoes a harmonic motion, its wake characteristics change with angle-of-
attack. Instantaneous data will not be physically meaningful, while time-averaging is invalid
as a large range of spectral content is present in addition to constantly changing grid points.
As a result, conducting statistical analyses for the present wake data is challenging. For these
reasons, analyses for the wing response is only measured against the Theodorsen’s function as
a validation metric, and the outcome supports the reported wing behaviour as shown in Figure
5.10.
5.3.2 Tail Behaviour Subjected to Wing Wake
The tail response in terms of its force coefficient time-histories is illustrated in Figure 5.11. The
tail undergoes a motion that is similar to its wing, with the exception of the tail moment arm that
contributes to a heave. As the motion of both wing and tail are coupled with identical angle-
of-attack relative to the freestream, the tail lift response exhibits similar sinusoidal waveform
characteristics including the large variances evident during the negative dCL/dα sections in the
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force history. Similarly to the wing, flow separation may be responsible for such a behaviour
but the variances in the tail moments also reveal the influence of the wing wake.
The magnitude of these variances exceed the sinusoidal peaks of the tail response which
are presented in terms of α(t) in Figure 5.12. It becomes more apparent that as the geometry
pitches up, the tail plunges out of wing wake influence, providing a relatively distinct lift curve
up to the maximum of α(t) = 10◦. The stall characteristics decreases the lift coefficient slightly
as the configuration pitches back down. At this instant, the effects of the wing wake begin to
manifest as large variances in the tail lift response (point b). The occurrence of this phenomenon
depends on the convective time of the wake relative to the tail length, but at present these large
amplitudes reveal themselves at 4◦ ≤ α(t)≤ 7◦. The oscillations begin to settle as the configu-
ration approaches its trough at α(t) = 0◦ and the tail resides in the attached wing wake. These
phases of the pitch cycle showing the effects of wake interaction are important to distinguish
wake interactions at the tail.
As a result of the configuration pitching down, the tail heaves into the currently separated
wing wake. The sequence of flow events that captures this interaction that occurs between 4◦ ≤
α(t) ≤ 7◦ can be better visualised using Figures 5.13 to 5.16. Figure 5.13 illustrates the flow
in terms of pressure coefficient. With this contour, the wing LEV and TEV low pressure vortex
cores are clearly identifiable. However, distinguishing the source of these vortices requires the
aid of vorticity contours where the span-wise component (ωz) is shown in Figure 5.14. Knowing
its sign and therefore the rotational direction reveals the source of the individual vortices. This
shows that the wing trailing edge sheds a dominant vortex compared to the leading edge, which
convects over the system. This is expected as the pitch centre of the geometry is farther from
the trailing edge (0.25CMAC).
Details of this flow sequence are revealed between 51.25 ≤ tc ≤ 51.88 (Figures 5.13c to
5.13e) as the wing TEV coincides with the tail while it heaves into the wake. The wing TEV
convects downstream, which almost coalesces with the tail LEV pictured in Figure 5.13d. How-
ever, their counter-rotation prevents this from occurring based on the sign of the vorticity com-
ponent shown in Figure 5.14d). As this wing TEV now convects farther downstream and over
the tail, its low pressure core is observed to affect tail loads. This effect can be inferred from
results showing instantaneous pressure coefficient distribution in Figure 5.15 manifested as low
pressure suction peaks. These peaks convect across 0.25Ct over the top surface within approxi-
mately 0.32tc. This corresponds to the large variances in tail loads as shown previously in Figure
5.11. While this observation for the wing TEV relative to the tail may be unique to this reduced
frequency, the contours presented so far provide some insight to the understanding of this wake
interaction, which also encompasses some extent of flow separation at the wing.
The extent of numerical dissipation in the solution is demonstrated through the effects of
turbulent viscosity ratio in Figure 5.16. Peak viscosity ratios at approximately 15νt/ν that lie
within the low pressure vortex cores are depicted. This provides an indication of the rise in
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Figure 5.11: Tail-only force coefficient time-history resulting from forced harmonic pitching
about 0.25CMAC
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a) Pitch up
b) Wake interference
Figure 5.12: Hysteresis of tail lift coefficient against angle-of-attack. Total of three forced
harmonic oscillations about 0.25CMAC at its wing (α(t) = 5±5◦, k = 0.1).
turbulent transfer of energy as a result of the moving eddies in the wake, which relates to higher
stresses in the flow. However, the dynamic grid makes analyses beyond the instantaneous re-
sults challenging, especially for averaging statistics. Averaging a dynamic overset grid does not
provide physically meaningful results as the discrete location of grid points are time-dependent.
Statistical analyses in the wake like turbulent length scales and its stresses with regards to the tail
would allow these effects to be better quantified. Nevertheless, comparing the results between
the wing and tail hints toward some degree of correlation between their individual responses.
Because of the wake, a correlation between their respective lift coefficients can be inferred. This
is supported with a pairwise correlation coefficient of 0.92, which is a strong indicator of the
inter-dependence between the two geometries. While the coupled motion of the configuration
contributes heavily to this correlation, the slight phase lag can be attributed to the tail moment
arm with heave at the tail, inducing an even greater degree of unsteadiness in the system. These
observations support the inferrences made by Waldmann et al. [102] under static conditions for
wing-tail correlations regarding the phase lag by the tail moment arm.
Similar to the wing, the tail response is verified with the Theodorsen’s function shown in
Figure 5.17. In contrast to the wing pitch-exclusive dynamics, the tail experiences heave as
a result of its moment arm from the rotational centre. Knowing the total pitch angle (10◦)
with its tail length gives an estimation for its heave amplitude. The result of this is also a
sinusoidal function that is corrected for its nominal CL(α). Ignoring the large variances due
to the wake interference, the Theodorsen’s approximation fits the tail response very well. In
addition, the tail does not appear to exhibit the same stall characteristics compared to the wing.
Other irregularities in terms of smaller variances are also present in the negative dCL/dα regions
but this is indistinguishable between wing wake interference or tail stall. However, examining
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(a) tc = 50.63, α(t) = 7.41◦ (b) tc = 50.94, α(t) = 7.13◦
(c) tc = 51.25, α(t) = 6.84◦ (d) tc = 51.56, α(t) = 6.55◦
(e) tc = 51.88, α(t) = 6.24◦ (f) tc = 52.19, α(t) = 5.94◦
Figure 5.13: Pressure coefficient (Cp) contours showing the convection of wing LEV and TEV
relative to the tail across 1.56tc. LEV and TEV low pressure zones (in blue) are clearly
identifiable (Configuration pitching down).
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(a) tc = 50.63, α(t) = 7.41◦ (b) tc = 50.94, α(t) = 7.13◦
(c) tc = 51.25, α(t) = 6.84◦ (d) tc = 51.56, α(t) = 6.55◦
(e) tc = 51.88, α(t) = 6.24◦ (f) tc = 52.19, α(t) = 5.94◦
Figure 5.14: Span-wise vorticity contours (ωz) showing the convection of wing LEV and TEV
(Red; counter-clockwise, Blue; clockwise) relative to the tail across 1.56tc (Configuration
pitching down).
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(a) tc = 51.56, α(t) = 6.55◦
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Figure 5.15: Instantaneous pressure coefficient across the tail with the wing wake passing over
its top surface as a low pressure suction peak.
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(a) tc = 50.63, α(t) = 7.41◦ (b) tc = 50.94, α(t) = 7.13◦
(c) tc = 51.25, α(t) = 6.84◦ (d) tc = 51.56, α(t) = 6.55◦
(e) tc = 51.88, α(t) = 6.24◦ (f) tc = 52.19, α(t) = 5.94◦
Figure 5.16: Turbulent viscosity ratio (νt/ν) showing the convection of wing LEV/TEV
relative to the tail across 1.56tc (Configuration pitching down).
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the tail lift response subjected to wing wake interference to the
Theodorsen’s approximation [94] for symmetric airfoils undergoing coupled pitch and heave.
the tail pressure coefficient distribution also do not reveal the involvement of significant tail stall
dynamics. Based on these, the dissimilar tail stall characteristics despite sharing an identical
angle-of-attack with the wing is likely due to the effects of local Reynolds numbers. As the
tail is sized to 70% the wing chord, it perceives different local flow conditions, in addition to
a region of reduced velocities induced by the wake. This causes different local flow conditions
which may alter stall characteristics. The hysteresis caused by the heave motion may also have
contributed to this, but this is a function of reduced frequency and can only be determined with
differing dynamic conditions of the study.
5.3.3 Synthesis of Force Contribution by Both Wing and Tail
Results so far have treated the wing and tail individually. As this is a coupled system, their
significance therefore lies in the synthesis of all components (wing and tail) for the total response
of the tandem configuration. Figure 5.18 shows this in terms of its force coefficients, with the
system taken as a coupled whole. Here, the lift characteristics encompasses distinct features that
can be explained considering the aforementioned discussions for the wing and tail.
Figure 5.19 singles out a pitch cycle for the lift coefficient of the entire system. Following
what was discussed, two distinct features can be highlighted from this response. Assuming that
the wing contributes to the majority of the lift, the characteristic “pinch" in the lift coefficient
due to hysteresis can be identified. This was apparent before in Figure 5.6, and was attributed
to wing pitching and stall dynamics. In addition, the decrease in angle-of-attack leads to an
interaction between the wing wake and tail. This leads to the second response highlighted in
Figure 5.19 where the wake affects the tail. Although the phase and amplitude of this inter-
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Figure 5.18: Total force coefficients for the wing-tail configuration undergoing forced
harmonic pitch oscillation.
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action are highly dependent on reduced frequency, the present conditions allow these features
to be distinguishable, and demonstrate the aerodynamic coupling that occurs between the two
geometries.
So far, the breakdown of components have been captured and analysed as part of this chapter.
The results and observations agree with the mechanics outlined by Etkin and Reid [5] where the
total behaviour of the system lies in the contribution of individual systems. In the present case,
this is limited to the dominant contributors of lift—and therefore moments—which are the wing
and tail. Furthermore, their correlations are successfully identified and presented through phys-
ical phenomena. This advances the observations made by Waldmann et al. [52, 102] where the
tail is engulfed by the wing wake only under static conditions. Aircraft stability characteristics
with dynamic pitch were also studied by Frink [62] and Thompson et al. [63] but local aerody-
namic interactions were beyond their scope of work. Wing wake effects were unconsidered as
part of their evaluation for pitch stability. Based on this, the current work has filled this gap by
providing an insight to wing wake-tail interactions under such forced harmonic pitch conditions.
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Figure 5.19: Close-up of one lift coefficient cycle for the coupled wing-tail configuration
undergoing forced harmonic pitch oscillation, highlighting the synthesis of wing stall and its
wake effects on the tail.
5.4 Chapter Closure
The current chapter demonstrates the potential effects of a wing wake shed downstream on to its
tail. Additionally, the conditions imposed by the forced harmonic oscillation induces wing stall
dynamics where the flow detaches and develops into LEV and TEVs. Despite being conducted
under a relatively low Reynolds number with a moderate reduced frequency (Re = 2.14×104,
k = 0.1), it is observable that wake effects on the tail are readily apparent, and are distinguishable
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from stall characteristics. This is evident from correlations drawn between the wing and tail lift
coefficient time-histories. The computed tail lift forces show significant variances that strongly
relate to those exhibited by wing wake shedding characteristics. This reveals that the source of
these variances are a consequence of wing wake interaction.
As a dynamic motion is induced, the wing response as a result of pitch can be approxi-
mated with an empirical approach using the Theodorsen’s function for unsteady aerodynamics.
Similarly, it is shown that this can be applied on the tail, accounting for heave due to the tail
moment arm. However, comparing the tail response with the Theodorsen’s function neglects
an additional component that accounts for wing wake interference effects. This suggests that
the complete tail response including the effects of the wing wake could be approximated with
an additional gust component adjusted with phase lag to account for the tail moment arm as a
convective length. But prior to this, the present conditions should also be expanded to account
for sensitivity studies.
For example, the harmonics of the problem can be used as a control variable to determine
the sensitivity of the results in response to changes in tail length, pitch amplitude, and reduced
frequency. This would affect heave rates of the tail, and subsequently its behaviour relative to
the wing wake. Wing wake characteristics will be altered as its shedding dynamics are also a
function of reduced frequency. Apart from the dynamics of the problem, span-wise effects are
also neglected. Physical features such as wing-tip (vortices) and any geometric features, such
as a Yehudi break (see Appendix A) might modify wake dynamics which interacts with the tail.
Considering that these would vastly expand the scope of this chapter, they are therefore left for
future discussions.
This dynamic case has captured the pitch hysteresis while identifying key aerodynamic be-
haviour. This includes stall dynamics for the wings, where characteristic LEV/TEVs are cap-
tured and observed to convect downstream towards the tail. Tail aerodynamics are also shown
to respond to the wake, evident through its surface pressure distributions. The harmonic nature
of the tail response therefore allows it to be predicted, while discrepancies in the approximation
method are attributed to an additional gust component that could be used to account for wake
effects. Distinct features in the total lifting response of the system are subsequently revealed
to be the synthesis of wing stall and its wake interaction with the tail. These effects prove that
wing-wake tail interactions are perceptible by the combined system.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Key Outcomes & Findings
The engineering motivation for this work lies in the need for accurate wake capture and its conse-
quential impact on downstream aerodynamics. Due to the highly turbulent and unsteady nature
of wakes, a high fidelity turbulence modelling method is required to resolve the length scales
and accurately represent wake physics before any interaction can be conducted thereafter. The
computational framework that is used therefore validates the application of the DDES method on
separated wakes. This process is accomplished as a flow over a bluff-body benchmark geometry
supported by pre-existing data from the literature. Results for vortex shedding parameters such
as the Strouhal number and drag statistics agree well with existing numerical and experimental
counterparts (+7.58% over-prediction for Strouhal number and a 100-count precision for drag
coefficient). Quantitative results in the wake with its time-averaged mean and fluctuating ve-
locity profiles also compare well with published experimental data up to a downstream distance
of 6x/D. In addition, comparing the performance of the DDES method with RANS models
for separated flows reinforces claims that RANS is unsuitable for such regimes, although it has
been used for forced pitching at higher angles-of-attack among existing computational frame-
works. Under the hierarchy of turbulence modelling techniques, this ascertains that minimally,
hybrid RANS/LES methods (DES) are essential for capturing such flows. Using this technique
is accompanied with only a marginal trade-off in computational costs for the increased fidelity
it provides. Verifying these results successfully also expand the existing pool of numerical data
available for benchmarking. This is useful especially for the public domain as it is achieved with
the open-sourced CFD solver, OpenFOAM.
The validated wake on a wing-section located downstream is then investigated to reveal its
impact on aerodynamics. This converts the bluff-body into a wake generator, analogous to flow
obstacles inducing separated wakes—like those emanated from buildings, or shed from wings at
high angles-of-attack. These conditions are subsequently shown to be significant to downstream
aerodynamics. The oscillatory nature of the vortex shedding process induces massive flow sepa-
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ration with lift responses and local flow fields that are characteristic of heave and gust dynamics.
This is referenced to a wake-free case to draw such comparisons. The contrast in surface pres-
sure distribution with the wake-free case (where the flow is attached), demonstrates the resultant
effects of flow separation that occur periodically between alternating sides of the wing-section.
With the reduced frequency of the wake generator, this corresponding response downstream
can be compared with the Sear’s function for gust loading and the Theodorsen’s function for
harmonic heave to predict these effects. However, the approximation methods are limited such
that they neglect the underlying unsteadiness and turbulent spectra that are dominant in wake
physics. The effects of the entire frequency content in the wake can only be captured either
numerically, with the demonstrated techniques, or other accompanying experimental methods.
There are therefore only suggested as approximations.
The computational framework considers a dynamic approach accomplished by expanding
the methodology to include an overset grid technique. This is based on wing-tail aerodynamics
where the wake interacts with the horizontal stabilizer under forced harmonic pitching motion.
Wing pitch oscillation with a corresponding separated wake is induced, while the tail experi-
ences a coupled pitch/heave motion due its moment arm. As it heaves and plunges in and out of
the wing wake, the tail responds with large load variations, exceeding that of its own maximum
lift coefficient from pitch displacement. The phase of this phenomenon strongly correlates to
the timing of distinct wing wake features that are shed downstream. These features are captured
with DDES, and identified as wing LEV/TEV pairs, where the TEV is evidently dominant as the
rotation centre is imposed at the wing quarter chord point. While vortex cores are inherently low
pressure, their effects translate to a suction force that interacts with the tail, evident in its pres-
sure distribution while it coincides with the separated wing wake. Assessing the two systems
independently have shown that their individual harmonic lift dynamics can be approximated
reasonably well with the Theodorsen’s function. This is with the exception of wing stall char-
acteristics that are beyond theoretical prediction limits of the function, along with variances in
tail lift due to the unsteady wake encounter. However, the periodicity and phase lag of the wake
encounter by the tail suggests that a prediction method to consider this could be formulated.
This could be achieved by accounting for wake effects with a gust component as a function of
convective tail length.
Ultimately, insights on wake encounter effects are achieved with this computational frame-
work. The results from Chapters 3 to 5 have demonstrated that these effects are significant, while
revealing the developments and considerations that are essential to achieve this framework for
wake encounter studies.
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6.2 Thesis Contributions
A computational framework that provides novel insights on bluff-body wake encounters and
tandem wing-tail dynamics under forced harmonic pitch is accomplished. The themes used to
address these are referred to as the Static and Dynamic conditions which are also platforms to
advance the understanding of wake interactions. The thesis contribution is achieved with two
milestones:
• Under the Static conditions; the validity of the computational framework for using DDES
on separated wake capture is ascertained. This is achieved with the validation against a
library of aerodynamic benchmark flows modelled as a bluff-body wake (Chapter 3). Ful-
filling this, the extent of numerical treatment on turbulence is further evaluated through
statistical analyses, reinforcing the best practices for the capture of such flow regimes.
Subsequently, wake effects on a wing-section downstream (Chapter 4) advances the ob-
servations on wake encounter aerodynamics that are inspired by Lefebvre and Jones [84],
and Jiang et al. [85]. The additional developments for wake effects on downstream os-
cillations and flow separation is captured with the corresponding unsteady response and
surface pressure distributions. Periodicity in its force time-history highlights the potential
for the resulting behaviour to be predicted empirically. This is demonstrated by extending
the Sear’s and Theodorsen’s functions to be applied for wake interactions.
• Under the Dynamic conditions; the framework is elevated to achieve a dynamic case
(Chapter 5) that demonstrates the effects of a wing wake on its tail through dynamic
grid motion under forced harmonic pitch oscillations. This bridges a gap among wake
capture studies under the static conditions conducted by Waldmann et al. [52, 102], and
the dynamic conditions but without any focus on wing wake-tail interactions for dynamic
stability by Frink [62], Thompson et al. [63], and Hall et al. [104]. As these effects were
generally beyond the scope of work for the dynamic cases, the work has shown that wake-
tail effects are perceivable by the complete (wing-tail) system. Dynamic pitching cases
also generally involve assessments at higher angles-of-attack, where it is also shown that
the wing stall with its flow separated wake can induce distinct LEV/TEVs. These are
observed to convect downstream and interact with the tail as low pressure vortex cores.
The result of this are in the form of large amplitude fluctuations in the tail lift response,
where under the conditions of the study, can exceed its maximum lift coefficient due to
angle-of-attack alone.
Achieving the above milestones constitutes the overall contribution by this thesis. The com-
putational framework successfully employed and advanced the best practices for the modelling
of wake encounter on downstream aerodynamics. This fulfils the requirement for accurate mod-
elling of wakes, supplemented with high-fidelity turbulence modelling and grid motion tech-
niques.
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The findings and developments throughout the work have uncovered several fronts in the re-
search that are worth exploring. This expands upon the various themes addressed in the thesis
and are listed here as suggestions for future work:
1. The current level of uncertainty analyses is based on grid and turbulence modelling sen-
sitivity studies (Section 2.2.1 and 2.4), but the overall extent of uncertainty quantification
can be developed further. This can be conducted to ascertain the findings provided in
Chapters 3 to 5. This includes the impact of numerical schemes as results here are lim-
ited to those outlined in Section 2.3.2 only. Potential numerical errors introduced by the
overall computational framework can also be evaluated to a greater degree, as certain non-
physicality in the presented results could exist [136]. Apart from solution parameters,
sensitivity studies pertaining to dimensional analyses can also be explored further.
(a) The solutions were 3-dimensional while the geometries are limited to infinite span
with their widths spanning the entire domain. The results therefore were focused on
the longitudinal plane only. The analyses can be expanded to consider the span-wise
flows and its corresponding features. This is an important aspect as aerodynamic
effects can be longitudinally and laterally coupled.
(b) The findings in Chapter 4 are also limited to physically static conditions. This can
be expanded to include the overset techniques demonstrated in Chapter 5 for the
modelling of an obstacle approach or a wake encounter with a lateral maneuvre.
The separation distance is a key control variable to further evaluate findings and
aerodynamic relationships [84,85]. Taking a dynamic approach for control variables
will provide insightful details to the problem.
(c) While the overset method allows up to 6-DOF sub-zone mesh movements, it intro-
duces numerical errors into the simulation. As a result, better grids can be designed
to improve the background and sub-zone mesh interface. Detailed sensitivity studies
at the interpolation fringe of sub-meshes can also be studied. This is key to tandem
flows if disconnected sub-zone grids are used for the bodies, like the one designed
in Chapter 5. Numerical information for the wake therefore passes through two
interpolation fringes as a result of this design, which will lead to an increase in in-
terpolation errors affecting accuracy. Uncertainty analyses needs to be performed in
this regard as validation of free-shear flows across such regions may be challenging
to accomplish with experiment, especially if the bodies are in proximity and motion
is involved.
2. While it is demonstrated that DES is the minimum required for capturing separated flows,
a detailed comparison with higher-fidelity turbulence modelling methods are worth con-
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ducting. As the accuracy of wake capture is highly dependent on turbulence modelling
technique, advances toward DNS for the bluff-body benchmark are already being made
[79, 195]. This can be applied to consider downstream effects, which will further jus-
tify the behaviours observed especially in Chapter 4. Moreover, benchmarks constantly
re-evaluate the hierarchy of turbulence modelling techniques relative to current advance-
ments in computing power. The solution fidelity thus examines if the increase in resolution
is worth the present-day computational expense in achieving simulation objectives.
(a) With regards to aerodynamic benchmarking, the current framework has demon-
strated the potential of the square beam bluff-body as a platform for a wake gen-
erator. To expand this benchmark for downstream interactions, other novel methods
for wake generation can also be explored. This is provided that the wake data can be
substantially reproduced, as demonstrated by Chapter 3, which serves as a guideline.
3. As the tail is the primary contributor to pitch, assessing its ultimate effects on dynamic
derivatives like pitch damping can only be addressed by expanding the computational
framework to practical geometries. Further assessments on the effects of wing wake-tail
interactions in Chapter 5 are limited to the isolated wing-tail geometry. Various bench-
mark models such as the General Transport Model (GTM) [63], or more recently, the
NASA CRM [196] for dynamic stability (and control) analyses [104] can be considered.
These geometries are designed to be representative of modern aircraft, and will provide
increasingly meaningful details on the effects of wake interactions and ultimately on flight
dynamics.
However, the numerical implications grow with these geometries. Spatial and temporal
scales become increasingly demanding to compute, especially on a dynamic grid with
a sufficiently refined wake block and time-step to match [62]. An advanced meshing
strategy is required, or an efficient approach needs to be taken. Such decisions have to
be driven by the simulation objectives. With regards to wake-tail interactions, the span-
wise impact of the wing wake on the HTP may only be limited to the inboard sections of
the wing (See Appendix A). The magnitude of the problem is also compounded by flight
Reynolds numbers, where a wider range of flow phenomena are expected to develop. The
simulation of these conditions (grid motion, flight Reynolds numbers with manoeuvre,
and full aircraft geometries) may be computationally prohibitive today, but is a targeted
technology milestone within the next decade [43, 197].
Appendix A
Preliminary Study on Wing-Wake Relative
to Tail
A.1 Details of Study
Results from Reynolds-Averaged computational studies of the span-wise flow field between the
horizontal stabilizer and wing of the NASA CRM are explored here. It is observed early on
that the horizontal stabilizer is engulfed at multiple post-stall angles due to the vertical extent
of the wings wake. Discernible flow patterns can be observed such as an up wash and a weak
inboard wake vortex that originates from the wing inboard section. The upwash in the wake can
be attributed to the kink in the wing trailing edge, known as the Yehudi break, which also causes
the wake to display characteristic features that are identified here. As the span-wise extent of
the break’s location is close to the stabilizer, results suggest levels of interaction between this up
wash together with the weak inboard wake vortex. A shift in the inboard wake vortex can also be
observed between the presented range of angles of attack. To offer insight on this, results present
the velocity contours and vector fields of the wake through two post-stall angles-of-attack at 14◦
and 16◦, just forward of the horizontal stabilizer and along two stream-wise stations in the region
between the wing and tail.
The CRM (DPW-4 “Wing-Body-Tail" geometry) is used because it is the computational
benchmark geometry for aircraft aerodynamics. It has a design cruise point of M = 0.85, Re =
4.0×107, and a CL = 0.5 at 37.000 feet AMSL [198]. Much work on it has been performed
primarily for drag [199] and high-lift [200] prediction, but with more recent focus on its near
wake [52]. The CRM wing plan form has a shape which deviates from a standard trapezoidal
wing and is identifiable by a kink in its trailing edge, known as a Yehudi break. This break
occurs at 37% wing semi-span which distinguishes between its inboard and outboard sections,
and the HTP spans approximately 36.3% relative to the wing semi-span. Due to this proximity,
flows leaving the wing from the break region is likely to interact with the HTP downstream. The
HTP is of a conventional low-tail design that sits on the empennage. The CRM geometry variant
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used here has a stabilizer incident to the freestream at 0◦ [196].
Low-speed post-stall conditions have been studied in terms of wing wakes for the CRM
(Re = 1.16×107, M = 0.25, α = 18◦) [52, 54]. At 18◦ angle-of-attack, results for profiles of
time-averaged stream-wise velocity show a reduction of almost 60% relative to the freestream
across its wake. As the HTP sits low on the empennage, it is highlighted that the wake largely
passes over the HTP, but its vertical extent is adequately large, hinting some levels of interac-
tion, which would be even greater at lower angles-of-attack. Focus on this interaction, however,
was beyond the context of their work. It is demonstrated that PIV measurements are attempted
and cross-validated with URANS and DDES methods focusing on stream-wise results. This in-
cludes time-averaged stream-wise velocities showing the wake profile and momentum deficit, as
well as the spectral content of coefficient of pressure. Overall, scale-resolving techniques were
generally favoured when compared to PIV-captured results, while the URANS demonstrated
an under prediction of the wake velocity deficit by up to 20%. Although lacking in accuracy,
the URANS model still manages to produce similar trends compared to results from both the
experiment and scale-resolving techniques.
As the flow is 3-Dimensional, salient features would exist in the span-wise direction and this
leaves much to be studied. This is aligned with observations from the discussed impact of the
span-wise extent of the Yehudi break relative to the HTP. The break is known to provide both
structural and aerodynamic benefits in terms of wing loads and is implemented in many existing
aircraft wing designs. It allows a greater inboard thickness-to-chord ratio, alleviating structural
stresses due to wing bending moments [42]. But as the break alters the plan-form shape of the
wing, it is expected for it to have an impact on HTP characteristics through its wake, especially
if it is exposed further to the freestream at higher angles of attack. Therefore, as the break gives
the wing plan-form a characteristic shape, it is expected for it to produce characteristic wake
features as well. Like empirical methods have highlighted, the aerodynamic contribution by the
HTP is largely dependent on this wing-tail aerodynamic interaction. This phenomenon needs to
be better understood as the benefits of the Yehudi break is mostly discussed from a structural
standpoint but not on any consequent wake features that it may produce which can interact with
the tail. This is especially so if the break spans at a location close to the HTP, such as seen on
the CRM. Therefore, part of this work will reveal some potential aerodynamic interactions and
wake considerations in terms of the wing wake due to this structural feature.
In the present work, similar conditions to Waldmann et al. [52] will be studied but at lower
angles of attack (< 18◦), where it is suggested that the wake effects on the HTP would be
greater. In addition, as it was shown that the vertical extent of wake is large enough to blanket
the HTP throughout a range of angles of attack, results will follow and assess the steady-state
wake beginning first with a lower 16◦ and then 14◦ angle-of-attack. In terms of results, the
Reynolds-Averaged velocity field just forward of the HTP will be used to initiate discussion and
observations on the likelihood of any wake features and aerodynamic interaction(s) between the
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wake generated because of the Yehudi break and the HTP. This is presented from a perspective
looking downstream at stations defined by the span-wise station of the break, complementing
pre-existing results which primarily focus on the stream-wise perspectives. Results presented
from this perspective allows the properties of the wake with relation to the HTP span to be
assessed.
Early on, discernible flow features exist when the wake velocity contours are observed.
These are namely an up wash and a characteristic swirl aft of the wing inboard section. Stud-
ies of these features with computational methods are attempted, which are presently believed
to be developed from the Yehudi break and the inboard wing-section. Focus will first be on
the primitive variables of wake velocities and vorticity parallel to the x-normal plane, as well
as iso-volumes of vorticity to visualize the flow in 3-Dimensions to obtain a model of the flow
features involved just forward of the HTP. Subsequently, the result and effect of the turbulence
model used will also be discussed showing effects of turbulent viscosity and Reynolds stresses.
These will be able to provide some insight on the physics that are taking place across the wake
which will impinge on the HTP thereafter.
A.1.1 Mesh Design
There are two parts to the fully unstructured mesh for the geometry and the flow domain. Mesh-
ing strategy is approached from the inside-out beginning from the aircraft surface. Regularly
connected quadrants are used for the wing and HTP surface and triangles for the fuselage and
wing and tail tip caps. Layers are then subsequently grown using prisms and hexahedrons for
the existing surface triangles and quadrants at a rate of 1.2 times up to 20 layers, with the above
flat plate estimations targeted for y+ = 60. Subsequently, the flow domain is filled with rapidly
growing tetrahedrons up to a far field boundary of 25 times the wing span. The enclosure is
half-bullet shaped intersecting the aircraft symmetry plane. The geometry and mesh are shown
in Figures A.1 and A.2.
As the lateral extent of the wake produced by the Yehudi break is unknown, the wake block
is created to encompass the entire wing and stretches downstream to include the HTP. Cells in
the block are equilateral tetrahedrons, with a cell edge size of 2% the reference chord. As this
wake block spans the entire wing, the 2% reference chord cell resolution used here is relatively
coarser to limit total cell count. The present mesh has a total of 44 million cells, of which 32
million are used in the wake block. No mesh sensitivity has been performed for the presented
results due to the high element counts but the cell resolution used lies within the observed range
of 1-3% the reference chord, although for DES-type scale-resolving techniques. The wake block
is also ensured to be adequately large to enclose the vertical extent of the wake region for the
angles of attack simulated.
As the wake refinement block does not focus on the wing tip vortex, a brief assessment of
the wing tip vortex size is done to determine the profile of vortex tangential velocities towards
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Figure A.1: Plan view of the Common Research Model showing moment reference centre and
span-wise location of the Yehudi break (37% wing semi-span).
Figure A.2: Top left: the symmetrical CRM geometry. Top right: Surface mesh at the wing
root. Bottom right: Wake block section mesh. Bottom left horizontal tailplane top cap surface
mesh.
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the tail. At this short stream-wise distance, it is likely that the tip vortex is still developing
which will have little effect on the tail as any tangential velocities diminish exponentially [201]
This can be inferred with the Biot-Savart law [202] relating the tangential velocity to a point at
distance r from the vortex filament:
d~V =
Γ
4π
d~l×~r
|r3| (A.1)
During meshing, the tail cone and the trailing edges of the wing and tail tip caps was a
meticulous process due to the complexities of the geometry. The empennage tail cone meets
the plane of symmetry forming a cusp. This causes cells, especially from layer generation, to
form highly skewed faces which contributed to numerical instabilities. Improving the quality
of the cells at this region required a crop along the cusp. Likewise, the trailing edges of the
wing and tail tip caps are regions of high curvature. However, these areas did not require CAD
modification but much higher levels of local mesh refinement.
The initial conditions of velocity and pressure internal fields are initialized by solving for
potential flow first. Solution convergence is then determined by monitoring aerodynamic coeffi-
cients of total aircraft lift and moments stable to 1 count throughout a minimum of 50 iterations.
In addition, a point probe in the wake region at (50, 5.334, 6)m from the CRM origin is used to
monitor point velocity over the solutions iterations. This arbitrary point lies between the wing
and HTP (Figure A.1). The wake velocity contours as presented in the results are also monitored
across 500 iterations without any significant shift.
A.1.2 Interim Findings on Wing-Wake Relative to Tailplane
Results are presented for the 14◦and 16◦cases from Figure A.3 onwards. The cases are presented
with their numerical results scaled for comparison to each other such that any insight on the wake
differences between these attitudes and its development through these two angles of attack can
be compared. Wake velocities are presented first in the form of contours and vector fields. This
is then used to initiate further discussion on the up wash and inboard wake vortex where flow
field variables such as turbulent viscosity and vorticity are used to obtain the modelled flow
properties of the wake just forward of the HTP. These provide more information on the behavior
of any interaction between them.
Figure A.3 shows the velocity magnitude contours limited to 98% freestream. A portion
of the wake cross-section shows a velocity deficit of close to 50% relative to the freestream
at the outboard section of the wing. This deficit agrees with what was suggested by existing
literature. However, there is no attempt on evaluating this with the stream-wise wake profile
with Waldmann et al.’s wake window [52]. A characteristic up wash in the wake following the
Yehudi break can be observed. This also coincides with the approximate span of the HTP, where
it can be observed by the same contours to be blanketed by a region of approximately 70% to
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90% of the freestream. Compared to the 14◦case, the wake profile is noticeably slimmer, which
is expected due to a lower angle-of-attack. However, a distinct outboard shift in the wake profile
can be seen at the inboard section of the wake as the angle-of-attack is decreased for the 14◦case.
This causes the wake to begin engulfing the HTP at greater levels towards it’s tip indicating some
levels of interaction close to the 10 m butt-line station (The absolute semi-span of the tail is at
10.67 m).
The breakdown of velocity magnitude in the form of planar velocity vector fields (v,w) is
shown in Figure A.4. This provides insight on both the magnitude and direction of the local
flow just forward of the HTP, again at the 57m downstream x-normal plane. An up wash of
approximately 45% relative freestream can be seen towards the stabilizer tip, together with a
hint of an inboard wake vortex that is relatively weak, of up to 10% freestream based on the
contours. Comparing this planar velocity magnitude comprising of the vertical and span-wise
velocities (v,w) with the 3-Dimensional magnitude in Figure A.3, it can be deduced that the
impingement of the vortex on the HTP is dominated by the steam-wise flow. Furthermore, at
16◦, the swirl is modelled to lie just above the HTP mid semi-span. But as the angle-of-attack
decreases to 14◦, the same outward lateral shift in the results can be observed to show this swirl
approaching the stabilizer tip. Between the two cases, it can be said that the inboard wake tends
to be drawn towards the fuselage at higher angles of attack. It is also likely that this is induced
from the up wash generated by the freestream because of the wake being exposed through the
Yehudi break. The observations on how the up wash is drawn inboard can be formed from the
postulate that the inboard section of the wing has a higher thickness-to-chord (t/c) ratio which
produces a higher profile drag and a lower inboard wake pressure. This leads to a convection
of the wake inward. It can be observed that the up wash leading to a flex in the wake increases
in height as the distance grows from the wing. This is as such that at this high relative angle-
of-attack the wake is exposed to the freestream earlier due to the Yehudi break, deforming it,
giving the wake its distinctive span-wise fold. However, it is uncertain if this up wash has any
correlation with the inboard wake vortex as observed in the vector field in Figure A.4. This up
wash also indicates that the problem at hand is 3-dimensional as the up wash would not exist if
only a wing-section is modelled.
Relative levels of turbulent viscosity are used as an indicator of turbulence. This is in the
form of turbulent viscosity taken relative to physical kinematic viscosity of the flow, as seen
in Figure A.5. The lower 1% threshold of the contours are regarded as the freestream and are
truncated from the figure. This 1% limit is based off the highest observable value of νt/ν in the
16◦case, which has the highest between the two cases. Expectedly, it is evident that turbulent
viscosity vastly dominates physical kinematic viscosity in the region towards the horizontal HTP
indicating highly turbulent wake flow. But as RANS equations are limited to only the mean and
large flow features, a higher-fidelity technique like DES or LES, may be needed to provide more
insight on this portion of the flow, especially for the inboard wake section. In addition, is it also
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notable that this viscosity ratio decreases substantially as the angle-of-attack decreases from
16◦to 14◦, with also the same observable outward shift.
The following flow feature of interest in the inboard wake vortex. To attempt at visualizing
its source, absolute values of vorticity are depicted with iso-volumes but only limited from
10 s−1 to 15 s−1 in Figure A.6, and span-wise contours in Figure A.7 limited from 2/s to 22/s.
At 16◦angle-of-attack the swirl lies just above the HTP but its size is adequately large to visually
depict some interaction with the HTP, but with most of it passing over the upper surface. Based
on the iso-volumes, the same lateral outboard shift in the wake can also be observed between
these two attitudes. The 14◦case shows the inboard wake vortex developing outwards, possibly
coinciding with the HTP tip and its tip vortex. However, the mesh block and its refinement cells
grow rapidly farther downstream, dissipating any useful results soon after the HTP trailing edge.
Nevertheless, the iso-volumes provide valuable insight on this physical interaction, especially
how the inboard vortex seems to coincide with the HTP tip. Looking closer at these results in
Figure A.7, a core at the HTP of approximately 12/s with a diameter of approximately 5 m can
be observed. These contours suggest that at 14◦, the vortex core still does not strictly coincide
with the HTP tip, and presently, it is unknown if it would at further lower attitudes. However,
the trend between the two cases seem to suggest that this is likely.
A.1.3 Discussion
The results presented shows a preliminary model of the development of a wake from a wing
with a Yehudi break. It is shown that this kink in the trailing edge of the wing can produce
discernible and possibly characteristic flow features. From the results, it can be reasoned that the
wing’s wake impinging on the HTP is much more complex than just a blanketing of the HTP in a
region of lower dynamic pressure hinted with a deficit in local velocity as suggested empirically.
Based on these computational models, characteristic flow features can exist and interact with
the HTP because of the existing Yehudi break, especially if its span-wise extent lies close to the
stabilizer, such as in the case of the CRM. Since this physical feature usually lies close to the
wing root, it could develop flow fields that propagate downstream to potentially interact with
the HTP. However, determining the exact attitude at which the discussed features impinge on
the HTP is challenging. This involves complicated flow fields as seen in the results presented
here, which are also highly dependent on the flow conditions and geometry. Furthermore, the
criteria that are used to define the impingement of the wake on the HTP needs to be determined
before an exact angle-of-attack can be decided on. This coupled with the 3-dimensionality and
inherently unsteadiness of the flow problem makes this definition challenging.
In terms of the potential impact of the inboard wake vortex, tangential velocity magnitudes in
the x-normal plane are consistent to show a sub 10% reference velocity at the HTP. The impact
of this relatively low velocity on the HTP is arguable as even at these magnitudes, the absolute
local velocities might still be capable of altering the effective angle-of-attack of the HTP. More
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Figure A.3: Contours of velocity magnitude normalised to the freestream forward of the HTP
for α = 16◦ (top) and α = 14◦ (Bottom). Contours are limited to an upper threshold of 0.98U∞.
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Figure A.4: velocity vector field normalised to the freestream forward of the HTP for α = 16◦
(top) and α = 14◦ (Bottom).
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Figure A.5: Turbulent viscosity ratio in the solution forward of the HTP for α = 16◦ (top) and
α = 14◦ (Bottom).
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Figure A.6: Iso-volume of vorticity magnitude limited to a threshold of 10≤ ω ≤ 15s−1.
α = 16◦ (top) and α = 14◦ (Bottom).
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Figure A.7: Contours of vorticity magnitude forward of the HTP for α = 16◦ (top) and
α = 14◦ (Bottom).
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studies would be needed in determining the detailed properties of this vortex, such as its physical
causes, its strengths at these flow conditions, and the attitude at which it impinges on the HTP
directly. On the other hand, the up wash caused by the Yehudi break is significant, up to 50%
relative freestream which resides close to the HTP tip. A better vortex identification method
may be preferred in addition to vorticity such as the Q-criterion [203].
The flow is inherently unsteady although the present results model the mean development of
the flow field across post-stall angles of attack. In addition, RANS is only capable of modelling
the mean and large features and have been observed to inherently possess early wake dissipating
characteristics. Judging based on trends observed by Waldmann et al. [52], it is arguable that the
magnitude of results, especially for the velocities observed, is under-predicted, although trends
would be similar compared to scale-resolving techniques and PIV experiments. It is therefore
expected for results to be more pronounced, and potentially up to 20% relative to the freestream
in the wake velocity deficit peak if the discrepancies are consistent. Therefore, the likelihood that
the results are dissipated to a considerable degree is high. Because of this, the above discussed
potential of the inboard wake vortex effect on the HTP need more work. Nevertheless, as RANS
models being inherently dissipative of wake profiles are known [32, 204], they are still capable
of providing insightful and acceptable results. Furthermore, the use of turbulence modelling to
predict the effects of turbulence shown in terms of turbulent viscosity indicates that it dominates
the wake towards the HTP, suggesting high levels of turbulence in the flow. Therefore, scale-
resolving techniques such as DES may be preferred and will be explored in following work.
In terms of the mesh, the 3-dimensionality of a mesh block to model the wake requires an
exorbitant number of cells for the wake capture shown here, as well as with past work. Hav-
ing a spatial resolution of 2% the reference chord presently places total cell count in the order
of 40 million. Moving towards a transient analysis would make the solution computationally
expensive for the present resources. In addition, the present mesh could be improved. A hand-
ful of highly non-orthogonal elements still exist at junctions of the wing and tail root (fuselage
joint) from layer generation (Maximum cell orthogonal angle at 77◦). This process must be
better controlled. An entirely structured grid may be unsuitable as the edge refinements for the
wake block will propagate to corresponding parallel block edges, refining the domain unneces-
sarily. Alternatively, a multi-zone mesh hybrid which uses a structured body-fitted grid and an
unstructured volume fill may be preferable instead. This allows better wall grid control over the
entire geometry which the present mesh lacks and provides a convenient strategy for generating
the wake block. The different type of cells used could also be considered. The wake block is
presently filled with equilateral tetrahedrons that could be combined to form hexahedrons. This
could aid in managing cell counts. Reassessing the span-wise extent of the wake block is also
needed as refining the entire span of the wing wake may not be needed if focus is on the wake
developed from the Yehudi break. This would allow the suggested spatial resolution of 1% the
reference chord to be used for scale-resolving techniques.
Appendix B
Detailed Mesh Reports
The following are log extracts of mesh statistics obtained with the OpenFOAM mesh checker
checkMesh utility.
B.1 Chapter 3 Grid Statistics for Square Beam Bluff-Body
The following reports the detailed mesh statistics for the grid used in Chapter 3, for the square
beam bluff-body:
Mesh stats
points: 4277560
faces: 12654950
internal faces: 12478474
cells: 4188904
faces per cell: 6
boundary patches: 6
point zones: 0
face zones: 1
cell zones: 1
Overall number of cells of each type:
hexahedra: 4188904
prisms: 0
wedges: 0
pyramids: 0
tet wedges: 0
tetrahedra: 0
polyhedra: 0
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Checking topology...
Boundary definition OK.
Cell to face addressing OK.
Point usage OK.
Upper triangular ordering OK.
Face vertices OK.
Number of regions: 1 (OK).
Checking patch topology for multiply connected surfaces...
Patch Faces Points Surface topology
CUBE 15012 15120 ok
INLET 15568 15820 ok
OUTLET 15568 15820 ok
TOP 35028 35420 ok
BOTTOM 35028 35420 ok
FRONTANDBACK 60272 61108 ok
Checking geometry...
Overall domain bounding box (-4 -0.7 0) (4 0.7 0.7)
Mesh has 3 geometric (non-empty/wedge) directions (1 1 1)
Mesh has 3 solution (non-empty) directions (1 1 1)
Boundary openness
(8.62312e-16 3.20389e-14 -8.77653e-17) OK.
Max cell openness = 3.66402e-16 OK.
Max aspect ratio = 100.007 OK.
Minimum face area = 1.5096e-07.
Maximum face area = 0.0139044.
Face area magnitudes OK.
Min volume = 7.60271e-10. Max volume = 7.00219e-05.
Total volume = 7.833. Cell volumes OK.
Mesh non-orthogonality Max: 47.2125 average: 6.53999
Non-orthogonality check OK.
Face pyramids OK.
Max skewness = 2.26167 OK.
Coupled point location match (average 0) OK.
Mesh OK.
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End
B.2 Chapter 4 Grid Statistics for Wing-In-Bluff-Body
The following reports the detailed mesh statistics for the grid used in Chapter 4, for the wing in
bluff-body geometry:
Mesh stats
points: 3840640
faces: 11324700
internal faces: 11129154
cells: 3742309
faces per cell: 6
boundary patches: 8
point zones: 0
face zones: 1
cell zones: 1
Overall number of cells of each type:
hexahedra: 3742309
prisms: 0
wedges: 0
pyramids: 0
tet wedges: 0
tetrahedra: 0
polyhedra: 0
Checking topology...
Boundary definition OK.
Cell to face addressing OK.
Point usage OK.
Upper triangular ordering OK.
Face vertices OK.
Number of regions: 1 (OK).
Checking patch topology for multiply connected surfaces...
Patch Faces Points Surface topology
BEAM 17064 17280 ok
NACA0012 20224 20480 ok
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INLET 10033 10240 ok
OUTLET 10033 10240 ok
TOP 21725 22080 ok
BOTTOM 21725 22080 ok
FRONT 47371 48008 ok
BACK 47371 48008 ok
Checking geometry...
Overall domain bounding box (-1.5 -0.7 -0.2) (2 0.7 0.2)
Mesh has 3 geometric (non-empty/wedge) directions (1 1 1)
Mesh has 3 solution (non-empty) directions (1 1 1)
Boundary openness
(4.55176e-15 -3.60274e-18 9.65312e-16) OK.
Max cell openness = 4.24798e-16 OK.
Max aspect ratio = 202.205 OK.
Minimum face area = 2.95893e-09.
Maximum face area = 0.00383838.
Face area magnitudes OK.
Min volume = 1.49819e-11. Max volume = 1.94348e-05.
Total volume = 1.95563. Cell volumes OK.
Mesh non-orthogonality Max: 48.1789 average: 13.6625
Non-orthogonality check OK.
Face pyramids OK.
Max skewness = 2.47161 OK.
Coupled point location match (average 0) OK.
Mesh OK.
End
B.3 Chapter 5 Grid Statistics for Wing-Tail Overset Grid
The following reports the detailed mesh statistics for the grid used in Chapter 5, for the wing-tail
overset grid:
Mesh stats
points: 690352
faces: 1980852
internal faces: 1892460
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cells: 645552
faces per cell: 6
boundary patches: 9
point zones: 0
face zones: 2
cell zones: 2
Overall number of cells of each type:
hexahedra: 645552
prisms: 0
wedges: 0
pyramids: 0
tet wedges: 0
tetrahedra: 0
polyhedra: 0
Checking topology...
Boundary definition OK.
Cell to face addressing OK.
Point usage OK.
Upper triangular ordering OK.
Face vertices OK.
*Number of regions: 3
<<Writing region information to "0/cellToRegion"
<<Writing region 0 with 444000 cells to cellSet region0
<<Writing region 1 with 100776 cells to cellSet region1
<<Writing region 2 with 100776 cells to cellSet region2
Checking patch topology for multiply connected surfaces...
Patch Faces Points Surface topology
OVERSETPATCH 5168 5440 ok
INLET 2220 2352 ok
OUTLET 2220 2352 ok
BOTTOM 4000 4221 ok
TOP 4000 4221 ok
BACK 32808 33392 ok
FRONT 32808 33392 ok
WING 2584 2720 ok
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TAIL 2584 2720 ok
Checking faceZone topology for multiply connected surfaces...
FaceZone Faces Points Surface topology
int_WINGREGION 294440 108800 multiply connected
int_TAILREGION 294440 108800 multiply connected
<<Writing 216512 conflicting points to set nonManifoldPoints
Checking basic cellZone addressing...
CellZone Cells Points Volume
WINGREGION 100776 108800 0.0069685067
TAILREGION 100776 108800 0.0034145683
Checking geometry...
Mesh has 3 geometric (non-empty/wedge) directions (1 1 1)
Mesh has 3 solution (non-empty) directions (1 1 1)
Boundary openness
(-1.287536e-18 -1.7320551e-15 -1.773392e-14) OK.
Max cell openness = 3.3059111e-16 OK.
Max aspect ratio = 217.70095 OK.
Minimum face area = 3.049504e-09.
Maximum face area = 0.029761749. Face area magnitudes OK.
Min volume = 1.6052952e-11. Max volume = 0.00014880874.
Total volume = 0.61038307. Cell volumes OK.
Mesh non-orthogonality Max: 40.408709 average: 5.2521193
Non-orthogonality check OK.
Face pyramids OK.
Max skewness = 2.1225075 OK.
Coupled point location match (average 0) OK.
Mesh OK.
End
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